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Volume Number 68 "V H*'’*- * HoBend, Mlchlpm, Tburedayl Mey llfl939
CITY NEWS The News HConHtmetlff;
Holland Since
Complrtr 39ailij ©ffirial Program JFor Sin? ®ultp Jffrotiuat
r»' )
Satnrdiy, May IS (E. S. Time)
• 4« A M. to II iff P M' UTTLE NETH-
ERLANDS.
f iff A M. to 19M P.M.-NETHEHLANI-s
MUSEUM. ARTS eud C1AIT8 SHOW
DUTCH PUPPETS.
If iff A.M. to If iff P.M.— INDUSTKIa I.
PAIR.
If.fO A.M. to 1^0 P.M.-VUIUni Ko'u •
for S.S. North Amortc*n, South Amrn
con and Alabama.
Dartime tour*- TULIP LANCS and MASS
PLANTINGS.
Dajr or NlsbV TUUP FARMS in«..t
Ucbted).
l!«l to till P.M.— BROADCAST, (otom
bU Network.
Sill P.M.— MINNESINGERS <8u<rt irm.
tiff P.M.— STREET SCRUBBING CKkr.
MONY followed by POLES PARA1 ’T.
Monday, May 15
DartlnM tour. TULIP 1ANES .nd MASS
PLANTINGS.
10e A.M. to 10:00 P.M I.ITTLK NETH-
ERLANDS.
9:00 A M. to 10:00 P M N KTMERLA NI>S
MUSEUM. ARTS and UlAhTS SHOW.
HUTCH PUPPETS
10.00 A.M. to 10:00 PM INDUSTRIAL
PAIR.
10 ftO AM to i:0O PM Vl.ltln* hmir.
for 8.8. North Amnlran, South Am.i
lean and Alabama.
Day or nlaht TUUP PA RMS mood
liahtrd)
l:U to 10:00 P.M. TUUP TALKS In
rludtng WOODEN SHOE DANt't
Tuesday, May 16





9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P M
ER1ANI>S.
9 00 a m. to 10.00 P M - NETHEItt-ANI'S
MUSEUM. ARTS and l RA9TS SHOW .
DUTCH PUPPETS
10 00 A M. to 10:00 r M INDUSTRIAL
PAIR.
10 00 AM to 100 PM Vlalting hour,
for S3. North American. South Amrn
ran and Alabama
Day or nlfht TUUP FARMS .Flood
lighted 1.
R 00 P M COMBINED BAND (DNCUtT
High School building
DK PRANK SIMON Conductor
K oo P.M WOODEN SHOE PROORAM
(In front of Poet Offlc. )
SCHOOLS COSTUME
9 00 AM to 10 00
ERlJtNDS.
» on a M to lo oo P M NETHERIjtNDfl
MUSEUM ARTS and CRAFTS SHOW.
DUTCH PUPPETS
10 00 A M to J oo P M Vlalting hour,
for S.S North Amailran. South Am»rl
ran and Alabama
Day or night TUUP FARMS I Flood-
llgl.trrl )
10 or. AM to 10 oo 1' M INDUSTRIAI
FA IK
1 oo P M
RADE
1 1 4 to 10 00 PM TUUP TAIJCS. In
rl.xllng WOODEN SHOE DANCE
Thursday, May IS
Daytima loura TUUP l^ANES and MASS
PI-ANT1NGS
"0 AM u» 10 00 P M - UTTLE NETH-
KKlANlXt
00 A M to in 0O p M NETHKRLANDN
MUSEUM ARTS and CRAFTS SHOW,
DUTCH PUPPETS
10 oo A M to 10 00 P M INDUSTRIAL
FAIR
10 0O A M to 5 00 P M Vlalting hour,
for S.S North American. South Amarl-
and Alabama
Day or night TULIP FARMS I Flood-
lighted I
* 00 P M WOODEN SHOE DANCE PRO-
(iRAM (In front of Poet Offlra I
Friday, 19 — Aero
fiaytlme Umra TUUP l^NKS and MASS
PLANTINGS
(.0 AM In 10 00 P M
ERUtNDS
oo A M to 10 oo p M
MUSEUM ARTS and
DUTCH PUPPETS






10 00 AM to 1:00 PM — Vlalting houra
for 8.8. North American, South Ameri-
can and Alabama.
I 00 P M — Atrplanea Arrlre at Airport.
Day or night TUUP FARMS (FVwd-
llgktod).
* oo P M. WOODEN SHOE DANCE PRO
GRAM. (In front of Poet Office.)
9 00 P M AERO BALL- W AUK AEOO
INN
Saturday, May 20
Daytime toura TUUP LANES and MASS
PLANTINGS.
» "0 A M to 10:00 P.M.— UTTLE NETH-
KR LANDS.
» oo A.M to 10 00 P.M.— NETHER I-AND8
MUSEUM ARTS and CRAFTS SHOW.
DUTCH PUPPETS.
10 oo A M to 10 :00 P M - INDUSTRIAL
FAIR
19:00 A.M. to 1:00 P M -Vlalting hour,
fur R.H North American. South Amerl-
ran and Alabama.
Day «c night TUUP FARMS (Flood-
lighted).
I :00 P M BAND REVIEW and ZOU-
AVES.
too PM UNIFORM and COSTUME
PARAItE.
11 oo P M WOODEN SHOE DANCE PRO-
GRAM (In front of Poet Office.)
Sunday, May Z1
Daytime tour*-TULlP LANES and MAM
PLANTINGS
Der or night TUUP FARMS (FW-
Ikghtod).
AM. - WORSHIP SERVICE S-
All Churchea
7 :00 and 7:10 P M.- WORSHIP SERV-
ICES — All Church*.






PICTURE OF GERRIT VAN
SCHELVEN AND JACOB VAN
PUTTKN “SNAPPED" BE-
FORE CIVIL WAR
A real find U ihown in this col-
umn, picturing two Holland men
who played yn important part in
thi» eity*« etrly hUtory. To the
left is Jacob van Putten, better
known as MJap", Holland’s second
private banter, spoken of else-
where in another article in rela-
tion to the death of Mr. “Java”
Verschure. He was the second
banker conducting a private bank
in this city shortly after the first
bank had burned down in what
was known as Kenyon's Hall, a
three-story building and an opera
house located on the site of the
present McBride block and built
by Nathan Kenyon. Mr. Van Put-
ten was also a lumbering man. He
st one time owned much of the
land which embraces Waukasoo,
The memberwhip list of the
Dutch Hospitality club has passed
the 300 mark. A lot of hRnashak-
ing, symbol of Dutch hospitality,
will be one of the results.
bone of a pioneering city.
Mr. Van Putten was at one time
the city marshal and it often oc-
curred that young men would
create a disturbance near or in the
; church. Mr. Van Putten became
so annoyed with some of these pro-
cedures that he put a stop to It in
most unusual manner. He got
two “young bloods" by the collar,
marched them to the front of the
church below the pulpit and put
them to shame before an entire
congregation, and then he “booted"
them out. It is said that there were
never any more disturbances st or
near the church after that while
Mr. Van PuUen was marshal,
which was mostly a labor of love
ih those days.
The slender gentlman to the
right Is Gerrit Van Schelven, still
well remembered by the present
generation. Mr. Van Schelven was
a veteran of the Civil War, was a
writer of historic articles, was at
one time editor of the Holland
City News, and had been City
Clerk and Justice of the Peace for
a long period. He served on Char-
ter commissions and finally be-
came Postmaster of Holland, serv.
ing longer than any other post-
master before or since. He was re-
peatedly made commander of the
A. C. Van Raalte post G. A. R.
and was generally found to be









made his residence at Grand Ha-
ven, he havin
it ten years he had
of the abaent d«ad,.for It seemed
5.35; SJS-JSM
represented a soldier's monument.
It was largely through the efforts
of Mr. Van Schelven that many
mn ago the present imposing
so diere monument was built In
soldiers plot in Rilgrim Home cem-
etery. He also was secretary of
the board of parks and cemeteries
for a long period of time.
'*{°r
was one
early dubs that played in this city
hi. day
ADMISSION
Lilti* N*G>«rUn<l». Adult* < hil«lr*n
under II. Ik
Tulip Tales. Adulti Ik. Chlldrar irxl»r
IX. D*
Net Ser land* Museum. Ik
Band Re-rlew Boi Seat* tl '•*' (.'and- i
*tand Reaereatlon* 7k. Granditand ,
Bleacher! SOe. Outfield Blear he,. 2k 1
The death of Jacob “Java" Ver-
schure at Ann Arbor came as a
shock to his many friends in Hoi
land who had known him in his
married Mias Rekag i
Manting, a lady from that city
some years ago. However, he came
to Holland almost weekly since
that time.
Mr. Verschure was especially
considerate of his two sisters, Mrs.
A. L. Cappon, and Miss Jennie Ver-
schure living on West 12th Street.
Not a week passed by without hid
making a trip from Grand Haven
to see them and to look after their
interests. This has been a trait
with “Java" wav back from his
boyhood davs, when the two sis-
ters were always uppermost in hismind. »
Mr. Verschure was taken to Ann
Arbor nearly a month ago where
he passed away at the age of 61
years.
The writer was a “next door”
neighbor of the Verschure family
and “Java" was one of the neigh-
borhood playmates and was of an
athletic turn of mind. There were
few men in Holland who had a finer
physique than did “Java" Ver-
schure.





pioneers in baseball in Holland. He







demonstration ever held In
ffre of Tl, Mr. Van
to organise a re-
HoU.ndc.ttjn.
in the pitcher's box. One of the
dubs thit gained considerable
prominence WM the O.C.TH as did
other early baseball clubs that were
kni* ̂  timtotimin
oTtMttmZa TTvTwHter’ri-
.d torid, tn tHe und k^k of
our horn, in t (tn. of “ow old
cat” That Was wham thaw ,
This issue of the Hollarxl City
News is replete with ''Tulip" infor-
mation, Tulip Time picture., the
official program and considerable
historic data. Dr. A. J Brower, the
world traveler, gives a 'p^'ial ar
tide on The Netherland* with pic-
tures, in which he drsent-- Stap-
horst, Vollendam, and o' her prov-
inces where our Tulip Tin * cos-
tumes are cvery-dsy wen' * ap-
parel.
• • •
On section 3, page on. « i| be
found a reproduction of m Hol-
land souvenir showing mn: \ old
buildings and interesting oenes.
Many pictures still «how ine oil
lamps before Edison* ,!<*-tric
“glim" came and the hitching post
at which horses were compel ed to
park. No parking ticket* m those
days.
• • •
In another part of thi- is-ue is
found W story of “Popke" and
Engel Kolc and their silver -Kates.
But what’s the use of telling more.
There are a great many interesting
features, ana even the advertising
4oote" Tulip news.
• • •
Mayor Geerlings ns an enthua-
Hollandsche Schuchterheid
1
time of his death many years ago.
For k time “Java" also held a posi-
tion in that bank. The father, too,
wia treasurer of Holland for a
number of years and a member of
the school board.
“Java" had a great many inti-
mate friends ; in fact, he had a
faculty to midce friends, being of
n jonal and pleasing disposition.
s of Mr. Vernchure
from Ann Arbor by »
and Notier, morticians,





and flour mill. Much of the
was taken to Chicago in
. and a great deal
of it was tuted in Chicago direct*.
^teasels
m us
hr after the Are In 1871, when Mrs.
O’Lagry’i cow, according to lag-
ends, kicked otaj? a jiptern jn a
Chicago stabla; For many years,
Mr. Van Putten lived on the -
ner of Pine Avenue and 10th
M
No man was' ̂
hi. ___
was our “Van”. The writer
worked beside Mr. Van
for nearly 15 years, held him inlvate
the deepest regard, and feels that Van
a great deal of historic knowledge *ite of the
which your editor has acquired ean proprietor
be attriboted to our early acaoda- the father-i
Hon with Mr; Van Schelven, for he Verschure.
in reality, gras HollandV historian, merged with
_ are being held
















lover is a role in which







Ava«,v»fc/« A uv/ miKj uiarviis
tufwhite paper used by many pr
ere throughout the country. We
* * •
ire of the lowlands
taken from an
and which is au
News by the Reigel Paper Corpora-
tion. 342 Madison Avenue, New





. The picture to truly
of the lowlands of The










OLD SKELETON IN DR.
KREMBR8’ YARD
t to
On next Monday night at 7 o’-
clock sharp, Mayor Henry Geer-
lings has called a meeting of all
,r w. .,p*t
A few weeks ago there WMT
s *tir about town because a
of human bones had been
in the old hosoital plot where
i lie Netherlands," one of OUM
standing Tulip Time fea{
| being build and has been ,
ed bv a brick wall. Digging 1
the foundation of thla st
closure brought to light
part* of a skeleton, »t_ _
that of a woman. The bones
been in the ground for many
and the complete skeleton
intact. It was considered by
of the older residents who
that it was one of the akc
owned by the late Dr. H.
who had several of them for
a* most of the early period
tom had The doctor also
in his office on East 8th
and the story then set forth
1 thal after the doctor's death,
of the unassembled skeletons
honed in a remote part of
>an!
The writer happened to st
onto what veins to be the sol
i of this skeleton Herman
ru»'odian at the courthous#^
Grand Haven »t#tod that h®
read the artrclc telling about
finding of the skeleton, and
his father. Bernard Konter,
idled June, 1938. had buried
skeleton many years before,
the custodian was a yt
! The skeleton hnd been
for years jn the Kremers st
I hack of the house, accoi
Mr. Koster, and it was
antiquated and incomplete
ton. so Mr. Koster'a father
ordered to bury the bones
grape arbor in the garden
south end of the yard. The
was at that time the “h«r
at the Kremers residence,
in the garden and in the
and often drove for the
When the father came home
told mother and the children,
heb net eenc mensch
(I have just buried a person)
then he told the family thal
had buried the old skeleton.
Herman Koster, the presents
todian at the county court
never thought of the
until the story of the
the bones received wide
Then he remembered
father had said. There to
extraordinary about the '
Everyone knew the
many fikeleton* used for
tion and study, the only
ferent about the orli









ted Drapery. Cheerful Multicolored Florals
on solid color background— pair $2.69
*k Drapery. Sateen lined— pair
Sheer soft hanging rayon panels -om h
$2.95
59cer
Bedroom curtains with novelty edge trim. To be
p Used swag or straight hanging. Variety of
Kpfcolors — p ir 79c
Lace Panel. 4*1 inch, regular *i!K -- each 39c
Big assortment I .ace Panels
Exttra wide— 2’ long— each !*Hc
•air
Mass Furniture Co.
M W. 10th St. Holland, Michigan
-r --- .............. ,
Rate Drugs
Holland's Busiejt Drug Store
Cornet River and Eighth Holland, Mich.
SALE NOW ON THRU SATURDAY
I 100 ASPIRIN— 5 gr
25c CARTERS LIVER PILLS
60c DR. LYONS TOOTH POWDER
60c YEAST FOAM TABLETS
CITRATE OF MAGNESIA
MIDOL TABLETS
_ ___ GERBERS BABY FOODS
PINT RUBBING ALCOHOL
76c DOANS KIDNEY PILLS
S6c GOLD MEDAL HAR-OIL CAPS.
Give Mother Candy
on Mother’s Day— Sunday
BOX ASSORTED CHOCOLATES 23c
2 POUND BOX ASST. CHOCOLATES 49c
GILBERTS ASSORTED CHOCOLATES— 50c lb. up
txrsf-e i - •tT-i
TIMELY SALE
La v • • % fi - •“ 1
of Studio Couches!
i — one genuine imported Italian couch




This smart, good looking as well as serviceable couch
is easily m2de into a bed. Ixxiks like a regular davenport.
stirts as low as $49a00
f] smart] durable couch. Assorted colors in
starting as low as $29i85
|R«member— FREE covers, with each couch.— 
Vries & Dorobos Co.
HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE




Hatoffk* — ------ - ^
»t Cmrrtm. March Ir4.
(EstablUhed 1872)
Businesi Oflfice - - - -
82 W. 8th St
2020
MMMm®
Women Do Lion's Sinn of Cleaning
••I
Colored Curtain.^ for Porch,
Sun Room. Dining Roum*
I Chenille Rugs fur Bodro m.-. Wa^hitMt' large size 9Hc t
B' Attractive Bath Mat ami S< at ( 'u\cr sots. j
^ Complete se  9H, na';-* 1
Colorful Studio. Suing or (.Inti r Cover' ’j
W each only $1 so j
tl
"He that never climbed never fell"
MAY
cE.
14— Th* lu*l ConatiluUoool
Convenlion was hold.
1787.
ME 1J— Tho Panama Canal wasoHkctaUy opwwd. 1911
IS— Abraham Uncoln was
nomlnatod lor Iho protl-
dancy. 1060.




was mado Emporor d
Pranoo, 1004.
It— Anno Boloyn. wll* ot
Honrv VUL was bohoad-
od. 1S36.
20-Amolla Eaibarl look oh
on solo Olght oaoos Al-
lantic, 1931 , ̂
Tampering with the (’lock
I bet roil h'rrr Prent )
Approximately HO.OOO.fMMi people
in the t nited Staten put their
rlock.i ahead an hour t>efore they
went to !>ed Sunday night.
And of thear*. about lO.IKXl.fXM)
were in New York.
Another 100 .000 ,000 AmeHrans.
among them 1.700,0(K) IVtnuters.
were unalTected by the change to
daylight Raving time.
The daylight Raving "reform",









The Grand Rapids Herald pictur-
ed aeveral Holland women doing tht
street ncrubbing Rtunt In front of
the Pantlind hotel Monday night,
while crowd.s looked on. The men
from Holland carried the water ini brick pavement was laid
buckets on yokes and slopped
the ladies could do soabout
it;
me
scrubbing — a scrubbing which Mon-
slrroe Ave. hasn’t had ince th% new
The Lions from this city went to
the larj^c convention and at the
same time publicized the Tulip
Festival for next week.
Holland Man Speaks to
New Hope Alumni
(Muskegon Chronicle)
^ ^ ity in 1918 and soon spread
to New England and other parts of
the country. Statewide use of day-
light saving time has been estab-
lished in Massachusetts. Connecti
cut. Delaware, New Jersey. Maine
and Rhode Island. And in several
other states it is observed in large
cities and industrial centers.
The primary object of daylight
saving is to save an hour of day-
light for men and women, who
work by the clock or whistle, after
their day’s work is done.
Standard time is still good
enough for small communities and
farms, where hours of work are
governed by other considerations,
and in cities like iVtroit, which are
so located with respect to the divid
ing lines between time zones that
it is not necessary
Dr Man-in R. Meengs wa.s elect-
ed president of Greater Muskegon
chapter of Hope college alumni,
succeeding Herman A. Kruizenga,
at a dinner meeting last night in
t nity Reformed church, attended
by 40 persons including five high
school seniors who will enroll at
Hope next September.
William A Yanderwerp is the
new vice president. Re-elected were
Mrs James TenBrink, secretary,
and Christian A. Rroek. treasurer.
Dr Bruce M. Raymond, head
of the political science department,
spoke on ‘'American Neutrality.”
i’unils in one of his clafWes, re-
cently questioned, said they did not
think the I'nitod State* would keep
from a general war, but none were
willing to go to any other country
to fight However, if this nation
were to l>e invaded, then they
would fight, he said.
Other program numbers, for
which Rev. James A. Stegeman
was toastmaster, included a toast
to Hope college, by Mr. Rroek, and
music. Mrs Cordon F. Van Kene




... . .V. *  IW w. v »/• * ...... . , J
Clocks and watches in such places! paoied by Miss Bertha I/eenstra.
do not have to be put ahead an
hour on the last Sunday in April
and put hark an hour on the last
Sunday in September
Pay as You (iO
( betroit Seu'i)
The Methodiat Church, shaping
lPnew policies at its Uniting Con
ference in Kansas City, wts an ex
cellent example for all organiza
tiona. It rules that no Methodist
congregation *hall erect a building
until the ground for it ahall have
been paid for and at least SO per
cent of the estimated coat if on
hand in cash and tangible asset*.
Detroit has a number of remin-
ders of the over-enthusiasm that
revailed in flush time*. Defaultedpr . ------ --------
bond* *nd reorganization* effected
by heavy losse* to trusting inves-
tors, are bad enough in secular
affairs The church should keep free
from dubious transactions.
sang several selections, including
(’adman's "The Heart of Her.”
Harold Gilman led the group sing
ing, with Mrs. Bert Brower accom
panying at the piano.
A serious loss of white bass in
Lake Macatawn is being threaten-
ed by the death of millions of shin-
er minnows which provide food for
the bass while they arc spawning
in Black river here. At one point
along the river, it is estimated that
nearly a million shiners are lying
in a section of the shore eight feet
wide aivi 80 feet long
The large numbers of dead min-
nows were first noticed by attorney
Charles Van Duren, Jr., Sunday
who lives in that vicinity, and
Conservation Officer Forrest La-
voy was called. With Police Chief
Ira A Antles <if Holland, a former
conservation officer, a preliminary
investigation was made. An oily
waste on the water was taken as
one of the likely causes of the
death of tho shiners.
Further investigation is being
made by the conservation depart-
ment Although white has* are
not the foremost game fish of this
area, they are highly regarded by
fishermen, and provide many a
day's sport during t h e season
Whether pollution or some other
cause is responsible, the conser
vation commission is making a
thorough investigation
Two first year group* in the in-
strumental department of the pub
lie schools, which is under direction
of Stuart A. Ludlow, presented n
pleasing concert at a meeting of
the Holland Music Boosters club
Monday evening. Mr*. IJoyd Reed,
president of the dub was in charge
of the meeting. The club members
consist of parent* of children
studying music in the local achools
as well fts all others interested.
A A A A A AAAAAAaaaAAAaAA^AA
ART EXHIBIT TO BE SHOWN
AT NETHERLANDS MUSEUM
VTTWTVTTWTWTTTTVTTTTT^
An exhibit of Works of Artists
of Holland and vicinity was made
in the Arts & Crafts Guild studio
located in the Sentinel building on
Monday and Tuesday evenings, ex-
hibits including China paintin
water colors, woodcarving, sculp-
ture and numerous other* of the
Arrangements committee mrlud
ed Dr. Meengs, program chairman:
Trinity Reforme churfh will be
scene of the Western Social con-
ference on Monday. May 16. with
sessions at 10 a. m. and 1:45 p. m.
Members arc ministers and elders
of the Reformed classis of Hol-James TenBnnk, reservations, and,, '"f. np!cTni0<J. 01 Mo'-
Mrs Brower dinner 1 land- (,rBnd R*Pld-'1- Muskegon, and
Mrs. Brower, dinner. Kalamazoo. Dr Wynand Wichen,
, , _ , . , . . president of Hope College, and
Jacob Schipper, woo had beer :1, | prMldent nf the gUl<1 of ed.
for about three years with hear: uogtion of Michigan, will speak
trouble, passed away early Tuesday in thp morninK on t h r
morning at his home. 13. W.st ..Thc pr(.,ont Opportunity of the
18th Street Bom in (oopers v.le ̂ ^ jn R nomocracy." and in
Jan. 24, 18/1, he was M years of the afU.rn(K,n the Rov Hpn n
age. Prior to his illness he was . m- Tcrkeurst, pastor of Trinity church,
ployed at the Bay View h urm'. ./re ; wlH g{>,iak on .-A Candj(1 a{
Co. Mr. Schipper was a membe. , 0ur Seminaries ”
H if
irnc.
Henry G Vredeveld of Lugers
Crossing. R K. 1, Holland, passed
away at his home Monday evening
He was fib years. He is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Donald Rom-
eyn of Route No. 2, and Mis* Jean- [
ette Aletha at home; two sisters,
Mrs. Paul Van Vulpen and Mrs.
Richard W'i.-ghmmk Funeral ser-
vices will b. held Friday at 2 p m
from the Nibbel ink -Notier chapel,
with the Rev. C. M Beerthuis of
Immanuel church, officiating Burial
will be in Grnnfschap cemetery.
of the Prospect Park (hr
Church, and of the Men’s »
and served ns elder for some
Survivors are the widow, a * n.
Gerrit Schipper of NorthfuM
Minn., a grand daughter. Also one
brother, Wybe Schipper of hast
Saugatuck. Funeral service* at the
home Friday afternoon at 1 30 will
be private, with services at -he
church at 2 o’clock. Rev Van I nar.
fine art*. About 300 entries were
included. Prize* were awarded in
the form of ribbons to the winning
entries as follows: —
Oil Paintings: first, Olga De
Lin, Bill’s Tire Shop; second, Ol-
ga De Lin, Mexican study; third,
Verne C. Hohl, Dutch Study; Hon-
orable mention, Verne C. Hohl.
Landscape.
Pastels: first, Katherine Bene-
dict, Baby Head; second, Ement
Wanrooy, Anne; third, Catherine
Benedict, Baby head; honorable
mention, Raoul Johnson, Dutch
Girl.
W»ter colors first, Peter J.
Kolean, Backyard; second, Mar-
garet Stone < Mr*. W R. Buss)
Bible; third, PeUtr J, Kolean,
Margaret Ston<- (Mr*. .W. K.
Buss) Flower Study.- ;
Photographs: first, Charles E.
Laitch, Timberline; second, Anne
Viaacbdr, Sunset; third, Robert
Wishmeier, Bas-Relief; honorable
mention, ChArJes Wojahn, Golden
Gate Bridge.
Woodcarving: first, A. C. Yost,
Knowledge; second, Fred A. Caro,
Jr., Figure; third, Fred A. Caro,
Jr, Ship Model; honorable men
tion, Louis Mulder, Horae.
Sculpture: honorable mention
building penuit has been filed t only, Ernest Wanrooy, Head
c.tv clerk °scar Peterson by General Crafts: first. Dorothy
Michigan Trust Co df Grand ' VLsscher. The Secret; second. Dor
Mivaiviwiiv’iA ttviv uu*vi u
Xnapp, . pmident Lund of Chicago.
The Brands You Know
WHEAT1E8 — Pkg ..... .....10c
KELLOGGS PEP — Pkg. 11c
PET MILK-4 tall can* 25c
CARNATION MILK—
4 tall cana ........................ 25c
PILLSBURY’fl FLOUR-
24 Fi lb. bag — ......... m-.79c
SANKA or Kaffee Hag-
lb. can ................ S5c
SWANS DOWN
CAKE FLOUR— Pkg. 21c
CALUMET
BAKING POWDER —
lb. can ...... ..... 19c
MIRACLE WHIP
CAMPBELL’S SOU
<jt. jari  37e
(except chicken A mushroom)
CR18CO SHORTENING—
1-lh. can . ........... m....49c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE-
2 giant 45-ox. cana ...... 29c
' (Natural Unsweetened)
KRI8PY CRACKERS—
lb. box .... ............ 15c
KRAFTS American dieeae
Mb. loaf ....... 45c
SUNSWEET PRUNES
2-lb. box ............ ........ 17e
CTH0MAS STORES
•32 W. 8th St- Holland, Michigan
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
HOLLAND
Con tin nows Daily Starting 2:30
Price Change — 5:00
Friday and Saturday, May 12. IS
Union Pacific
with
^Barbara Stanwyck and Joel McCra*
Added-News
GUEST NlGHT-8at. May 13
“HER JUNGLE LOVE”
with
Dorothy Umour and Ray MiHam
Monday, ToMday and Wadaeaday




pastor of the church, will offi<
Interment will be at Pilgrim H
Cemetery.
, — - o-
A building
with
"S™"1 1 VI«Kl>«. The
R^tobuW. 11 by Hadd'Uon „thy VU.chcr Aunt Jemima,
^ * ° bul1'1'”* ! 2W third, A, C. Van, Child1. Head: The Hard, Kamil,, one member a-
College Ave for .tor,- purpoaea, at honorable mention, Dorothy VI.-
a cost of |160. | scher UnJt ow U()y. ^ China Painting: finrt. Mrs. J,
Sidney Bouma of 508 Washing- W Hobeck; second. Mr*. J. W.
ton Aye., who underwent a foot Hobeck; third, Mrs. Bessie e!
operation at Holland hospital, has W’eersing (no titles.)
Graphicreturned to his home and is in an
improved condition
A Mother-Daughter banquet will
be given at tho Methodiat church
Saturday by thc women of the
church The Ganges Methodist Iji-
d>es Aid is sponsoring n mothcr-
daughter banquet Tuesday evening
at the church
---- o -
The Holland Exchange club n . m
hers were entertained at their Mon-
day noon luncheon by Trooper L.
N. Coykendall of the safety divi-
sion of thc Michigan state poire
He exhibited pistol murksmsn’h ip.
• nd shot the fiamf from the w ; -k
of a candle and split a plavnur card
edgewise, talking while exhibiting
these feats.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson ire
occupying their new home at JM
West 15th street.
Miss Ellen Rhea of Holland has
been appointed a member of the
>taff of the Michigan Gargoyle,
campus humor magazine of the
Diversity of Michigan-- o --
Arts: first, Dorothy
Teacher. Spaniel; second, Eddie
Page, Jean Harlow; third. Verne
C. Hohl, The flood Samardln;
honorable mention, Mr*. Charles
R. Kligh, Fatty.
Best of Show Qiga De Lin,
Bill's Tire Shop.
Mr Carl Hoermtn, one of the
also exhibited two of his
which ia Mickey Rooney
Added — Newa, Cartoon,
Popular Science and Novelty
Mr*. R. Van Putten, who went judges,
with her daughter and son-in-law, oils, painted in California during
Prof, and Mrs. J. M De Haan of the winter Mr*. Hoerman, also
Michigan State College, to Lincoln, an artisj, is exhibiting an oil paint-
Nebraska .has returner) to h e r i ing.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
May 18, 19. and 20
“RETURN OF THE CISCO KID"
with
Warner Baxter and Lynn Bari
Added— March of Time, Cartoon.
Comedy, Novelty, and Newa
COLONIAL
MatinMa Daily at 2:39
Evenings— 4:30 and 8:45
Continuous on Saturday
Price Change — 5:00










Added — Episode No. 10 of Serial
“Scout* to the Re*coe”




George Raft and Ellen Drew
Added— Newa and Novelties
Wednesday and Thursday.
May 17 and 18
Donble Feature
home. Prof. De Haan Mf^nded the
convention meetings of the Amcr-
ican Psychological association.
The hanging jury was composed
of the exhibition chairman. Mr*.
Holland'd police force will hr’ do-
ng duty during Tulip week, but
not in the new uniforms which they
hoped to don by that time. The uni-
form.* arrived, but the color as well
a.« the fit wa« not a.» ordered. Con-
sequently they were returned, and
Holland's force will wear the old
suits However, the service as us-
ual will be pat excellence, for all
that
LMe M/ss Delights Lion Delegates
at Grand Rapids
Charles R. Sligh. Jr., and the fob
lowing committee: Charles E.
Ijaltsch, Mr*. Le Verne Chapman,
Mr*. Martin De Lin, Verne C.
Hohl, Arthur C. Yo*t, Ernest L.
Wanrooy, Alyce Kraker and Mr*,
Verne C. Hohl.
Following the judging Monday
Mrs Bessie Schaeffer, of 34 East
21st St., passed away at Holland
hospital Monday morning at the
age of 51 year*. She had been tak-
en to the hospital after suffering
a paralytic stroke at her home Sat-
urday. Her husband, Benjamin
Schaeffer, passed away Ms rah 20.
1933. Schaeffer was born Oct. 30,
1887, In Evart to Mr. and Mrs. u.
Williamson. Surviving are five
son*, Bernard of Allegan, Basil
Rov, Barney and Donald, all o
Holland ;five daughters, Mrs. Ar-
nold Hart of Elmira, Mich., Mr*.
William Borgman, Misses Berlins,
Betty, and Vivian, all of Holland:
two brothers, Floyd Williamson of
Big Rapids and George Williamson
Flint; four sisters, Mr*. Florence
Postell, Mr*. Nin* Schinberger,
Mr*. Nettie Walter*, all of Funt,
and Mr*. Carlsa Dckker of Marne.
Funeral services were held Wednes-
day at 3 p. m. from the Langeland
funeral home, with the Rev. John
















“LONE WOLF SPY HUNT"
with
Warren William_____ Added — News
Expire* May 20
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS




P.W.A. DOCKET. MICHIGAN Ulfi-P-F
sealed hiM °(^H0J,S-VC!tUw* Michigan will receivem 4ea with the conetruotloii of
Gin,r*0'»f Plent Project of the Owaer, util 7:30 p M
on 1^3,,ST MAT, 1»», at the City
lldy1 o^ .’od reid'.'loSd W ^ Pl#e# * **• w,n * V*'„ be sealed In opaque
Holland, Michigan and marked
trie Generating Plant.”
LiaWnty. Contingent Li.biHty .^ Pr^T M
far Electrical Work.
to the City of
specified.
uses 4
Glffeb A Vallet, Ii
the office of the
wod-ort, Boon, hmu-
 tore— wheravex yon want an
asas-
Use U outdoors as woD-'on
perch faBnUnm, to gaiig>i»en
.nc opening OI (MS. 1 KIN (IKMJO) DOLLARS (




Little Mary' Lou Van Dyke, who
was the hit of the Holland Lions
club show it the Lions stole con- Bat Shdi £ Son
tmt will be entered into ud seenrhy offered within ten (10) dayh
trai-jrt-ssi afssiiNr u-m
>. Bids mnst be
sale t|>ccified.
begins thin Sat-
lecauae of the good
«r, ereryone ahould be able
this within a abort time.
• • •
Rer. LeRoy Nattres* of Orange
City, la., haa declined the call ex-
tended him by First Reformed
church of this city.
• • •
Funeral services were held at
the home and at Seventh Reformed
church Wedneaday for Mrs. Klaaa
Koater who naaaed away Sunday
at her home on 32nd at. near
Lugers Crossing. Mn. Koater, who
was born Dec. 17, 1849, was 89
years of age. She had lived on the
aame farm for 70 years. Rev. P.




Cor. 7th and River Holland, Mich.
lake freighter Bennington,
which docked at Harrington's dock
during the winter, arriving here
Dec. 15, 1938, sailed from the local
harbor Wednesday afternoon for
jta 1939 shipping season. A full
crew of 29 persons was aboard.
• • •
Funeral Services for Henry Ven-
der Hili, age 02, were held Monday
at 1 :80 from the borne at 261 West
11th st., and at 2 o'clock from
Manle ave., Christian Reformed
church, the Rev. D. Zwier, paator.
officiating. Friends were privileged
to pay their respects Sunday be-
tween 3 and 6 p. ra. Interment waa
in Pilgrim Home cemetery. Survi-
vors are the widow; five children,
Jack, Henry, Jr., Adrian, and Mar-
garet of Holland, and Mrs. Otto
Van Dyke of Bay City; four
brothers, Gerrit, Arie. James, and
John of Holland; three sisters,
Mrs. Johfi Overbeek, Mrs. Herman
Van Faasen, and Mies Esther Ven-
der Hill, of Holland; and eight
grandchildren.
s • a
• Applications for marriage li-
censes have been filed at the coun-
ty clerk’s office bv James G. Mul-
der, 30, Holland, and Kathryn
Handwerg, 26, Holland; August
Tellinghuiscn. 24, Holland; and
Wilemena Scnut, 20, Holland; Wil-
liam F. Schroeder, 66, West Olive,
and Freda Christan, 48, Stanwood,
Mich.; Floyd Thomas, 29. Douglas,
and June Franks, 19, Holland.
• • •
M. P. Russell, scout executive of
the Ottawa-Allegan Council of Boy
Scouts, is at Camp Ottawa, the
summer camp, located near Neway-
go where he is supervising the
planting of 2,000 trees by enrollees
from a CCC camp. A seed bed will
be established at the camp and will
be cared for as a scout project.
15th St., underwent a tonsillec-
tomy at Holland hospital Monday.
• • •
A meeting of the ordinance com-
mittee of which Aid. Brace Ray-
mond is chairman, and building
contractors of the city was held
Monday evening for the purpose
of discussing the advisability of
a building code for the city. Home
owners would be protected by such
Essei
b n
a code, it waa felt Frank c en-
burg, Jphn Van Dyke and Abel
Smeenge, representing the build-
ers, and Peter Damstra, represeat-
ing plumbers, as a committee to
Ing plumbers, were chosen as 
committee to meet with the ordin-
ance committee to draw up the
proper code and report at a meet-
ing to be held May 22.
• • • .
Funeral services were held Tues-
day for Mrs. Loretta Bums, age
63. wife of William Burns. 212
Columbia ave., at 9 a. m. in St
Francis de Sales church, the Rev.
Fr. John M. Westdorp in charge of
requiem high matt. On Monday at
8 :80 p. m. the women of the Altar
and Rosary societies met at the
home fol- prayer. Interment was in
Pilgrim Home cemetery. Survivors
are the husband; a daughter, Mrs.
John Rozema of Zeeland; a grand-
son, George Ellis Rozema, Jr.;
three sisters, Mrs. George Caughey
and Mrs. Frank Burnette of Chica-
go, and Mrs. Peter Smith of Hol-
land; and a brother, Fred King of
West Olive.
John C a m m i n g a, who was
charged with issuing a fradulent
check to the Bolhuis Lumber Co.
for $219.06, made arrangements
for settlement of the check, and
therefore on motion of Prosecutor
Elbem Parsons the case was dis-
missed by Justice John Galien.
tfoY' WISH tu extend a cordial u: cl come to all Holland and its many visi-
tor* to u'ander through the tulips at the NELIS TULIP FARM. Al-
though our display was considered bp many to be the most complete exhibi-
tion in the country, we have tried to make this exhibit still more interesting,
we hare scoured the worbl for those unusual types, colors, and shapes never
displayed on our form, and we consider it the finest display ur have ever
been able to present.
A Beautiful Box of Fresh Cut Tulips
Mailed Anywhere— The Ideal Tulip-Time Gift
Last year we filled orders for several hundred
boxes of cat tulips, which were shipped from New
York to California, and from Maine to Florida.
This note of appreciation from Mrs. Arthur H.
Vandenberg, Washington, D. C, is typical of the
any received:
“Do let me thank you for the lovely tulips
that arrived today, lost as fresh as if they had
only been picked. . .**
Our Standard Box—
This yenr we have planted enough tulips so that
Wo can cit a quantity for boxes without disturb-
ing otur aain tulip display, and we are offering
our atandard box, which will contain a gorgeous
assortment of not less than 26 choice blooms, in
at lesst 12 various colors and types, fresh cut,
carefully packed and attractively wrapped for sat-
Ufactory delivery to any point within 300 miles,
at $1.00 a box, postpaid, slightly higher to more
distant points to defray the extra postage.
Our De Luxe Box—
This box will contain an assortment of colors and
varieties that cannot be surpassed, also choicest
of latest novelties we have never before cared to
cut Only a few of these boxes remain still ua-
sold, at $2.00 a box, slightly higher for points be-
yond M0 miles.
Your Card Enclosed With Each Box
Select Your Tulip Bulbs Now for Fall Delivery
& a
The beat time to order your tulips is now when
giPHSSstKS
gorgeous display for ytm to see at our farm. There
EXTRA DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERING
You caa save money by ordering now. Special ex-
tra discounts art |M oa nnlcra placed this
month. Tske advantage of your opportunity to
order direct from the largest and ftaent tulip dis-
play in America, at mooef-saving





Send me your new IBM Nells TuNp Catalog
and special' offers for esrly ordering.
Name
'• ' - if: \
Address








Next regular meeting Thursday,
May 26, 7:45 p. m. in V.F.W. hall.




Mesdames Roy Maatman and
John Kaper and Ronnfcl Kaper
were Grand Rapids visitors on
Tuesday.
Rev. and Mrs. Potter of Hol-
land will bo guests at the service
in the American Reformed church
next Sunday evening. There will
G.A.R.
be special music by the former
men’s quartette. Mr.




Ronald Lee ia the name of the
baby boy born to Mr. antffl^
Ivan Lcsman. *51—
Miss Vcrletta Klomparens ofi
Last Friday evening it looked as
though the Wojahns were moving
found they were Just getting ready
for the rummage sale which was
held in the city hall last Saturday.
• • •
The West Michigan County
Council of the V.F.W. held a meet
ing in White Cloud, May 7. They
also had election of officers and
the newly elected officers were In-
stalled by Comrade Tars of Lud-
ington.
• * •
The next meeting will be n dis-
trict meeting held in Grand Rap-
ids, June 4, for the election of dis-
trict officers. The next regular
meeting of the West Michigan
County Council will be held the
second Sunday in July at Reed
City.
degatci
meeting in White Cloud wore Com-
rades P. Wojahn, P. Borchers, G.
Klomparens, and W. Lundic.
• • •
V.F.W. Fun Party Friday night,
May 12, st 8 p. m. in V.F.W.





How Attractive ''hr i* to See
The senior piny of Christian
high School, “Playing the (lame,"
by Wilbur Braun, given this
‘Tnarsday and Friday evenings in
the Christian high gymnasium. The
leading role is being played by Jan
et Jonker, as Gail Wardell, n weal
thy girl. Others in the cast are
Delia Roels, a maid Julie; Lois
Tinholt, April Arden, a poor girl;
Sylvia Stielstra, Lilly Trahan, a
society girl; Louise Grotenhuis.Mrs
King, a friend of Gail; I/eon* Wa
genaar, Odette Angclyn. a society
girl; James Wiloscnut, Denton
Vane, a novelist; Clarence Prince,
Oliver Drew, a floor walker,
George Prince, Thorhin Wright, a
lawyer; George Menken, Tom Mur
phy, plainclothes man; and Richard
De Ridder, a hanker
HHHHM4«444N44444l4444444«4ts
CHURCH NEWS
*l>«-»k and also furnish special vo-
cal mmlM-r» The orchestra will
|dav preceding and during the
s n 1 1 M-rvin
1 ’:>ir«d)ty, T .'IO P M-Rev F
C Imhof, of the Cleveland Hebrew
Mis'ion with a group of his work-
ers will apeak at the mid-week
M-ruce on the second floor of the
Armory. Thursday, May 18th.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Sunday service, 10 30 A M.




Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis and
daughter Belva Hope and Mrs.
Harry Dampen returned on Tues-
day from a week's visit with their
sister's family, Rev. and Mrs. Ed
Tanis at Waupun, Win.
Messrs. Melvin and l^wrence
Lugten spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Wolters at Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and
daughter Connie Joy were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooi-
ker and daughter Joyce last Fri-
day evening. The occasion cele-
brated the birthday anniversary of
Mrs. Haakma.
Mrs. George Reimink was taken
to the Holland hospiul on Sunday
and is In a serious condition.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jacobusse
spent the week end in Grand Rap-
ids with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ringler.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Kuick and
daughfer Geraldine of Grand Hap
ids, and Miss Evelyn Mulder of
Holland were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat last
week Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Illg, Ruth
and Gra'-e Illg, Mr Frank Rote
boom, Mary Brink. Janet Brink
and Mr. JeroM I/'h—sn *
the Blossom Festival at Benton
IMMAM EI. CHLRCH
C. M. Beerthuis, Pastor
All services on Sunday. V
14th, will be hfld in Carin g.. (,\
naaiura, on the Hope College . ..•
pua.
Sunday, 10:00 A M — Rev U
dell P. Loveless of Radio S:n!
WMBI will speak.
6:30 P. M. — Young P. ;
Fellowship.
7:30 P. M.— Mr. Loveles' w
Expires May 20
District Court of the United
States, Western District of Mich
igan, Southern Division.
In the Matter of Eildert Wm
Nienhuis, Bankrupt.
No. 7866 in Bankruptcy.
On this 9th day of May, A. D.
1939, on reading the petition by
said Bankrupt for diacharge, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a
hearing be had upon the same on
the 9th day of June, A. D., 1939,
before the said Court, at Grand
Rapids, in said district, at 10 o’-
clock in the forenoon, and that no-
tice thereof lx1 published in the
Holland City News, a newspaper
printed in said district, and that
all known creditors and other per
sons in interest may appear at the
same time and place and show
cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
And it is Further Ordered by the
a | Court. That the Clerk shall send
, by mail, to all known creditors,
74 E 8th St
Geo. W Tri',.'..-i. Supt
Sat , 7:30 Sp.vial Tulip Time
Service. Evang. .is‘*i Amy I/ec
Stockton Rita Gould
Sunday, 1 30 Bible Srh-xd Miss
Stockton and Mis* tmul.l in
Mothers' Day Program
3 o’clock K.'\;vnl me. ting copies of this order, addressed to
Singing, Mu.-k and Prmch.ng by them at their places of residence
the Evangelist- as stated
6:30 — Junior Pm\.w Bam! Witness, The Honorable Fred M
7:30 __ Amy L. St.^ kt.-n and Raymond, Judge of the said Court,
Rita Gould. Soi g. \ bra Harp and the seal thereof, at C.fund Rap-Sermon. | ids, in said district, on the 9th day
Monday, 7 3(1. and every night of May. A I)., 1939.
during the week Special Kvange- Attest
1 is tic Services conducted by Amy Orrie J. Sluiter, Clerk.
L-e Stockton and RiU Gould. By Howard T. Zicl, Deputy Clerk






Don’t miaa it I This wonderful selection of furni-
ture. One of the high iighti at the New York
World'* Fair. Selected from thousands of designs
as the outstanding pieces of this famous manufac-
turer. Beautiful genuine Honduras mahogany and
fabrics selected from the looms of the world make
this furniture some of the most beautiful you have
ever seen— furniture you will be proud to own.
It’s exactly as shown at the New York World’s
Fair. And remember, every piece of Karpen furni-
ture is guaranteed.
JkAtayjahfeayb
A real flavor of the Mth Century bcanm the da-
~W . signer wm inspired by some fine old 18th Cen-
I W tury furniture. If you like a teach of tradition InJW . | *^' your bone, this b the groap for jroa.
S,fa $11500
I
i runner m ven un ni v mw
and Mn. Plainwcll spent Sunday in her pap^l
lenta home here.
tummeri
: y ihKt MfCHlMHNW




N. E. Cor. 8th A Rlvor Ave., Holland, Michigan
New Low Prices
DRUGS TOILETRIES
7 5c. CQ* $1.00
Liatorlno .......... 39C Vltalls ............. "'Ill0Oc. JA- 6 pc. Urnm
'Sal Hepatlca .... 496 Ipana ..............
b lb. Epsom aa. 36c. Ingram A
salts ............ Liu Shave Cream ....£
1 OO Aoplrln A A . 0Oc. Mum JBS
"Certified" ........ 496 Deodorant ....... 499
1 Pt. 01 BOc. lodent
Milk Magnesia... «I6 Tooth Paste ...... 4461'
-  -------- — '"Wm







, Better ,han Cover'
in
You *on r fmd » OW 5e|e
MORE COMFORT heavy v/oven ||
m„u5 $'*-75 <l“aU,yt u TWICE ̂ dur' |p
.IcVing co-r and .h«un^C
able as ordi ^ Us instead o
180 Premier m uiator
. •
Ti e i f* _ _^ Mass Furniture Company





m ^D CITY NEWS
Dr. Van Raalte’s Cradle 100 Years Ago
TULIP
NOTES
(ContiniuH) from First Page)
shoold call or uret in touch with
Lloyd Heaaley, chairman of
this event.
• • •
llecfliiM of tlm fort i hat -xhooL
Will be diamiaaed «' n,‘"'1 ""
TTlUrsday and Friday, May 1* and
19, only student* of mnior high.
East junior high, and mmikt high
WlH rcpoit for cla-wr at 7 to Hiom
I;' days, out atudenti. of p|omrntni\




.„^r, ̂  r «  td' w ’ •
Thi* Mate Huiim Hid Si l.d .
flub, COIIl|Xl*f<l of WIV, ' ill1 1
t4*r* of U gi'la’oi''. iim I'liir
<laiq' ' (
inmy » ( Jf yv'j,
S-ki** 1
trip to Holland oil Uc>ln. 
Tulip work, \s!,ich i- I- •I,n
din *f




Hollmui downt-iw i,. . 1 u
arc entering into tt'" a.oo v* di-
play content wit’ i 1 < 1'‘: *“<
apeaka window <« i)\at «d t* •' " I -
of art. Thm oirtoi «h"h " »
dbeontinued during .«>! - ' 
tiva! ir iigaiTi min i mg "itn a ' g
reeponac h V local incnh.Tnt-- anti
doubt lefa «'i r- wmdowi. will U- at
adde<i Httarti-:, duting rubp
Vcek ( unh pnren and a - vn
loving cup to the Winner- me h.
ing offereii tlnmld ̂  “nkm iv
chairman of th< committei m
charge
a a a
Prof Kenneth 0«b<>me w pro
Bent n lf>-minutc* carillon program
from Hope Memorial chapel at
a. ni. Saturday and a In minute
program on each of the Sunday-
from 3:45 to l o'clock
Official invitation* ’o lloilnmi «
Tulip festival are being pa*i*ed out
by Holland's Tulip Time commit j Stntes
tee in a most unique manner Th.
invitation* to the member* of th<
State legislature and s’ate official*
Were extended Wednesday by two
little tot* all dressed iifi for !h<
occasion in Dutch legalia They
Were Sandra Kay Decker ami Her
bert Wybenga Jr The tot*, were
accompanied by thcii mother* with
Ute police escorting them all to
Lansing. Two other little tot>. Ju
dith Ann Rypma and Bobby Knm
emej'er, together with Mn I 'on
Rypma and Mr. Ray Kronemeyei.
chairman of the Hospitality club,
extended invitations to Grand Rap
ids officials.
Ranlte came to America and wn>
Die cradle seen in thi* pictun
i* over 100 veaih old The rhil
. , , ... . , used on shipboard when the- late
lien J Dr \an Kaa.t. . the foun- Mn A f vBn Ran|lo (;llln(1M.
der of Holland a* babies w,ie cm ,wa. then a mere child The young





. AWARDS ARE MADE
Thirteen graduate# of the Wes-
tern Theological seminary receiv-
ed their ccrtiAcste# at commence-
ment exercUes hold in Hope Mem-
orial chapel Tuesday evening with
Dr. Jacob Vender Meulen, newly
elected president of the Seminary,
presiding. Dr- Jacob Vander Meu*
den was elected to the presidency
of the Institution in the place of
the late Dr. S. C. Nettinga.
The commencement address was
given by the Rev. Luke A. Brun-
st mg of Sioux Center, la., who
chose for hi# subject, "Wc Choose
to Live." John E. Butcyn of Bran-
don, Wis., electing as hi# topic,
"Oiling Zero — Don’t You Believe
It," spoke for the class. Mu#ic of
the evening was given by the Van
I -entc Septet of Holland who ren-
dered several selections.
Following the presentation of di-
ilomas by Dr. Jacob Vander Mou-
en. the following awards were
made: —
Senior esaay, John E. Buteyn,
first; John Piet, second.
Junior Hebrew, Eugene Ostcrha-
ven, first; Robert Stccgstra, second.
. Middler Greek, Raymond Van-
wa* used when Dr and Mrs Van . othy Wichera, the daughter of Dr. Houkelom, Arst; Elton Eenigenberg
and Mrs. Wynand Wkhgra. nml Ruben Ongna. tied for second.
The crib can be seen at the
Netherlands Museum at the Ma-
sonic Temple, where it la on ex-
hibition.
Jg
met Sunday evening with Mr, Pe-
ter CotU as the leader. The topic
for dlacuealon wu “Being Cbm-
fTff VWWVVVf f f f f ff f WVff
The next regular meeting will be
Mffur .
A special meeting will be held
Thuraday, May 18. to entertain
State Commander Waldrip and Ad-
sSfeaiiivSfS*
• • •
All American Legion members
with Dutch costumes are urged to
be at the Legion room* at 1:80 8a -
urday, May 18. There are a counle
extra uniform*, and those desiring
to wear one of them, please get in
touch with the commander. ,
the tulip center of th
Mi bundle i- m
I mted , Holland Satunlay, May 20, will be
ii of the Murray D. Van Wagoner, state
pioneer employee* of the A merican 1 highway commissioner Others who
Telephone and Telegraph Company plan to attend are D, F. Ruse, sec
and wa* enthusiastically gree'ed retary to Mr. \'an Wagoner, Gov
at the A T A T exhibit at the ernor Dickinson, and Vernon J
Fair He hail the unique experience Brown, auditor general Mr. Brown
while being interview cl on Vox will make the awards at the band
Pop of simultaneously being tele review
vised with Parks Johnson. Wally • • •
Butterworth and Graham McNa Two radio stations. Vk BUM
mee on the fir*- sporcM-d tadio ( hicago .and WJR of Detroit w
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAuAaAAAAA
Z INGEN VAN P8ALMEN
and ,
Senior sermon, John Piet, Arst;
August Tellinghuiien, aecond.
Sermon content, John Piet, first;
John E. Buteyn, second.
Rev. Clarence P. Dame, former
pastor of Trinity Reformed church
of this city, and now pastor of
Bethany Reformed church, Grand
Rapids, had charge of the devo-
-how to be teleoii - 1
In other words, one of the re-'110”* . . , . , „
'"f'0-* Tu>'r -ill ; (I nidus 'c. A.fl^ ".nil°’c|:t7,
lx- the singing of Dutch Psalms at i„ : James W. Benes, De Motte,
Hope Memorial chapel at 4 p. m. I Ind ; John E. Buteyn, Brandon,
Sunday afternoon. William J. Brou- 1 Wh ; George C. Douma, Grand
wer is voorxinger; Kenneth R. Os- Rapids, Mich.; Wilhelm K. Hay-
( | borne is pipe organist. The Tulip 1 som. Catskill, N. Y.; David Iji-
'ity male quartet is composed of man. Oostburg, Wis.; Albert Man-
Guests in Holland during Tulip
Time and throughout the year will
in the future be asked to register
•i the Chamber of Commerce of-
fice. Secretary Stephan state* that
registration will be made by state*
so that guests can meet other*
from their state if they wtah Thi*
will enable the Chamber to *cnd
future publicity to the signer*
also.
• to
/ William H. bundle, HKD No 5.
Holland, Michigan. 80. while \isit
ing the New York World * Fair
last Saturday night. May 6. wa-
interviewed on the NBC Vox Pop
program by Parks Johnson and
Wally Butterworth. Mr. Lundie
who naa been a Vox Pop radio fan
for jean, discussed with Johnson
and Butterworth the large tulip
4kplay at tba World’s Pair, which
ia a gift of the Netherlands Gov
emznent, and called attentfbn to
the fact that Holland, Michigan, t*
BIDS WANTED FOR PAINTING
CITY BUILDINGS
Jerry Houting, Kellv Trapp, Jack | sen. Orange City. In.; Andrew B.
Bo*, and Rein Visschcr. Mrs. Meyer. German Valley, 111.; John
Trapp will be the accompanist Piet, Grand Rapids. Mich.; James
There will also be carillon recital. ! SchuL 'Maple Lake, Minn.; Gerrit
played by the McLean Memorial Reintjes. Oak - Harbor, Wash.;
greeting- , Chimes m the tower of the beau- ' Maurice Snyder. Cobelskill. N. Y..
tiful chapel. Scripture reading and August Tellinghuiien, Sixley, la.
prayer will be offered by Rev. The exercise* of la»« pight
Raul E Hinkamp, Hope College brought to a close activities at the
pastor. The rest of the program Seminary
to which the public is invited fob On Tuesday evening a banquetl°w5: attended by the graduates, 170
Organ: Sonata da Chiesa, An- alumni, and their wives, n few
dricssen; Hendrik Andrieasen is friends, and members of the board
one of the important organists in of superintendents w n s held at
The Netherlands; Psalm 42: vs. 1, Trinity church
Audience; Psalm 25: vs. 1, Audi- --- o _
ence; "My Anchor Hold*”. D. Tow- vl KX H A R NT M ITNKRAL
KITES MERE YESTERDAY
Bids will be received by the Com-
mittee on Public Buildings and
Property of the City of Holland
Until 6:00 P M. on Wednesday,
May 17, 1939. for painting t h e
Dornbo* residence ot 333 River
Aft., and also the front and tower
of Engine House No 2 at 1(18 E
8th SL
Specifications can la- had a! the
Office of the City Clerk
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk
levote part of their time to broad
• *  casting Holland * Tulip Time fosti-
The annum D:\ine Si-ix.n -pun val The Chicago station will
sored by the first Methodist church broadcast for the festival on Friday
each year during the Tulip Festi fmm fi 30 to 7 p. m . ami the De
val will again i*. held thi- year doit station will exten
on Sunday, May 14th. at 7.30 p m Friday at 10:15
The service is to include special * * *
music by the Holland high school, Holland's 1939 Tulip Time festi
A'fapjx-lla choir under the direc val will receive additional puhli
lion of Trixie Moore, and selections city Friday from 5 45 until fi p m
by the Holland high school orches when Radio Station WCFI.. Chi
tra directed hy Eugene Heeler. The , cmgo, HI . will broadcast n special
sermon is to be preached by the program. Mayor Henry Gee rl i rigs
Rev Raul Hinkamp with devotions was advised today
in charge of Mayor Henry Geer . * •
lings The public is invited to at The carnage imported for thetend pageant in which Mayor Henry
• • . Geeriing* as the wealthy Amst* I nor. Quartet; Psalm 118: va. I, Au
As ann.-unced by Jav Dalman, merchant, will ride in the pag di.-nre; Psalm K4: vs. -, Audience;
who is in charge of traffic directing ,'ant' "Tulip Tales," i* one for "For You and for Me". W. Thomp-
dunng the Tulip Featival. through nierly owned by B«x>ne Hr<.* I.iv son; Quartet; Psalm fib: va. 2 and
traffic mutes will Ik- arranged so rrY * 0 • nr'd originally cost Ji m Audience; Offertory: Ave Mar
that those pasaing through Holland 'J00 ̂  Driving the imjaising car
need not pass through the crowded nil8e will be none other than Hub
street* of the city. North ami south- lh«>n< The carriage was sold to
bound traffic on US-31 will travel '“‘Vcril different people since it
Seventh St.. Pine Ave., and 21st St.. 'va* 'ol(1 by Boone Bros , and
instead of River Ave. Traffic fmm ,lM>k n great deal of effort to
the south to Grand Ran ids. or vice 'rar'' 11 ,l<’wn t° it* present owner
versa, will travel the Waverly mad B'lt the carriage has arnved at
and Ifith St., instead of Eighth St !**C nn,i w'll bs- on deck at the
and River Ave. Westbound traffic Png'nnt and possibly the parades
on M-21 to Grand Haven nr other nlM’
points north wjll take the short rut * * *
mad east of the city on US-31 The The Dutch Hospitality dub to-
routes will be marked by signs. 'i0.'' urgi-l all persons who will
• * • have rooms to rent to leave
Sandra Kay Decker, age ,3, one thnr [>orch lighted at night for
of the six Little Dutch oelegates, the benefit of festival visitors,
went to Benton Harbor as a repre- The club will find it im>v>«*jb)n
tentative of Holland'* Tulip Festi otherwise to send any visitor at
va! Saturday at the Blossom les nigh' to any particular address,
tivil parade Her mother, Mrs Jack i As soon as a home has been filled]
Decker, and I rede nek Rocks, both the owner is n-quested to turn out
of rural mute 4. Holland, accom- ! the porch light and notify the Hos.
The funeral services for Alex
Mc.Nah Barnum were held Tues-
la. Arcadelt-Dickinson; Jacob Ar- [ '*a>' 2 o'clock fmm Nibbelink-
cadelt was a prominent organist holier funeral home under Masonic
and composer in The Netherlands, , 1,11
who lived from 1514 to 1575; Mr Barnum passed away at the
Psalm 119: v*. .3. Audience; Psalm "K1' ̂  years on Saturday mom-
73: vs 1. Audience; Tvr Been in8- l'**! l*0011 * busineas man
Listin'". Negro Spiritual; Quar- 1 |n Holland for a great many year*,
tot; Psalm 81 vs 1 and 12, Au-
dience; Benediction, Rev Pnul F,
Hinkamp; Organ: Toccata, An
dnessen
The Dutch Psalms will be print
od in full on the program*
rTTWTTTTTTVTTTTTTTV T tTTT
ganied her She and her mother and pitality cloh
Bocks took with them the dog
cart and German police dog which
they used in the parade
Among the state officials to vis t
Wilbur Huisingvelt. who attend-
ed sessions of the Particular Synod
of Chicago in Spring I-ake. and also
vifited ihe Rev. John N'anderbr-ek's
home, has returned to his home in
G res* n leaf ten. Minn.
Mr and Mrs. Marvin James
Dobben recently returned from an
extended trip through Canada
They spent a week visiting M-\
and Mrs. Burr Clark of Fort Erie,
Canada. Mr. Clark was formerly
employed at the Hart A Cooley
Manufacturing plant here and
now is employed at the Canadian
branch. While on their trip. Mr
and Mrs. Dobbin spent some time
in Buffalo and also at the N.agari
Falls.
Tonight, Friday, a moth.- and
daughter banquet will Iv h- Id at
the Central Park Reformed church.
being associated with different au-
tomobile concerns of Holland. The
body lay in state on Monday, and
friends paid their respects from 7
until 9 o'clock
Interment took place in Pilgrim
Home cemetery. Survivors are the
widow, and one sister
'em m sm l Valuesvariety
I \H N M ( » W F R s
S \ \ I




H'g III d r i « p *h«-el
Kxtra Special $5.98 and your old mower.
•T< »\ F. - ' \ F>
*' K s K I
2 Burner Mickles*
Bave! Sale t.3.98
< a n i a- (ilove*













_1P> ’4^#8c 6*le — 17c
i Elllcts 100 per cent Pure HOISE PAINT
Pamthtslkt’i Pet*
m Made of Lead and Zinc only
1 4*Hoii Llnieed Oil and 1 Gallon TurpsnMna
SAVE! |
Sale




PAMAHA8IK AS PETS AT THE
NORTH SHORE COMMUNITY
CLUB
The committee in charge of the
North Shore Community Hall ac-
tivities has engaged the world fam-
ous small animal and bird show
circus— Pamahaaikaa Pete— to ap-
pear at thif popular community




large city in this country.
It is especially interesting
know that this is the same com-
pany, beaded by Raymond V. Rob-
erta, that was featured on the En-
chanted Island at A Century of
.how .nd P.,d for by Ib,
mm sisss
Cockatoos, trained can-
trick dogs .the auspices of Hope. Col-
Mr* E. V Hartman of the Social
Welfare department of Holland
spoke on "Mothers and Prayer"
at a meeting of the Y W C. A of
Hope college Tuesday night when
mothers and friends were enter
tained. Miss Berth* Vi*
Mother's Tear*.”
sang
Harm Schepel, of 272 East 9th
street, who ha* bc< n ill for some
time, passed away at the age of
84 years on Wednesday evening
Surviving are six children, Arthur
Schepel, Mrs. A De Via#er. Paul
Scheoel and Mrs Carl Johnson. a|'
of Holland, Herman Schepel
South Haven and Mrs Andrew Van
Wieren of rural route No 4. 20
grandchildren and four g r e a
grandchildren. Funeral *rrvice>
will be held Satunlay at 2 p m
from the Nibbelink-Notier funera1
home 'With the Rev D. H. Walter*
of the Central Avenue Christian
Reformed church officiating Bur-
ial will be in Pilgrim Home ceme-
tery. Friend* may view the remain*
at the Nibbelink-Notier chape!
from 7 to 9 p. m. Friday
• • •
The annual spring banquet of
the Philathea da** of First Meth-
odiat church will take place to-
night, Friday, at fi:30 in the din-
ing room of that chur-h Mrs Wil-
bur Ale of Detroit will be the main
speaker, and Mr* F V Hartman
is the teacher of the das*.
Bert Zwecring, 65, 82 West 17th
St is reported to have suffered
minor injuries early Monday morn-
ing when hi# bicycle on which he
was riding wa# involved in an ac-
cident with a car driven bv Paul
Van Lente, Ifl, route 4. Holland,
tit 16th St. and Pine Ave.
• • •
Mrs. Dora Haight entertained
Ute Past Noble Grands club of the
Eratha Rebekah lodge Friday af-
ternoon. Ten were present Re-
freshment# served by Mr*. Ada
Johnson, Mrs. Imagene Wolfert,
and^-Mr#. Haight followed card# at
which prises went to Mr#. Blanche




The annual Field Meet wa# held
at the local school Friday. The
following school# participated:
Zutpben, Bell Git-
Mltehel, West Forest Grove
and Jamestown.
„ . and 'Mrs. Clarence Venema
have rented the house belonging
to Henry Steele recently vacated
.r teWK k-N8l. ’
Extram t ITS Double FRESH
RICHER. SMOOTHER BLEND
OF WORLD S FINEST COFFEES




(1 1-lb. bog# 19c)
2"^ 29c
2 L Me
Cintry Glib Coffee »> 25c
Michigan Maid - Fine Flavored
BUTTER 2 47c
Country Club - Luscious California
PEACHES .X"
Wasco - Crisp, Flaky
SODA CRACKERS
Michigan Choice - Hand Picked
NAVY BEANS 4
Chicken of the Sea - Blue Label
TUNA FISH 2
Serve Warm with Honey or Preserves
PAN ROLLS 2
































•ahek gartss tf ̂ "1#! 11s ettk
G>rn Kix ^ 11c
Tkia Uttm Water*
Hits Crackers ,£ 21c




Cierry • Faooa Topped
Coffee Cake 1 0c
Irogcr e Golden Clock Twia
Bread 2 ^ 10c
1000 Sheet loll*
Scit-tli»e 3 "U* 23c
1 towel holder and 1 pkg.
Scet-tewels b«b k» 25c
Sweetheart
SOAP FLAKES 5
Country Club “Baking Tested”
FLOUR ’S 59c
KING'S SINCERITY 24\kn>.scok 47c
TOMATOES
Ltmone 29c



















Veil Breitt “> 14« Veil CM#* ^ 21c
Kind OH - llioed Country Strle
Bmn ̂ »T«12Mt BscNSrem >b.i2He
Uoh an* CrMfliT . Salt POtk * Ifc
Cottage cere u |e
PERCH
Araroor s ital BUced Cooked
MSisn - ». •Vk-a
Loi«*SU* lb. lAjC





PoeMvely tow laM ohanoe Is
complete your set
tit Y*«r Unit Ciri TiJiy
OFTEN EX FIRES JUNE 3ri
COOKING lESONtTIATMN
aemoniirauon vi iiiw«®uvui*
tagee of waterlsee cooking will
MMi V
AIL NEXT WEEK
l-V at Toar Krogw SfMre
12 W. IIGHTN ST.
FLA* HOW 10 ATTUn)









TO FIELD DAY ENTRIES
The annua] rural field day spon-
sored by Zeeland high school will
be held Friday. All surrounding
rural schools will participate.
Events for girls will include po-
tato race, baseball throw, broad
jump, 60-yard dash, a backward
26-yard dash, and a three-legged
race. Contests for girls will be
in charge of Miss Mina Becker.
Contests for boys will include a
60-yard dash, high jump, broad
jump, basketball throw, a back-
ward 25-yard dash, and a football
throw. These events are in charge








Limited Quantity— Shop Early
C. Diepenhorst of Kalamaxoo
pleaed guilty to speeding on the
highway past the Beechwood school
zone. He paid fine and costs of
$6.25.
• a •
Pleading guilty to fishing with-
out a license, Donald Dykcma paid
fine and costs of $11.85.
• a o
As stated in an article of the
Daily Reveille, a University of
Louisiana paper, John C. Engels-
man, son of Mrs. John Engelsman,
25 East 22nd St., has been elected
vice president of Pi Sigma Alpha,
an honorary government fraterni-
ty. Mr. Engelsman is studying for
his Ph.D. degree at. that univer-
sity;
ERA TO HOLD CONFERENCE
HERE TULIP WEEK
Visitors in Holland on Wednes-
day of Tulip week will include ad-j
ministratore, case worker! and |
commission members who comprise
district No. 1 of the Emergency
Relief Administration according to
Miss Deborah Veneklasen. Approx-
imately 100 persons are expected
to attend the sessions which will
be held aboard the North American
boat docked at Montellor Park. The
conference will include a luncheon
at noon.
Many state employees connected
with the WPA and ERA will be
speakers.
The following counties are In-
cluded in district No. 1: Benbie, ;
Clinton, Grand Traverse, Gratiot,
Ionia, Isabella, Kent, Lake, Ixse-
lanau .Manistee, Mason, Necosta,
Montcalm, Muskegon, Newaygo.
Oceana Osceola, Ottawa and
Wexford.
Retail merchants suggested to
the local Chamber of Commerce
that the American Legion band be ,
secured to give concerts this sum-
mer at the local resorts, and that
officials of the Chamber extend a
welcome to resorters. The sugges-
tion was endorsed and will be car-
ried out. Activities of the week will
be set forth on bulletin boards set
up for that purpose at the resorts.






50c., 80c., $1-25, $2.50
1 lb. Galea gf aa
Leatherette ....
1 lb. Gold Box t4 cA
Chocolates ....#|a9V
1 lb. Schraffts *4 Aft
Chocolates .... LW
2 lb. Schraffts fA AA
Milk Choc ....... *2.00
Eau-de-Cologne tf AA
Orchid Bleue...*|,QQ








HOME DE LUXE AUTOMATIC OIL BURNING AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
HOME AUTOMATIC GAS BURNING AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
HOME OIL BURNERS
HOME GAS BURNING FURNACES
HOME GAS BURNERS
HOME THERMOSTATIC CONTROLS
HOME BLOWER FILTER UNITS
HOME DE LUXE AIR CONDITIONING HEATING UNITS
tbm is a Zw and Size of dome dealing and Jfir Com
ditioning equipment to Weet Every Possible Warm
Jfir dating Demand.
FURNACE COMPANY




City Bands To J
Present Concert
WILL BE GIVEN AT HOLLAND
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM'
UNDER DIRECTION OF EU- ̂
GENE HEETER
many wonnwniie xeatures tww
Is difficult to give each of them t
• publicity they deserve. Citisena, -
ilts aa well as children in color- ->
; 'I
,*L^r jp m a « *mm. .....
From loft to right: James Farley,
Jake Van Ry, Frank Van Ark.
Sitting on a wheelbarrow: Bert
KolvooH (part owner). Above Mr.
Kolvoort: Mr. Andre; Art Vanden
Brink; Mr. Baas; Joe Snluski; Levi
Bailey, killed in the mill a year
Inter; James Clark; Dick Ver
Schure; Arie Boot, Mr. Annis; the
last we do not know.
Standing high are “Keekus"
Bans, and Alt Vander Nagel.
Others who worked there, not in
the picture, are Guy Schaftenaar,
to whom we are indebted for this
photograph; Frank Dyke, late
contractor; Bram Kramer; George
Kramer; Isaac Ver Schure; Volkert
De Vries; Ed Ver Schure, and Sam
Schaftenaar..
This old-time mill was still there
in 1893, when this picture was tak-
en. It was owned largely by Joe
Fixter, a stout, ruddy German from
Milwaukee, who had n handle-bar
mustache. He made barrel staves,
many of them going to Milwaukee
to be used for that "stuff that made
Milwaukee famous.” Anyway, there
was quite a market for stave bolts
taken in by team by local farmers
from their woodlots.
There was also n cooper shop,
where apple barrels were made. Joe
Saluski was an expert stave cut-
ter. He raised quite a family
here. John Hoffman, former local
restaurant man, married one of the
daughters.
Staves were taken to different
ports' by sailing vessels, which then
could dock at the foot of Fifth St.
The factory was located on the site
of the Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.,
and the mill was about where the
lumber yards are. In connection
with the shop, there were long roof-
ed sheds without sides, unrffer which
surplus staves were neatly piled
for drying and storage. When there
were still some forests, the Joe Fix-
ter factory was a real thriving in-
dustry here, and the hearty Ger-
man was a most congenial man as
the writer can remember. The fac-
tory has been dismantled years ago.
The steam kiln In the picture is










Sessions of Particular Synod of
Chicago of the Reformed Church
of America were to adjourn follow-
ing a two-dav session in the new
First Reformed church at Spring
Lake. Attending were 56 delegates,
clergy and elders, from classis in
Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and
Indiana. Members of the Reformed
congregation in Spring Lake open-
ed their homes to the delegates.
Rev. A. T. Laman of Oostburg,
Wis., was elected president of Syn-
od to succeed Rev. James Wayer
of Racine, Wis. Rev. Jacob Juist
of Kalamazoo was elected vice
president and Dr. Thomas E. Wel-
mers of Hope College fac-
ulty, re-elected stated clerk
and treasurer. Temporary
clerks of the session were Rev.
Harry Zegarious of Forest Home
Reformed church of Muskegon and
Rev. Raymond Schaap of DeMotte,
Ind. The elections were followed
by appointment of committees by
the executive hoard, reports and
committee assignments. Dr. Will-
iam VanKersen of Holland, western
secretary of the board of foreign
.missions of the Reformed church,
spoke and Rev. Wayer, former pas-
tor of First Reformed church, Hol-
land, as retiring president, gave
the annual report on "The State
of Religion.”
Dr. Jacob VanderMeulen, presi-
dent of Western Theological semi-
nary in Holland, delivered the ad-
dress at the public worship ser-
vice last evening and Rev. Wayer
delivered the sermon. Rev. Laman
presided and Rev. S. C. DeJong,
Above is a picture
of 5th St., where they
Fixter factory and lu
chain of Lakes.
of several sailing vessels docked at the foot
are waiting to be laden with staves from the
Tulip Time In Holland brings oat j




ful costumes, together with thrl
beautiful blooms of millions of to- m
lips make the scene one most |
ant to the eyes as do num
other fcautres such aa Little Nt
erlands, the Netherlands Museum*!
the Dutch folk dances, the pageant, j
etc. But there will also be more ;
than one treat for the ears of Hol-
land dtixens and the many thou- 7,
sands of visitors from abroad. The j
parades on Saturday of each weak’l
of course, are featured by the many j
bands from abroad aa well as from 1
home, and since Holland has alwaya •
been a music loving town, these 1
bands in parade are much enjoy- 1
However, a feature of Tulip week ̂
which has not been given other
years is a band concert to be given ’
not bv one, but by four local bands ]
combined into one for the occasion.
The concert is to be given at Hoi- 1
land high school auditoriuum on i
Tuesday evening of Tulip week by
160 musicians, membera of the fol-
lowing bands: the American Le*j
gion band, and parts of the Hoi
high school band, the Christian
school band, and the Hope
bind. The combined orgar „
has been practicing together
the past few weeks, and aecor
to those who know, tne proj
will be an excellent one.
The concert is to be given under!
the direction of Eugene Heeter, thi J
program to include band and soUS
numbers.
The public is cordially invitSd to
attend this unioue program, no ad-^
mission being charged. However, a
silver collection is to be taken up at >
the concert.
The program as it is to be-ren- r
dered follows below:
March of Youth, Olivadoti;
lin • Holiday Overture, Buel
Mery Widow, Lehar-Alford;
tions from Roberta, Kern.
Debutante, Clarke; Trees,







Reminiscing, Cherven; In Somhra'!
Mood, SummerfeR; Moderns, Cher-
ven. Brass Quartet.
Tulip Festival March, Senob; ^
Dutch Patrol. Restorff; It’s Tulip J
Time in Holland; The Stars and
Stripes Forever, Sousa.
The University of Michigaa 1
Brass Quartet is composed of the’J
following: Leslie Grimord, first
net; Victor Cherven, second cor
John Robins, trombone; Kenncui
Summerfelt, baritone.
Washington school, which won |
pastor of Spring Lake First Re-
formed churrh read Scripture. The
offering is to l>o devoted to West-
ern Theological seminary.
Mrs. A. Roterink, of Detroit, an-
nounces the engagement of her
daughter, Miss Thelma Stonson, to
Harold Veldheer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Veldheer of Holland.
The weddintr will occur in June.
too
William Boeskool paid a fine and
costs of $10 for failing to give
right of way. The arrest was the
outcome of the accident in which
his car figured recently on US-31.
• • #
• • •
Henry Klamer of Zeeland R. R.
2, arrested on a reckless driving
charge, following the automobile
accident in which Isla Bnrense of
Zeeland was injured, will be tried
Tuesday.
of 111 East 19th Street, and Mike
Hooier of R.R. No. 6, Holland, fig-
ured in an accident at 16th and
Washington. The cars were slight-
ly damaged.
Cars driven by Jacob Bos, 94 E.
23rd St., and Doris Hieftje, 91 E.
15th St., collided Saturday on 15th
and College Ave.
• • •
An automobile accident involv-
ing the cars of Ted Bowman, of
Zeeland, and Peter Michaely, 227
W. 19th St., occurred on 8th St. at
Pine Ave. with the Michaely car
being overturned as the result.
Michaely received a head injury
for which he was treated at Hol-
land hospital.
the loving cup this year of the A- 1
its represenU-
_ r, to Washing- %
D. C., where he will attend ̂
AA club, has sent
live, Paul^ Boerigte ,
ton,
Raymond Knooihuizen, 30 East
14th St., has a tulip bulb which he
got from the Spring Air Co., and
i it has four buds on the single stem
Cars belonging to John Ernmick 1 with one bud ready to bloom.
A Corner of The New Little Netherlands
m
Above is a glimpse of the newly
built “Little Netherlands” com-
pletely enclosed in a sort of brick,
garden wall. Last year this exhi-
bition was in the Holland armory;
however, this year the “city fath-
ers” allowed “Sipp” Houtman and
his Tulip committee the use of part
of the “old hospital” lot on Cen-
tral Ave. and Thirteenth St. The
exhibition is bigger and better than
ever, and is practically completed,
awaiting the guests and Holland
folk. See other page for descrip-
tion of Little Netherlands given by
with a large easily.
picture collectively showing
many features within this wall.
The building of this “Litile Neth-
a three-day convention of the iun* 3
ior AAA safety convention. About 4
12,000 representatives of 20 states
will be led by two girl drum mft* 9
jors and four drummers. Young \ 1
Boerigter will return Sunday. iM
Ray J. Kronemeyer, first vice- ,
president of the Holland Junior
Chamber of Commerce, and Harold :
Nienhuis, were delegates for the
local organization at the state con-
vention held Friday and Saturday
at Pontiac. They state that the 
1940 Junior C. of C. convention ia v-
to be held in Grand Rapids. Mr. | 1
Kronemeyer was appointed vice- .•
chairman of the state extension
committee and will have charge of i
all organization work in Western a
Michigan.
• • •
Building applications filed with
city clerk Oscar Peterson aretes 1
followsi. James H. Klomparens, to |
erect a new home at 32 East 26th J
st., at a cost of $2,800, the dimen- x!
sions to be 24 by 30 feet, with
frame construction and asphalt
roofing; Eugene Groters and John
Kolean, to construct a temporary A
stand on the southwest corner of <
River ave. and First st., to sell
novelties, 10 by 16 feet, costing $20; 'j
William Selles and Anthony Scher- •
mer, 128 East 16th at., repair fire g
damage, including roof, $200; .
De Glopper, 219 West 10th st., re- t
model porch and extend three
towards street, $160; Zion Ei
gelical church, 12th at. and
ave., inside remodeling, $200.
Adam
* * *
The Woman’s Literary dub
rooms were the scene of the cele--
bration of the 35th wedding anni-
versary of Mr. and Mrs. Henry ;
Meurer. The. Rev. Peter Jonker ]
opened with prayer and read a por-
tion from Scripture. Dutch psalma
were sung, and the Hosanna cl
gave several numbers. A.
ga, H. Vande Veen, Mrs.
Meurer, W. De Vries, and J.
men gave readings. A ___
was given by Mrs. Plantings andi
Mrs. Vande Veen. An accoi
lo was given by A.
and also by Peter Meurer, who'
accompanied by Evelyn Meunt|
Short talks were given by Rev.
noys of Grand Rapids and the K|
C. Schoolland of Harderwyk,^
which Mr. Meurer responded,
erai beautiful gifts were given
and Mrs. Meurer. There were af
120 present. Their children.
Mrs. Herman Postmus,
erlands” permitted
patrons will be able to aee the ex-
hibit more clearly, and the en-
closure has many exits permitting
the handling of a large crowd more
Meurer, Peter Meurer,
Jack Meurer, and
also have eight grande
three-course luncheon was
and the Rev. Arne
prayer, and' Rev. .
charge of the
 7'
New May Day Queen At Hope Collegt
i r
im
Martha Moi^an, Hope c
junior from Herkimer, N. Y
ollege
waa
named May queen at campus cere
monies held Friday under direction
of Miss Elizabeth Lichty, dean of
women. The queen (seated) was
crowned after members of her
court had been named. Reading
from left to light they are: Joyce' -
White, Kalamazoo; Ardent Boven,
Holland; Genevie Nafe, Detroit; re-
tiring Queen Gertrude Young, Hol-
land; Queen Martha; Lenore Van-
dermade, New York; Dorothy
Strabbing, Hamilton, and Gertrude
Fisher, Holland. Prior to the cer-
emony, six girls, Virginia Ellison,
Louise Kardux, Isla Meppelink and
— Courtesy G. R. Press.
Althea Raffenaud of Holland; The-
odora Meulendi'ke of Fond du Lac,
Wis., and Virginia Ver Strate of
Grand Rapids, were announced as
new members of Alcor, senior hon-
or society. This was the annual
May Day Festival at Hope college,
celebrated each year.
Mr. and Mrs. John Westveld
were pleasantly surprised with anm
ir irin the home ofanniversarv suppe
their daughter, Mrs. Alva Hoover,
honoring their 43rd wedding anni*
versary, April 24. Mr. and Mrs
John Bast and daughter of Fenn-
ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Glup-
ker and family of Holland com-
pleted the family circle. — Fenn-
villc Herald.
• * •
Nathaniel Brower, son of Mar-
cus Brower of RFD No. 5, has been
pledged to membership in the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati chapter of
Sigma Xi, national honorary soci-
ety for the promotion of research.
» ^ w
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Hartman, 178 East Fifth St., a
daughter Saturday; to Dr. and Mrs.
N. H. Clark of Montello Park at
Holland hospital Saturday, a dau-
hter; to Mr. and Mrs. Francis
'orrester of Douglas a daughter
at Holland hospital on Saturday;
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bryan of
24 East Ninth St., a son at Hol-
land hospital on Saturday; to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Boeve of rural
route 4, a son, Willis Andrew, on
Thursday, May 4.
• • %
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Bosch and
Randy and Teddy have returned
from a visit in Chicago.
FURNITURE OFiDISTINCTION
AT A PRICE BY
CHARLES R, SLIGH COMPANY
We join in inviting out-of-town folk to our annual
Tulip Festival
A Rare Picture of a Part of Little Netherlands
LAKEWOOD FARM
The Lake Michigan Frontage of Lakewood Farm has now
been surveyed and subdivided into large lots
Now Called Lakewood Homesites
All lots run from the concrete road to Lake Michigan, assuring
privacy. They range in width from 65 to 150 feet.
Low bank, wide beach, shade and shrubbery. South of the
former George Getz home the lots are all 100 feet wide.
The most beautiful and most accessible property on Lake
Michigan.
Now ofiered for sale at very reasonable prices. Four complete
cottages with furnaces, bath rooms, fire places and furnish-
ings.
••.V All Iota restricted as to use, occupancy and buildings.
ISAAC KOUW - Sole Agent
StllSt Holland, Mich. Phone 3074
Mrs. J. Den Uyl of West 15th
U had as a week end gues
daughter, Mias N<*l! Den Uyl, R.N.
St. t her
• • •
Donald Johnson, six-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood S. John-
son, 240 West 12th St., underwent
an appendectomy in Holland hos-
Sunday mot
Mlaa Clara Lucas, dgoghtar of
Mr. and Mn. Gerrit Lucas, became
the bride of Julius Brown Saturday
evening at 7:30. The ceremony was
performed in Seventh Reformed
church, the Rev. Paul Van Eerden,
pastor, officiating. Mias Grace
Brown, sister of the groom, and
Barnard Poppema attended the
couple. The oride's gown was a
floor-length agua blue marquisette,
wore a gown of slightly darken
blue. About 14 attended the
rk
re-
at the home, of theception held
b ide's parents following the cere-
mony. After May 10 the couple
will reside at 148 West 10th St.
Miss Julia Timmer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Timmer, and
Burton Wiersma, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Wiersma, were united
in marriage at the parsonage of
Trinity Reformed church Saturday
evening. The Rev. Henry D. Ter-
keurst read the single ring service.
Miss Hendrina Kragt and Alan
Reimink attended the couple.
Warm Friend Tavern has always had a Dutch Complex
y v i
The wedding of Miss Dorothy
Marie Mulder, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H .P. Mulder of 192 West 21st
St., and James W. De Ridder, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John De Ridder
of 266 East 11th St., took place
last Friday at the parsonage of
Immanuel church, the Rev. C. M.
Beerthuis performing the double
ring ceremony. Miss Genevieve De
Ridder of Holland and Foster Wilt
Of "<71 T.SitloC' lt muVt m"“n* rm in 'h0M °n t,le ,,00r
liottoaeo&io*:
of Grand Rapids attended the cou-
le. The bride’s gown was of blue
ace over blue taffeta. Her cor-
sage was of sweet peas and forget-
me-nots. Miss De Ridder wore rose
pital rning.
• • •
Zeeland was selected as the con-
vention city for the 1939 conven-
tion of the Ottawa County Sunday
School association to be held Oct.
4. This was decided at a meeting
of the executive committee at First
Reformed church, Cooperaville.
Those from Holland who attended
the meeting were Mrs. Edith Wal-
voord, Miss Luella Nykerk, Harry
Kramer, John Vander Sluis, David
Damstra, H. K. Goodwin, and
George Schuiling. The convention
was held at Grand Haven last year.
Wilbur Smith of Ganges, who
has lived with his daughter, Mrs.
O. L. Ensfield for the past five
years, commemorated his 92nd
birthday on May 1. He is still in
fairly good health. Mr. Smith and
his family celebrated the event
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. William Gravelle in Grand
Rapids. About 24 relatives and
friends were present. Mrs. Ensfield
is the only one of three daughters
living. Mr. Smith also has six
grandsons. He was born in Seneca
Falls, N. Y., in 1847, going to
Grand Rapids 18 years later. In
1877 he married Miss Mary Moore,
who died in 1925. His life's work
has been architecture and contrac-
ting, and he is also a charter mem-
ber of the McCowen K. of P. and a
member of Grace Episcopal church.
lace over taffeta. H?r corsage was
similar to that of the bride. About
30 attended the reception held af-
ter the ceremony at the Mulder
home. Bobby and Denny Kimber
gave violin and accordion selec-
tions. The groom is of the firm of
Columbia Cleaners.
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Phone 3237 Holland, Mich.
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AND it the right
Xjl are listed some
ol the ofer operating
adrantagee this different refrigerator • M MVHM PAffTt la Rt
offers. Every one adds up to but one
result: over the years, you get more
refrigerator— and more refrigeration IM COST
—for your money with Semi Elec- • WOK YEAH if KTOffi-
trolux. Come in today, see the beau-
,tiful models now on display here.
• C0VTMB UVMtt TUT
MV IN IT
SAVE MORE-FOR MORE YEARS
More than a million Servel Electrolux refrigentora are
saving in silence year after year all over the country.
Small Down Payment— Convenient Terms









Corner River Avenue and fourth Street (on U. S. 31)
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
r I i
Holland and We Welcome You
LOCAL NEWS
'fffffifyfff
Mr. W. M. MacFarlane is on a
trip to the weav coast, where he
will attend the exposition at San
Francisco. He has been living with
hb daughter, Mrs. W. Curtis Snow.
• •
The newly organised cub pack
of Washington school was present-
ed with an American flag by the
Women’s Auxiliary of the V.F W.
Post 2144. Mrs. Margaret Van Kol-
ken, 475 Central Ave., made the
presentation. The cube responded
with a salute and pledge. A short
program followed. Gus Bruinsma,
63 W. Ninth St., was appointed as-
sbtant to Cubmaster Edwin Aal-
berts. The cub picnic will be held
early in June.
• • •
At the 64th annual convention
of the fifth district of W.C.T.U. at
Alto, Mrs. E. J. Leddick of Hol-
land was elected corresponding
secretary. 200 rural students, di-
y#/ Vs#/




to suit too* ru*««
/
I
PROVE FOR YOURSELF THAT THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
THING ON WHEELS IS EVEN BETTER THAN IT LOOKS
Thrill to performancs
without an equal in the
low-price field. Enjoy comfort
that can’t be topped. Try out
the finest ride a motor car ever
offered. You’re sure to agree—
Pontiac is America's biggest
bargain.
a 10- MINUTE RIDE
AND TOD'LL DECIDE
VISIT OCNKNAL MOTORS' KXMIBITS AT THI NIW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO WORLD S FAIR*
Fez the Greatest Demoiutrotion Ton Ever Had— PHONE OR BEE-
TER HAAR AUTO CO..
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West Shore
Construction Co.
Builders of the Best
Concrete Highways
Our work in the past, which has been approved with-
out exception, presages our work for the future. We
heartily commend the City of Holland for its wonder-
ful “Tulip Festival” each year. It is a celebration of
high order. It takes good roads to get to it and Hol-
land has made fine strides, both in Tulips and in good
roads. We join the City in welcoming those from
abroad to come and see the Tulips and to enjoy the hos-
pitality extended by Holland and vicinity.
West Shore Construction Co.
> ' V-^
if i- X".
A Different Type of Windmill _ assisting
Kathryn Bratt, Frederick*
De Jong, Margaret Bouwama, Su-
aanne Jacobusse, Margaret Huiner,




A postponed meeting of the Har-
rington School P.T.A. was held at
the school house in Virginia Park,
Friday evening. The meeting was
opened with community singing af-
ter which the Rev. F. J. Van Dyk
led in prayer. Mrs. John Kuipera
presided at the business meeting.
The pupils of Mbs Florence Ten
Have's room sang two songs. “The
Umbrella Man” and "Littie Sir
Echo" after which Barbara Stickels
played a piano solo, "The Music
Box” by Immanuel Liebeck. About
100 pupils of the school took part
in the cantata "The Walrus and the
Carpenter" by E. P. Fletcher which
was directed by Miss Fruena Douw-
stra, supervisor of music in the
school district. Alma Tinholt and
Robert Kuiper sang a duet, ‘TU
Never Play with You Again” by
Gilpin, after which Betty and Joan
Tuinsma played a piano duet, “Lit-
tle Boy Blue.” At U»e dose of the
program, lunches were sold and the
proceeds devoted to the purchase
of more playground equipment. The
following served on the social com-
mittee: Mrs. Theo. Knoll, chairman,
Mrs. Nellie Luplow, Mrs. Gerrit
Slam, Mrs. Simon Beckafort, Mrs
Ben Tinholt, Mrs. Albert Kuyers,
and Miss Jennie Brinkman.
Netherlandish windmill but one photographed by
sr, Holland’s world traveler. He saw It in Porto
This is not a
Dr. A. J. B r o w e ,
Rico and it was used to grind up sugar cane.
reeled by Mrs. Alfred Custer, gave
a temperance demonstration. Other
officers elected were: president,
Mrs. O. K. Marshal of Coopersville;
vice president, Mrs. C. H. Snyder
of Grand Rapids; recording secre-
tary, Mrs. Hattie Martin, Grand
Rapids; treasurer, Miss Lillian
Crandell of Grand Rapids, who re-
places Mrs. Julia Lillie of Coopers-
ville, who served 25 years and at-
tended every convention; director
of young people’s work, Miss Elma
White; director of children’s divi-
sion, Mrs. J. W. Hailwood of Grand
Rapids.
• • •
Mrs. John Brower, AVrs. Arthur
Hoffman, and Mrs. Mary Nyhuis
were joint hostesses at a miscel-
laneous shower given at the Brow-
home in honor of Mrs. Gerald
Nykerk, formerly Miss Martha
Roels. A delicious luncheon was
served, and Chinese checkers were
played. Many beautiful and useful
gifts were given the bride. Those
attending were Mrs. Gus Peters,
Mrs. Homer Bolks, Mrs. John
Boevc, Mrs. Herman Kortering,
Mrs. James Hulsman, Mrs. Her-
man Wolters, Mrs. Maurice Wel-
ters, Mrs. Kryn Vereeke, Mrs. John
Hoffman. Mrs. Peter Vereeke. Mrs.
Oliver Meeuwsen, Mrs. Jake Klein-
heksel. Sylvia Kleinheksel, Mrs.
Will Haverdink. Mrs. George Zoer-
hof, Mrs. Harold Kleinheksel, Mrs.
John Brower, Mrs. Arthur Hoff-
man, Mrs. Gerald Nykerk, Mrs.
Mary Nyhuis. Those unable to at-
tend were Mrs. Dan Slotman and
Mrs. Harry Hulsman.
• • •
Miss Wilma De Wys was guest
of honor at a surprise shower giv-
en at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles De Wys of Mc-
Kinley St., Zeeland. She received
several beautiful gifts. A two-
VENHUIZEN-LAMBERTS
MARRIAGE VOWS SPOKEN
course luncheon was served. Those
present were uncles and aunts of
Miss De Wys.
s • s
Teachers and officers of the Eb-
enezer Sunday School, together
with their families, surprised Mr.
and Mrs. Gerrit Boeve last Tues-
day evening on the occasion of
their 45th wedding anniversary.
Games were played, a reading was
given by Mrs. Henry H. De Witt,
and reminiscences by Henry H.
Boeve. Rev. and Mrs. J. Schorting-
huis sang a duet, and music was
also furnished by Mr. and Mrs.
William Vanden Belt, and Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Kortering. The cou-
ple received an appropriate gift,
the Rev. Schortinghuis making the
presentation speech. Following the
program a pot-luck supper was en-
joyed. Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Henry H. Boeve, Rev.
and Mrs. Schortinghuis, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry De Witt, George De
Witt, Miss Florence Schipper, Mr.
and Mrs. John Dykhuis, Mbs Cor-
nelia Van Leeuwen, Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Van Leeuwen, Mis* Myrtle
De Witt, Wallace Folkert, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Kortering, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Boeve, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Teerman, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Vanden Belt, Mr. and Mrs. John
Boeve, and Will Boeve.
The pageant, “Flowers and Flags
of the Nations," given by 165 chil-
dren of the primary grades of the
Christian school, was well attend-
ed on both Thursday and Friday
evenings of last week. The pageant
included 13 parts, the herald being
played by Sylvia Nykamp. Solos
were sung by Helen Mast, Joyce
Branderhorst, Connie Michmershui-
zen, and Shirley Staal. Miss Ger-
trude Mouw was general chairman
Miss Angelyn Venhuizen, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Venhuiz-
en, of West 11th St., and Julius
Ijamberts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Lamberts of West 19th
St., exchanged vows before an al-
tar of palms, ferns, and potted
plants Saturday evening in the Wo-
man’s Literary club rooms. The
Rev. N. J. Monsma officiated, using
the double ring ceremony.
The bride’s gown was a floor-
length white satin, trimmed with
all-over lace and buttons. Her fin-
gertip veil was held in place by a
wreath of roses, and her bouquet
consisted of roses, snapdragons,
and sweet peas. Her sister, Gene-
vieve Venhuizen, as brideamaid,
wore satin trimmed with all-over
lace. Her bouquet also consisted of
roses and snapdragons. Case Lam-
berts, brother of the groom, atten-
ded as best man.
Mendelssohn’s wedding march
was played by Mrs. A1 Van Dyke,
cousin of the groom. After the
ceremony, Mrs. Homer Venhuizen,
aunt of the bride, and Irene Ven-
huizen, cousin o fthe bride, sang
“1 Love You Truly,” by Carrie Ja-
cobs Bond. They were accompanied
by Mrs. Van Dyke. Master and
mistress of ceremonies were Mr.
and Mrs. A1 Lamberts and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Dokter. Miss Thelma
Venhuizen, sister of the bride, was
in charge of the gift room.
A delicious two-course luncheon
was served by cousins of the bride,
under the supervision of Mrs. H.
Steketee. The occasion also marked
the 40th wedding anniversary of
the groom’s parents, and a song
and Dutch psalm were sung in their
honor, Othar nnmbtn on the pro*
gram included a reading MB«tWMn
two Love#,” by Irena venhuiaen;
a Dutch reading by Mra. A. Van
Dyke, and group ainging, accom-
panied by Mr. and Mra. A1 Van
A beautiful three-tiered wedding
cake adorned the bride’a tablet,
and all the tables were appropriate-
ly decorated with spring flowara.
Out-of-town gueata included Mr.
and Mrs. J. Ten Hove and Mr. and
Mrs. A. Van
Mr. and Mrs.
nie Van Dyke, Mr. and Mra. John
A. Venhuizen and Anna of Grand
Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ven-
huiaen and Irene of New Buffa-
lo; and Mr. and Mra. Ed Boerigtei
and Gertrude and Milton of Hamil-
ton.
The couple will reside on rural


















CEMETERIES 79 W. NINETEENTH ST. j
SUBDIVISIONS TELEPHONE 3639
CITIES HOLLAND, MICHIGAN j
Expires May 13
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS





P.W.A. DOCKET, MICHIGAN 1646-P-F
1. The City of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan will receive
sealed bids for a general contract for the construction of Plant Struc-
tures, the construction of Circulating Water Tunnels, Outfall Sewer,
and the Finish Grading and Landscaping in connection with the con-
struction of an Electric Generating Plant Project of the Ofrner, until
7:30 P. M. (Eastern Standard Time) on the 24th day of May, 1939,
at the City Hall, Holland, Michigan ,at which time and place all bids
will be publicly opened and read aloud.
Bids must be sealed in opaque envelope, addressed to the City of
Holland, Michigan and marked “Proposal for General Contract, Elec-
tric Generating Plant Superstructure.”
2. The successful bidder will be required to furnish satisfactory
Performance and Labor and Material Bonds, Compensation, Public
Liability, Contingent Liability and Property Damage Insurance as
specified.
3. The contract documents, including plans and specifications,
are on file at the office of the City Clerk of the City of Holland at the
City Hall, Holland, Michigan; at the office of Hamilton and Weeber in
the Federal Square Building,
GiffeU & Vallet, Inc
the office of the
re  Grand Rapids, Michigan; at the office of
e^ 1000 Marquette Building, Detroit, Michigan; at
Builders and Traders Exchange, 200 Ionia Avenue^
N.Wn Grand Rapids, Midlist*; and at the office of the Builders and
Traders Exchange, 439 Penobscot Building, Detroit, Michigtn.
4. Copies of the documents may be obtained by depositing Fif-
teen ($15.00) Dotlara with the City Clerk nt Holland, Hamilton and
Weeber, or GiffeU ft Villet, Incw for each set of documents so ob-
tained. The amount of the deposit for one set of documents will be
refunded to eadi bidder who submits a bona fide bid, upon return of
the plus and documents In good condition within ton (10) days after
the opening of bids. TEN ($1040) DOLLARS will be refunded for
each of all other sets of documents so returned.
5. The City of Holland reserve* the right to reject any7 or all
bids or to waive any defect^ in bids in the interest of the City.
6. A certified check, Government Bond, or bank draft payable
to the City of Holland, or a satisfactory bid bond executed by the bid-
der and a surety company, in an amount equal to five (5%) percent
of the bid shall be submitted with each bid no a guarantee that a
Expires May 20-16116
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on
the 27th day of April A. D., 1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa-
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Bernard J. De Vriea, Deceased.
Jay H. Den Herder having filed
in said Court his final administra-
tion account, and hia petition pray-
ing for the allowance thereof and
for the assignment and distribu-
tion of the residue of aaid estate.
It is Ordered, That the 8th da;
of June, A.D., 1939, at ten o’cloc!
in the forenoon, at said Probate
Office, be and is hereby appointed
for examining and allowing said
account and hearing said petition;
It is Further Ordered, Tnat pub-
lic notice thereof be given by pub-
lication of a copy of this order, for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hol-
land City News, a newspaper print-







. STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in the said County,
on the 29th day of April, A. D.,
1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa-
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Anna Etzinga, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that
the time for presentation of claims
against said estate should be lim-
ited, and that a time and place be
apnointed to receive, examine and
adjust all claims and demands
against said deceased by and be-
fore said court:
It is Ordered, That creditors of
said deceased are required to pre-
sent their claims to said court at
said Probate Office on or before the
6th day of September. A. D., 1939.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
time and place being hereby ap-
pointed for the examination and
adjustment of all claims and de-
mands against said deceased.
. It is Further Ordered, That pub-
lic notice thereof be given by pub-
lication of a copy of this order for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hol-
land City News, a newspaper print-








The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office In the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on
the 25th day of April, A. D.,
1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa-
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Vivian H. Vhwcher, Deceased.
Order for Publication.
The Grand Rapids Trust Com-
pany, a Michigan corporation, of
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Anna
G. Visscher, of Holland, Michigan,
having filed in said Court tneir
Seventh Annual Account as Co-
Trustees under the Will of said De-
ceased, and their petition praying
for the allowance thereof, for the
allowance of their fees as such Co-
Trustees. and for all matters there-
in set forth,
IT IS ORDERED, That the 31st
dav of May, A. D., 1939, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon at said Pro-
bate Office be and ia hereby ap-
pointed for hearing aaid petition
and allowing said account.
It is Further Ordered, That Pub-
lic notice thereof be given by pub-
lication of a copy hereof for tnree
successive weeks previous to said
day of hearing in the Holland City
News, a newspaper printed and








The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven, In the said County,
on the 26th day of April, A. D.,
1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa-
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Leonard Dekker, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that
the time for presentation of claims
against said estate should be lim-
ited, and that a time and place be
appointed to receive, examine and
adjust all claims and demands
against said deceased by and be-
fore said court:
___ __ _______ _ _____ It ia Ordered, That creditors of
 said deceased are required to pre-
tract will be entered into and security offered within ten (10) days
after notice thatihe contract has bee*, awarded. The deport of all
except the threWWest bidden will be returned within three daye
after the opening of bids. The deposit of the three lowcot bidders will
be returned within 43 hours after the executed contract and required
bonds have been finally approved by the Owner.
7. No bid may be withdrawn* after the echedoled closing tine
for receipt of bids, for at least thirty (30) daya.
8. Bids most be beeed on paying not le«e than the minimum
wage scale specified.
CITY OF HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
BY HENRY GEERL1NGS, MAYOR.
sent their claims to said court at
aaid Probate Office on or before the
6th day of September, A. D., 1939,
at ten o’clock jn the forenoon, said
time ‘ and place being hereby ap-
pointed for the examination and
adjustment of all claims and' de-
mands against said deceased.
It la Farther Ordered, That pub-
lic notice thereof be given by publi-
cation of a copy of this older for
three successive weeks previous to
Mid day of hearing, in the Hoi
land City Newa, a newspaper print-

















The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, hald
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in the Mid County,
on the 20th day of April, A. D.,
1989.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande . Wa-
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Jacob Hchaap, Deceased.
John Galien having filed in aaid
Court his final administration ac-
count. and hia petition praying for
the allowance thereof and for the
assignment and distribution of tho
residue of said estate.
It is Ordered, That the 22nd da;
of May, A.D., 1989, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, at aaid Probate
Office, be and ia hereby appointed
for examining and allowing Mid
account and hearing aaid petition;
It is Further Ordered, That pub-
lic notice thereof be riven by pub-
lication of q copy of this order for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hol-
land City News, • newspaper print-
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Default having been made hi the
conditions of a certain mortgage
signed and executed by John Sag*
gera and Alice Sagrera, Mi wiM,
of the Township of Fillmore, Alle-
gan County, Michigan, on the flrat<
day of December In ti
thousand nine hurt
to Harry B. Elhart, Tc
Park, Ottawa County,
mortgagee, which said
was recorded In the office of




ty, Michigan, on the fifth day of
December, A. D. 1925, in Liber 134
Expires May 13—17884
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of Mid Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in the aaid County,
on the 20th day of April, A. D.,
1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa-
ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Fannie Weetrate, Deceased.
William Westrate having filed In
said court hia petition praying that
said court adjudicate and determine
who were at the time of her death
the legal heirs of said deceased
and entitled to inherit the real es-
tate of which said deceased died
seized,
It is Ordered, that the 23rd day
of May, A.D., 1939, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, at said probate of-
fice, be and ia hereby appointed for
hearing said petition;
It is Further Ordered, That puk
lie notice thereof be given by pub-
lication of a copy of this order for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hraring, in tha Hol-
land City Newa, • newspaper print-








The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on
the 28th day of April, A. D.,
1939.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Anna B. Scott, Deceased.
Edward B. Scott having filed in
said court an instrument in writ-
ing, purporting to be a duly ex-
emplified copy of the last will and
testament of said deceased and the
record admitting the same to pro-
bate in the state of Colorado and
his petition nraying that said will
be allowed, filed and recorded, and
that the administration of said es-
tate be granted to Edward B.
Scott or to some other suitable per-
son,
It is Ordered, That the 31st day
of May, A.D., 1939, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, at said probate of-
fice, be and is hereby appointed for
hearing said petition;
IT 19 FURTHER ORDERED,
That public notice thereof be given
by publication of a copy of this
order for three successive weeks
previous to said day of hearing in
the Holland City News, a news-







edltinu under the lew* of the State
D. 1926 and recorded in the office
of the Register of Deeds of Otta-
wa County, on the second day of
January, A. D. 1926, in Liber 141
of Mortgages on page 130.
And said mortgage having been
asaianed by the aaid First State
Bank to William J. Westveer, R. A.
“ ward Garveliak,
Segregated Assets
e Bank of Holland,
Expires May 20—16116
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the County
of Ottawa.
At a session of Mid Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven In said County,
on the 27th day of April, A. D.,
1939.
Present,. Hon. Cora Van De
Water. Judge of Probate. ,
In the Matter of the Estate' of
Joaie A. De Vriea, Deceased.
Jay H. Den Herder having filed in
said Court his final administration
account, and his petition praying
for the allowance thereof and for
the assignment and distribution of
the residue of said estate.
It is Ordered, That the 6th day
of June, A. D., 1939, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, at aaid Probate
Office, be and is hereby appointed
for examining and allowing aaid
account and hearing said_petition;
It ia Further Ordered, That pub-






copy of this order,
for three successive weeks pre-
vious to said day of hearing, In the
Holland City News, a newspaper

















PRUSIA, CHARLES F. POST,
EDWARD W. SPARROW, THEO-
DORE D. LYMAN, CALVIN
FIELD, HELEN M. FIELD, MARY
M. FIELD, FIDUS LIVERMORE,
THOMAS P. SWETT, WILLIAM




On reading and filing the Bill of
Complaint In the above entitled
cauae from which it appears that
It is not known and plaintiff, after
diligent search and inquiry, has
been unable to ascertain whether
the defendants, James Walker,
George Prusia, Charles F. Post,
Edward W. Sparrow, Theodore D.
Lyman. Calvin Field, Helen M.
Field, Mary M. Field, Fidus Liver-
more, Thomas P. Swett, William
R. Thompson, James T. Allen and
David Godfrey, or their unknown
heirs, devisees, legatees and
assigns, are living or dead, or
where they may reside, if living,
or whether the title, interest, claim,
lien or a possible right to the real
estate hereinafter described, has
been assigned to any person or per-
sons, or if dead, whether they have
representatives or heirs living, or
where some or any of them reside,
or whether such title, interest,
claim, lien or possible right to the
said following described real estate
has been disposed of by will, and
that plaintiff has been unable after
diligent search and inquiry, to
ascertain the names of said persons
included as defendants herein.
Now, therefore, on motion of
Elbern Parsons, attorney for plain-
tiff, it is ordered that the said
above named defendants, James
Walker, George Prusia, Charles F.
Post, Edward W. Sparrow. Theo-
dore D. Lyman, Calvin Field, Helen
M. Field, Mary M. Field, Fidus
Livermore, Thomas P. Swett, Wil-
liam R. Thompson, James T. Allen
and David Godfrey, or their un-
known heirs, devisees, legatees and
assigns, and each of them, shall
enter their appearance in this cause
within three months from the date
of this Order, and that In default
thereof that Mid Bill be taken as
confessed by the said defendants
and each of them.
AND IT IS FURTHER ORDER-
ED that within forty days from the
date hereof, plaintiff shall cause
this Order to be published in the
Holland City Newa, a newspaper
printed, published and circulated in
Mid County of Ottawa, and such
publication shall continue once each
week for six weeks in succession.




William Wilds, County Clerk.
Elbern Parsons, Attorney for
Plaintiff.
Business Address: Holland. Mich.
Thia auit involves the following
described land and premises men-
tioned in the Bill of Complaint, to-
wlt:
Lot 61, Oakwood Subdivision of
part of Section Twenty, Town Five
North, IUi^ Fifteen W<
and Ed
Trustees of tha
of the First Stat
Michigan, by fT _
fifteenth day of November, A. D.
1936, and recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds, Ottawa
County, on the twenty-eighth day
of January, A. D. 1937, in Liber
180 of Mortgage# on page 33.
And C. Vander Meulen, having
been appointed aa Trustee of tha
Segregated Assets of the First
State Bank of Holland, Michigan,
to succeed the aaid William J.
Westveer, resigned, by the order
of the Commlsaioner of tha State
Banking Department of Michigan,
approved by the Governor of Mich-
igan, aaid order of appointment be-
ing recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds in the County of
Ottawa, State of Michigan, in Liber
266 of Deeds on page 106.
AND WHEREAS, the power of
Mia in said mortgage has become
operative and no auit or proceeding
at law having been instituted to re-
cover the debta secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof and
there ia claimed to be due on said
mortgage on the date hereof, the
total sum of Four Thousand Six
and 34/100 ($4,006.84) Dollars,
principal and interest^
NOW THEREFORE, notiea ia
hereby given that punuant to the
statute in such case made and pro-
vided and the power of sale in aaid
conUined, for the pur-
satisfying tha rams due
on Mid mortgage, the costa and
charges of
and
fore date of said sale tor the mort-
gagee, or assignees of the mort-
gagee, the said mortgage will be
foreclosed for the sale of the prem-
ises to the highest bidder at public
auction on the third day of July,
A. D. 1939, at 2:00 in the afternoon
of said day at the north front door
of the Court House in the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan; said prem-
ises being located in the Township
of Park In the County of Ottawa,
in the State of Michigan, and de-
scribed as follows:
All that part of Lot
Two (2) in Section
Thirty-five (35), Township Five
(5), north of range sixteen (16)
west which lies south of the high-
way known aa Lake Street and if
described as follows: Bounded by a
line commencing at a point on tha
west line of Mid lot numbered Two
(2) where the south margin line of
Lake Street intersects said west
line of Lot Two (2), thence east
along the south margin line of
Lake Street one hundred
four (124) feet, thence
parallel with the west line of
lot two (2) one hundred seventy-
five (175) feet, thence west on a
line parallel with the south margin
line of Lake Street ene hundred
twenty-four (124) feet, thence
north along said west line of Lot
Two (2) one hundred seventy-five-
(175) feet to the place of begin-
ning.
Dated March 24, 1939.
R. A. Hoek, Edward Garvelink.
and C. Vander Meulen, Trustees of
the Segregated Assets of the First
State Bank of Holland, Michigan,
Assignees of the Mortgagee.
C. Vander Meulen,









Michigan, and is filed to quiet the
Expires May 20—17904
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office In the City of
Grand Haven in the aaid County,
on the 24th day of April, A.
1989.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water, ^
Judge of Probata.
In the Matter of the Estate of a
August W. Gumser, Deceased.
It appearing to ike court that
the time for presentation of claims <
against Mid estate should be lim-
ited, and that a time and place be
appointed to receive, examine and jj
adjust all claims and demands
against said deceased by and be* |
fore aaid court:
It is Ordered, That creditors of
said deceased are required to pre-
sent their claims to aaid court at
Mid Probate Office on or before
the 30th day of Aug. A. D., 1939,
at ten o’clock in the
said time and place
appointed for the exi ___
adjustment of aH claims and de-
mand* against aaid deceased.
It ia Further Ordered,
lie notice thereof be given
lication of a copy^ofttla
S
three successive weeks





What couldn't a goat or can opener do
to these Tulip Time goblins
: TUUP TALES," INSTRUCTIVE^ PAGEANT, TO BE GIVEN
Ererything i* not ail it appears
to be in “Tulip Tales,” the festival
pageant which will have its initial
performance Saturday evening at
HJ5 o’clock at Riverview Park.
As the prologue of the produc-
tion begins, the audience will see
a little girl entering a clearing in
• beautiful forest. Here and there
among the slim young trees spec
tators will discern a gnarled old
trunk. Not until the child has fall-
en asleep and the old trunks come
to life, will they realire that this
is no ordinary forest. Then they
will know that this is an enchant-
ing forest of facts and that the
B gnarled old trees ore goblins of
K balf-truth, gossip, superstition, and
w kindred enemies, who are lurking
Rk _______________
aaaaaaaa
at now low price>
Better snaps booting at less cost.
That's what Eastman’s new, out-
standing camera values n>MP to
ytm. Kodaks and Brownies you’ve
long wanted now come within
fem budget. See them here today.
P*7 particular attention to their
j new, low prices. Yonr dollars will
hy more camera than ever before.
Get your Kodak now for
Tulip Week




among the trees to keep the child
from knowing the truth.
Just as she is about to be over-
come by the goblins, however, the
child will be rescued by jolly, tum-
bing Elves of Truth, who will en-
list the aid of Father Knowledge
to give her true facts. The venera-
able old man will oblige by show-
ing the child how nature brings the
tulip to life and how history has
been affected by the flower's pop-
ularity.
If truth goes even deeper it will
discover that eight boys hide be-
hind the dark green masks and
costumes shown in the picture.
They are Robert Ridenour, James
Den Herder, Joe Ten Brink, Joe
Rutman, Robert Prell, Calvin Nord-
hof, Hamid Karsten. and Karl De
Weert. They have been trained for
their part in the pageant by Miss
Emily Shoup. Their costumes have
been designed and made by Miss
Lavina Cappon and her commit-
tee.
The goblins arc but one of many
groups of interesting fanciful and
historic characters which will
make the production one of the
city’s most memorable enterprises.
In one spectacular sequence after
another the clearing, which will
serve as a stage, will be peopled
by fairies in glistening white tar-
letan, the main in costumes of cry-
stal glassine, warm and cold winds,
the brilliant Bun and her golden
sunbeams; by Belgian peasants,
Dutch scholars, Dutch peasants,
Dutch men of wealth, French cour-
tiers, London men and school boys,
and nearly 200 American "klom-
pen” dancers.
Each of the characters will be a
part of a rhythmic pattern which
has been planned by Miss Mabel
Apel. Throughout, the action will
be accompanied by music arranged
and played by Mrs. W. Curtis
Snow. The pageant will be one
of the most entertaining and in-
structive ever presented here.
Tickets for the pageant, which
will be repeated on Mondav and
Wednesday evenings, will be on
sale at the Tulip festival office at
the comer of River and Eighth




Many friends in our community
who have heard Rev. Wendell P.
Loveless broadcast over Station
WMBI, especially during the “Shut-
In Request Hour,” which is a help-
ful and inspiring program enjoyed
by thousands, will be pleased to
learn that he will be the speaker
on Sunday, May 14, at 10:00 A.
M., and 7:30 P. M. at the services
of Immanuel Church (C. M. Beert-
huis. pastor) at the Carnegie Gym-
nasium, on Hope College campus,





REV. WENDELL P. LOVELESS
ed that he will sing u number of
selections during the meetings,
some of them being his own com-
positions.
Mr. Loveless is Director of Sta-
tion WMBI, operated by the Moody
Bible Institute. He is gifted as n
soloist, pipe-organist and song
writer, and his many friends in the
community will welcome the op-
portunity of meeting and hearing
him during this occasion.- o -
Clarence Van Wieren of Holland








48 East 8th St.
Holland, Michigan
••••MM
Prof, and Mrs. Harvey Kollen
and children of Blissfield were
week end guests at the home of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Kollen.
Mrs. James Kleinheksel. Sr., had
charge of the prayer meeting in
the Reformed church Sunday even-
ing. Miss Ruth Poppen favored
with a solo.
Mrs. Wm. Scholten underwent an
operation for appendicitis at the
Holland hospital last Monday.
Mrs. Gerald Nykerk. a recent
bride, was honored at a miscellan-
eous shower last week Thursday af-
ternoon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Brower. The afternoon
was spent in playing Chinese check-
ers. Mrs. John Brower, Mrs. ’Ar-
thur Hoffman and Mrs. Mary Ny-
huis were the hostesses, serving a
two-course lunch. Mrs. Nykerk re-
ceived many beautiful and useful
gifts. Those present were Mrs John
Hoffman, Mrs. George Zoerhof,
Mrs. Oliver Meeuwsen, Mrs. John
Boeve, Mrs. Gus Peters, Mrs. Ho-
mer Bolks, Mrs.. Xriene Vereeke.
Mrs. Peter Vereeke. Mrs. Herinan
Welters, Mrs. Morris Wolters, Mrs.
James Hulsman, Mrs. Harold
Kleinheksel, Mrs. Wm. Haverdink,
Mrs. Herman Korterink, Harriet
and Garrad Peters, Florence and
Lorraine Bolks, Sylvia Kleinheksel,
Earnest Korterink, Helen Mae and
Myron Jay Hoffman, Mrs. John
Brower, Mrs. Arthur Hoffman. Mrs.
Mary Nyhuis, and the bride, Mrs
Gerald Nykerk.
The Girls League for Service of
the Reformed church will hold
their annual Mothers and Daugh-
ters Banquet next Friday evening,
May 12, at 6:30 p. m. at the church.
The following program will be car-
ried out: “Largo,” Sylvia Kleinhek-
«el and Beatrice Hoekje, Special
Banquet Grace Dinner, songs, wel-
come. Mrs. Pyle, “Just Sort Of” by
Frances De Roos; solo, Ruth Pop-
pen; reading, Florence Schipper;
piano duet, Marjorie and Lois
Koopman; address, Mrs. Wells
Thoms of Arabia; duet Lois and




Household and Commercial Equipment
If your refrigerator 1h to operate properly dur-
ing the scorching months to come, it should be
thoroughly checked and cleaned. We invite you
to call 2660 for efficient, factory-trained service.
SEE THE 1939 FRIGIDAIRE BEFORE YOU
BUY. NEW 1939 6 -CUBIC FOOT CABINETS
FROM $119.50 AND UP
Geerds & Roseherry
250 RIVER AVENUE HOLLAND




Director of A&P Kitchen
/VJTDOOR rhubarb genUy cooked
Vy with sugar to awceten is a treat
at the moment It can be made Into a
number of deUcioua desserts alone or
combined with strawberries, pineapple,
bananas or grated orange rind accord-
ing to taste.
Eggs are not being enjoyed as fully
by most people as their current price
and quality would Justify. An excellent
food and one of the cook's most im-
portant allies, they should be used
freely while such an excellent value.
Cabbage prices are again nearly nor-
mal. lettuce Is cheaper but spinach Is
somewhat higher. Green peas, beans
and asparagus are reasonable In price.
Most poultry, pork and beef. fish,
butter and cheese are reasonable In
price.
Low Cost Dinner
Chuck Pot Roast of Beef
Mashed Potatoes Green Beans
Bread and Butter
Rhubarb Pie Cheese
Tea or Coffee Milk
Moderate Cost Dinner
Roast Duckling with Rice Stuffing
Creamed Cabbage Grilled Bananas
Bread and Butter
Baked Rhubarb and Strawberry
Sponge Cobbler




Browned Mashed Sweet Potatoes
Asparagus with Black Butter
Rolls and Butter
Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream
Aagql . C*ke ______ Coffee
We invite you . . .
1
Tulip Time visitors and
folk from Holland and
environs are cordially
invited to make our store
headquarters.
S. A. BROUWER CO.
The Old Reliable Furniture Store














FANCY YOUNG HENS — FRESH DRESSED
Fancy Froth Dressed







PORK LOIN ROAST l,AH,l,tN0Cun
























8c I SLICED BACON frU C,Ll0 f“' 2 23c
10c BACON SQUARES M'10' ‘U®A* CUMD 2 ^ 25c
15c LONG BOLOGNA ' 2 25c
10c FRANKFURTERS 5MAU0,s,IHUii ">• ifc
17c FRESH PERCH 2 25c
15c MACKIHAW TROUT HBHeAU*M' 19c
16c I HADDOCK FILLET S 2 lbs. 25c
Froth Caught
2|/j to 4 Poundt LB. 8c • PORK STEAK . or ROASTSHOULDER CUTS 2 lbs. 25c
SevdatiancU Jtoiu Pbicel Suetyday
8 O’CLOCK COFFEE 3 ol 39c • BREAD A4Pson TWIST
,1










|i SULTANA TUNA FISH
2 1 47c NECTAR GREEN TEA
2 lk> 39c PINK SALMON
2 1 45c OUR OWN TEA
2 lb* 35c RED SALMON
2 l 49c LIPTON’S TEA mi0WLAm







DEL MAIZ NIBLETS \
IONA COCOA
GREEN BEARS OR WAX
BAKER'S COCOA
















PKG. 10c • SANDWICH SPREAD









































FRESH ECCS ",CA,,0NS \
PEANUT BUTTER (
PET OR CARNATION MILK
ANN PACE KETCHUP (
POTTED MEAT













SUNBRITE CLEANSER 4 cans 17c • WHITE HOUSE MILK 4 S 22c
ANN PACE SALAD DRESSING
ANN PACE BEANS IN,0UM0SAUCE
BOWLENE
CLOROX
EELS NAPTHA SOAP 10RINSO 2
LUX FLAKES
STORE CHEESE














COLD DUST H8 i/c
LUX OR LIFEBUOY SOAP 3 17c
SWEETHEART SOAP FLAKES 5 1 25c
SUPER SUDS 2 ’ - 33c
KUTOL WALL PAPER CLEANER 4 19c
CUT-RITE WAX PAPER 2 'X 25c
SWANSDOWN FLOUR * 21c
CREAM OR






















































16c < PEAS-CORN-TOMATOES 4^25c
NEW POTATOES
FRESH PEAS S,AN,S,,IM 3 ll»- 23cORANGES 2 d- 39c

















WE CASH WPA CHECKS
W! REDEEM WKFAU ORDERS
SELF
SERVICE SUPER ® MARKETS SELFSERVICE
r«,cB change ONLY with maui, changes OWNCD AND OPMATSD BY THB OMAT ATLANTIC A PACIFIC TSA OO. huces EffEcnY.Zr«TI?«!sffIE
Stanley Lievenne, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Lievensc, who enlisted
in the U.S. Navy, being stationed
on the U.S.S. West Virginia, was
in the city for a few days while
on leave. Mr. Lievense has been
at New York for some time but
states that the U.S.S. West Vir-
ginia is to be stationed at San Pe-
dro, Calif., until further notice.
* • • •
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Nel-
son of 17 West 15th Street at Hol-
land hospital on Monday—* Haitvb.
ter; born to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Aardema of 69 Cherry Street at
Holland hospital on Sunday— a son.
• •  .a# j
Mrs. J. 8. Dykstra, Mrs. J.
Harvey Kleinheksel and daugh-
ters, Karel Mari and Sara Jo, and
Miss Wilhelmina Kars, who spent
the winter in Florida, have return-
ed to their home here. •’ 1
Miss Inez Von Ins of Holland,
and A1 Van Dyke of Grand Rap-





“DUCO" POLISH AND CLEANER— pint ...
JOHNSON’S “CARNU” POLISH-pint .....
SIMONIZ — OR KLEENER— 60c size^. ......
GENUINE WOOL SPONGES-A buy ........
WASHING MITTS — Saves Time ............ . .....
CHAMOIS— Oil Tanned— A buy ................
TIRE PAINT-WHITE— Won’t wash off-
............ 39c
............ 69c





6Q E. 8TH ST JOHN JOU8MA, Prop. PHONE 3589
The nnlmrieiae of the *mon* tl’• d'lcK,lt“ ̂  World
Day, a monthly publication gnow. j Conference of Christian Youth in
ored by the Atlantic A Padfid Amsterdam July 24 to August 2 to
Tea Co., is now available and cop- attend a pre-Amsterdam confer-
iea can be secured at 2c each at ence held at People’s church in
any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan East Lansing Saturday. Others
county. AAP food stores. Ask I from here who attended were
for your copy. Charles Olson and Jean McNeil.
Dickens, on Prospering
Spending a penny more than
•arned, or saring a penny from
what one earns, is the differ-
ence between security and want,
said Dickens. PuUing week by-
week, or one-sum amounts, into
Federal SaYinga and Lodn, is
Jack Knoll of Holland was nam
ed one of the directors of the Mich,
igan Association of Master Plumb-
ery at a meeting held recently inPontiac. <
• • •
Mrs. Elmer Teualnk and Mrs. Harold Ten* Cate, student at
James M. Cook sang a duet at the junior high, waa xSdered
Charles
Dictas
the Favorite Author u» ^
o/Youiyf and 0ld.b*COBe Pro‘tabI*
Ottawa County Building & Loan Assn.
Incorporated under the laws of the State of Michigan
UNDER THE CLOCK - ------PHONE 2205
acioua when he fell down the stairs
at school Friday. He is confined to









The above grouping of pictures
is from an old relic, dust laden,
representing a printed souvenir
produced by my father, Leendert
Mulder more than 50 years ago.All
but a lew of these enterprises pic-
tured are out of existence; how-
ever, they played an important part
in Holland’s early development. It
is evident from the picture com-
plex that these were the so-called
‘‘horse and buggy” days, for an
autompbile hadn’t even been
thought of, and in several of the
scenes the old hitching post for
horses is still evident
Picture No. 1 represents the
James A. Brouwer Furniture store,
one time Meyer and Brouwer. It
stood on the same site which is to-
day adorned by the large brick
block. The writer remembers the
delivery horse standing so proudly,
backed up to the wooden sidewalk
to receive a load of furniture for
a prospective customer. The Mey-
er-Brouwer partnership was dis-
solved many years ago, and the
father of A1 Meyer, together with
the ton, took over the musical in-
strument department of the firm
and moved across the street into
the building now occupied by John
Y. Huizenga Coal Co. That Arm to-
day is the Meyer’s Music House on
West 8th Street •
The store to the left is Steketee
and Bos, grocers, well known bus-
iness firm of the old school. Later
the firm was conducted by William
Van Dyke who afterward went into
*ihe hardware business. The James
A. Brouwer brick block, was later
the former Van
Hollaitd, Michigan, Thursday, May 11, 1939
Pictures from an Old Souvenir Printed More Than a Half Century Ago.
Our Sinclair- ize for Summer service pre-
pares your car for hot weather as its
manufacturer recommends. It will make
your car safer to drive. Here’s what we do:
1. Put correct grade of lubricants in transmission and
differential.
2. Put correct grade of oil in crankcase.
5. Pull front wheels and repack bearings, as your car
manufacturer recommends.
4* Clean radiator of anti freeze, rust and sludge,
f. Lubricate car throughout.
6. Check battery and spark plugs.
Drive in for this service today
at your neighborly
SINCLAIR DEALER
Ray N. Smith, Agent
Holland In Retrospect - An Old
Print Brings Memories
Dyke end Sprletan. H.rdware
store located on the corner of
and&thi and- that
A.
block, built by Henry D. Post, Hol-
land’s first postmaster. It is today
I the Model Drug store. The corner
has always been a drug store as
long as the writer can remember,
but during the taking of this pic-
ture it was conducted by Peter
Kane, one of these versatile and
happy individuals. It later became
I the firm of Yates and Kane, Dr. 0.
E. Yates being the senior partner.
Dr. Yates was at one time mayor
of Holland and his home was on
the site of the present city hall,
where Dr. Ledeboer. one of Hol-
land’s early mayors had also lived.
It was an old fashioned house with
a sunken garden effect
I The store to the right was con-
ducted by Bastian Steketee, a pi-
oneer grocery and dry goods man.
Mr. Steketee was in business for
many years, and took a deep inter-
est in Sunday School work and ed-
ucation. He was a member of the
board of education for a long time.
It is evident from this picture that
Holland was still small .since there
were no buildings to the east for
some distance. The little vestibule
also pictured was a stairway that
•led to the Post law office, and I be-
lieve, the Masonic Temple which was
in the rear. Drug stores that have
occupied that building were Mar-
tin and Huizenga, who also sold
books. That was in the days when
the drug store was still a place
where only prescriptions were fill-
ed, and not also a department store.
Later it was purchased by Gilbert
Haan, and I . believe at that time
was called the Model. Today it is
still the Model. However, the B.
Biv- Steketee store was eventually dis-
continued and that, too, was con-
ten Tub shop, located on the site
of the Donnelly-Kelley Glass Co.
This was at a period when butter
tubs were still in use, instead of
package butter and rolls as is the
case today. Farmers found a mar-
ket for stave bolts cut from for-
ests that existed at that time in
this vicinity. In this shop James
De Young, our present chairman
of the Board of Public Works, and
where the writer received his fun-
damental education. The old picket
fence of yesteryear is still in
dence. The writer remembers that
when the corner stone of this build-
ing was laid, the pupils of t h e
fourth ward school, taught by Miss
Allen, marched to the school
grounds of the Central school to
take part in the exercises. The
fourth ward school which your ed-
itor entered at five years, was onv* me uv iu u* i um, vtui&b, uu i r nv r
one of our first citizgis and often the site of the Washington school.
mayor of the city, started his in-
dustrial career, after he resigned
as a patrolman from the Grand
Rapids police force. Jake and John
Van Putten of the well known Van
Putten family, conducted the shop
which was considered quite an en-
terprise in those days.
Picture No. 4 represents the Ctp-
pon-Bertsch Lesther Co., Holland’s
main industry in the pioneer days
which had considerable to do with
the development of Holland all
along. Isaac Cappon and John
Bertsch started this t
small, roughly made, shed-like
building. The only means of pow-
er was a white horse treading in
a circle to grind the bark. The en-
terprise developed into large pro-
portions as the picture shows, and
Anyway, all was set, the basement
floor was up, the corner stone was
to be laid, and is still there, the
organ was moved up on the im-
provised platform, for there was
no piano at that time, and the
boani of education was pompously
marching up the stairs when the
platform built for the purpose over
the basement story, caved in, and
several of the higher grade pupils,
together with the organ, were pre-
cipitated into the basement below.
You can imagine the consternation
tannery in a that filled the hearts of the towns-
folk and the younger pupils, who
crowded around the building, but
after the excitement was over they
found -that there was but one in-
jury-— a pupil by the name of Miss. Kate Slooter, who had her leg brok-
what k t.h* »n. That was the only casuslty that
Northaide Tannery, founded by Mr. the writer remembers, but he viv-
Metz, was acquired and used to  mmt
manufacture sole leather. The
buildings you see in the picture
dismantled and a few of the
old abuttments are evidences of
where a fine plant once stood. Hol-
land’s prosperity depended largely
upon the local tannery, since it was
by far the main -enterprise. Today
the site is known as the “tannery
which Alderman “Casey”
each year brings up for.
another election proposal with the
possibility that the city of Holland
may acquire It sometime as a civic
site. Today. the tannery is unified
mostly on the north side and is
idly remembers the eave-in. For
years after that accident, the pub-
lic mind felt that the building
was unsafe, although it was simply
in improvised platform that had
riven way. The structure l*ter
finished has been standing for near-
ly 60 years, the first story being
build of “hardheads ” field stone
from the farms in this vicinity.
There is no stronger building in
Holland. The price of the building
was in the neighborhood of |12,-
000.00. The writer later went to
that school, spending many years
there, and there are surely numer-
ous fond memories associated with
tint old
quarried the stone used to con-
struct many of the buildings in Hol-
land, including the o 1 d Holland
City State bank under the clock,
the Waverly building just east of
the Model Drug store, Graves Hall
and Winants Chapel, the building
in which the Holland City News
is located, and several others in
this city and adjoining cities in
this vicinity. Today the old quarry
is a lake filled with pure spring
water and has been for many years.
Attorney Charles Van Duren built
his home there and he has a swim-
ming pool that is unsurpassed
right off his front porch.
Picture No. 7 represents the
First Reformed church shortly af-
ter it was organized after the se-
cession. The church has been re-
modeled considerably, but it is ev-
ident from the fencing and the oil
lamp post on the corner that this
picture is of -early date when cows
were still kept out of yards and
Edison’s electric “glims” had not
yet reached the city.
Picture No. 8 is the C. L. King
basket factory. This was located in
the very heart of what is now Kol-
len park, on what was then known
as “Steep Point”. Those were the
days of peach baskets and butter
plates or shells. The factory was
moved here from Montague by C.
L. King many Tears ago. Logring
was fairly good here at that time,
and there was an advantage in
freight fates on logs from the
north. At one time this factory
employed as high as 250 men and
women, and besides, .Holland was
located fight on the
for many years after the death of
Mr. Huntley, the building was used
for other purposes. At one time it
was a seed store and John Y. Hui-
zenga and company had their coal
offices there. Vaudie-Ribs combina-
tion Co. had their sign painting
shop upstairs, and it was put to
other uses. That’s where Vaudie
Vandenberg received the "Chris-
tening” of that name instead of
"John," selected by "Pa” and "Ma"
Vandenberg at his birth. The writ-
er remembers that the large smoke-
stack in the rear when not smok-
ing was the nesting place for chim-
ney swallows. Clouds of them went
in and out of that old chimney. To-
day the building has been convert-
ed into what is known as the beau-
tiful Colonial Theatre managed by
Henry Carley. The house on the
corner is the old Heald residence,
a pioneer implement dealer. That,
too, had the sunken garden effect
because when River street was
built, the lots there were low, and
below the street. The Huntleys still
living in Holland whose father
conducted that shop are George
on West 15th Street, and Cecil on
West 14th Street, Mrs. Fred
Boone on East 9th Street, and Mrs.
Ben Van Raalte on Central Ave-
nue.
Picture No. 10 is the A1 Huntley
Machine shop. It was the leading
machine shop in this city, conduct-
ed by a joyial individual, brother
to James Huntley, mentioned in the
preceding paragraph. This build-
ing was located on West 7th St, on
The first Tannery and the old white horse spoken of in this artlda
— from an old pen drawing.
peach' ML The old concrete arches the site now occupied by the Bow-
master store. Mr. Huntley was thethat held the boilers are still in
evidence altho. vine-grown in what
is now beautiful Kollen Park.
Picture No. 9 is today the Colon-
ial Theatre. However, at one time
it was the James Huntley Planing
Mill. Mr. Huntley was a builder
and contfactor who erected, many
homes in Holland and also erected
rebuilder of engines
wright The historic part of this
building was the fact that it con-
tained the first electric light plant
in Holland, called the Wolverine.
The company place two- arc
lights, one on River and 8th streets
the other on Market, now Cen-
proud that it could show electrici-
ty on the streets. Then some 50
years ago the agitation for a mun-
icipal light plant started, the coun-
cil gave the “go ahead” and accord-
ing to the files of the News there
were plenty of injunctions and suits
and two elections because of
prospective -plans of *the city
as this relates to the old Wolverine
plant How the whole matter was
settled is a long story. Sufike it to
say that eventually the city built
a plant costing $12,000.00 and what
has developed since is common
knowledge, with the crowning
achievement being a new $1,600,-
000.00 plant now being erected on
the “island,” report of which needs
no repetition here.
Picture No. 11 is the old Grond-
wet building still on the corner of
River avenue and 7th streets, not
much changed since that time. The
small person of 115 pounds in the
doorway, scarcely visible, is your
modest writer, who 61 years ago
was the bookkeeper and typ
ter there for his father,
Mulder. The days of oil
[real story connected with
Grondwet that would cover se
columns, which will make a very
interesting historic article
Ut a later date.
I The 12th and last picture is Xhe '
old City Mills. It was located <
the elevation, the site where lat
the Weurding Mills were built,
occupied by the Holland Co-op.
the early days it was conducted.
C. P. Becker, father of the
known Becker'family of this
ity. It was one of those
ioned mills supplied largely
grain from local farmers,
mill yards were busy places,
pecially on a Saturday.. It was
same style mill as many of
of the early days, built ei
of wood. One of this type
still at Jenison bn M-21.
Grand Rapids. More
ago the mill was del.
and on the samjf site I
builfand iseset- Mill was
THE HOLLAND NEWS
A Glimpse of the Netherlands Museum in the Masonic Temple all set for the Tulip Festival] •d the sermon. The ladies sans: an-other duet, and Betty played an-
other accordion solo.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fredrickson
left for Chicago early Monday
morning to attend the funeral ser-
vices for Mr. Fredrickson’s father.
Augustus Fredrickson, who died
last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Meet
were in Grand Rapids to call on
Mr. Vander Meer's mother who
was injured in a fall recently. She
is reported doing as well as can be
expected.
Mn. Lillian Beverwyck, return-
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Nevenael.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Rutgers have
moved into the house on the Park
road recently vacated by the De
Boer family and located next door
to the home of P. J. Emmlck.
Wally Winstrom is building an
addition to his home in Virginia
Park by the installation of two
dormer windows which will rive
him two bedrooms upstairs. John





ed to the home of her parents, M
and Mrs. John Harthorn, after
m
spending several weeks in the Ho£
land hospital where she underwent
a serioud operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard St. John
and Mr. and Mrs. Harris Nieusma
1





call on Mrs. St. John’s mother, ____
Frank Cobb, who is still a patient
in St. Mary’s hospital there. They
also visited Mrs. St John’s sister.
Mrs. George Patterson of Grand
Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Maddemm of
Chicago spent the week end at their
cottage here.
Mrs. G. Marvin Brower of Grand
Rapids was here last week getting
her cottage in shape for guests
during Tulip Time.
Rev. and Mrs. John Stuencnberg
were in Muskegon Sunday where
the dominie preached at the Hol-
land services in the Fifth Reform-
ed church there. ̂
Marjorie Nevenxel of Chicago
spent the week end at the home
doing the work.
Neil Sandy led the Young Peo-
ple’s C. E. society Sunday evening
speaking on the topic. “Being a
Christian in My Life Work.’’
Merle Vanden Berg led the. Sen-
ior-Intermediate C. E. meeting Sun-
day evening a'hd discussed the top-
ic, “What to Consider in Choosing
a Vocation.”
An important meeting of the
Willing Workers Aid society was
held at the church Thursday af-
ternoon. Mrs. George E. Heneveld
and Mrs. Simon Harkema were the
hostesses. . *
The Community Mothers and
Daughters Banquet will be held at
the community hall Friday even-
ing. Mrs. H. W. Helmink is the
chairman of the committee on ar-
rangements. Assisting her are Mrs.
George Heneveld, Mrs. Blain Tim-
mer Mrs. John Kuipers, Mrs.
Ralph Van Lente and Mrs. Jim
Laplnga of Holland who will be in
charge of the kitchen during the
dinner. The men who have been
chosen to wait table are Lloyd Van
™nrtr**?**r Cook. Joe Weirsma,
Dick Vander Meer, Richard Streur,
Fred Van Dyke, Rex Chapman, and
George De Vries.
SOCIETY NEWS
Miss Kathryn Lepo was enter-
tained at a miscellaneous dwteer
last Thursday evening by her
mother, Mrs. l4ank Lepo, and Mrs.
John Stephanski, at the Lepo home.
She received many beautiful gift*.
Games were played and pnies
awarded. A two-course luncheon
was served. About )6 guests were
present Those unable to attend
were Mrs. L Hudsik, Mrs. Walter
Victor of Holland, and Mrs. Walter
Schillinger of Grand Rapids.
• • •
Mrs. Elmer Speet, formerly Miss
Frances Cook of Grand Rapids, was
honored at a miscellaneous shower
Friday night at the home of her
mother and father-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Speet of 624 Michigan
Ave. A two-course luncheon was
served, and games were played.
About 18 guests were present
Mrs. 8. Van Dvke and Mrs. A. R.
De Weerd were hostesses at a mis-
cellaneous shower given in honor of
Mrs. Jake Van Dyfce, formdMy Mae
Andringa. Miss Andrings found her
gifts hy means of tiny scrolls in a
bouquet of roses. Game! were
played, and prises awarded to Mrs.
G. Van Dyke and Mrs. N. Nord-
huls. A two-course buffet luncheon
was served. About 14 gutsts were
present
. e e •
Miss Dora Schermpr, local libra-
children’s reading conference Sat-
urday. A luncheon was held at the
Morton hotel.
A hum of activity in every part
of the huge Masonic Temple build-
ing Is indication that exhibits at
; the Netherlands Museum are rap-
idly taking on new form for the
: pleasure of the 1939 Tulip Festival
guests. Museum staff members are
engaged in taking remote obiects
each visitor will take with him
i some dear-cut impression of the
background of these people who
each year play host to so many
thousands of dower lovers.
Each department is working at
top speed against an opening day
deadline. In the carpenter shop we
, And William Scheerhom rebuild-
ing a display case, stopping occas-
ionally to inspect, an old wooden
‘ ‘ :h is \dock whic fairing merrily.
nearoy uw art staff ia busilj
work on the pictorial screens w!
will be a featured exhibit. Petei
Kolean steps back to catch the
proper perspective for the boat-
load of Dutchmen which he is
painting. Ernest Wanrooy is mod-
eling an Indian who watches in-
tently as the colonists make their
way up Black Lake to the little set-
tlement of Holland. These screens
will portray the dramatic highlights
in the colonisation and subsequent
growth of Holland.
On the stage Edward Borst is
completing the exterior of a rough
cabin before which is stretched the
skin of a huge black bear. A plow
stands in a stump-dotted field. The
oxen have been turned loose to
gme, and the heavy yoke is left
lying on the ground. Morning will
find them at work again, straining
at huge stumps, until they finally
come free to be severed with the
wide broad ax of the woodsman.
A dog tread which furnished
power for churning butter stands
outside the cabin door and is one
of the ingenious articles employed
by the pioneer families to make
use of every available source to
lighten burdens.
To delight the feminine visitor
a series of special displays of glass-
ware, china, and household aids
are being arranged in attractive ex-
hibits by Mrs. Ruth Maddem. Fam-
ous Delft blue, the prixe of every
Dutch housewife, old world pew-
ter, and copper utensils are a few
of the distinctly different groups.
On another side we see the whole
process of spinning wool into yarn
and weaving many strands into the
beautiful homespun so prized to-
day.
The authentically reproduced
Zeeland province room has man
additions to commend it to eac
visitor looking for the quaintness
of The Netherlands homelife.
For Over a Quarter of a Century
Geo. Mooi Roofing Co.
has kept Holland folks dry
and they are in a position to give the best roofing
service it is possible to give.
We Do Insulation of Homes.
Keeps you cool in summer and warm in winter.
Composition, Gravel or Asphalt Roofs— Roof Paints
Asphalt Shingles, Sidings and Roll Roofing
Office and Warehouse, 29 East 6th St.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
We join the rest of Holland in extending a Hearty
Welcome to all “Tulip Time” guests. The “Tulip
Festival” is a unique celebration of high order.
Each
article is the basis for its own
fascinating story: candle moulds,
candelabra, bed-warmer, coal-burn
ing flat iron, cradle, spinning
wheel, chest and dishes, all have
special significance.
Into the pictorial story of Hol-
land’s history we find P. T. Moer-
dyk gathering the articles which
will make up a special display of
the father of the colony, Rev. A. C.
Van Raalte. There is a special sen-
timent attached to each— Mrs. Van
Raalte’s garnets, the dominee’s top
hat, his personal psalm book, gold
watch, the family cradle, record
books of the colony kept with meti-
culous care, personal corres. pon
dence— these and many more nel
us to understand something of the
lives of these remarkable men who
provided vision and leadership for
weary pilgrims.
Glancing into a corner we catch
sight of an unusual collection, and
walking over we find John Golds
putting the finishing touches onto
a carpenter’s bench. Here are the
tools of the early craftsman and
alongside are examples of his
skill which we envy today. We
leave this unit with greater appre-
ciation for these mechanics who
are so largely responsible for the
progress of the furniture industry
in Western Michigan.
Walking into another room we
find several camp fire girls and
their sponsors exhibiting articles
prepared for the national project
“Americana” and especially de-
signed to be used by the museum
in connection with the visual edu-
cation program conducted for the
school children of Western Michi-
gan. This cooperation is an out-
standing example of the service
which Camp Fire is rendering the




,• Loans from $100 to $2,500 may now be obtained
for REPAIRING, REPAINTING or REMODELING
Ing Homes. These Loans are made upon an Open






for 12 Months for 24 Months for 36 Months
$100.00 I $ 8.78 $ 4.59 $ 3.20
200.00 | 17.56 9.18 6.39
| 26.32 13.77 9.59
JA/\ AA I 35.09 18.36 | . 12.78
600.00 V «.86 ...... 22.95~ 15.97
760.00 | 65.80 34.41 I 23.96
Bar
*
And now a final stop in the sec-
ond floor auditorium where rehear-
sals are underway for the muse-
um’s marionette play, ‘‘Tulips’’.
Under the direction of George Cook
several young people from Hope
College are producing this play for
the enjoyment of Museum guests.
Strictly an amateur production, the
play nevertheless is backed by the
experience gained in preparing
numerous “acts” for the special
teaching needs of the schools of
the community. “Tulips” will rug
several times each day to allow for
showing to the majority of our
guests.
The museum board is providing
space for a special exhibit contri-
buted by the “Arts and Crafts
Guild.” Their members are plan-
ning a diversified show which will
suit the tastes of all the visitors.
Through this public exhibition they
hope to find inspiration for their
members to produce even a greater
show next year.
We have only seen a few of the
exhibits. Hundreds of accessions
are going into the unit exhibita on
Dutch hospitality, time, the story
of light, Dutch pipes, recreation,
and hand-craft. The world room
will alone justify a visit, for here
are strange idols, masks, tom-toms,
helmets and curioaities from
strange and distant lands. Relics
of the great wars in which the
Dutch participated, Indian exhibits,
and a host of others will weave a
pattern of appeal for young and
old. The Get* trophies from his
East African expeditions and
mounted specimens once caged at
the famous Lakewood Zoo are
available for casual observation or
minute study. .
The Festival Committee, museum
trustees and staff eagerly await
opening day when local citixens
and visitors may grasp something
of the sacrifice, faith, and idealis-
tic snirit which motivated the peo-






Insured up to $5,00000
live System
The Men’s Adult Class sponsored_________ a
the religious service held at the
Ottawa County Infirmary Sunday
afternoon. After^he song service,
Dick Vander Meer, teacher of the
class, led in prayer. Betty Gook
played “Jesus, Lover of My Soul”
on her accordion, and James M.
Cook read the Scripture. Mrs. El-
mer Teusink and Mrs. Ka
ft* Miff 11 IHl iftiT Thirh
Holland, Stye Unity City, and Ufa Home W Htyfi (grade
furniture Making
The Baker Furniture Co. is the maker of fine furniture,
sold only to the trade, specializing in reproductions of Fine
English and French Furniture of the 18th century.
The large picture in this announcement represents a table-
top made for the capital of the state of Oregon by the Baker
Furniture Co. of Holland. The center is a replica of the new
capital building, and the table graces the executive’s room in
this western state. <
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Just a few glimpses of what the
'Little Netherlands' will look




Grand Rapida ia to be host to two
Michigan wildlife group* in two
aacceaaive weeka. The Michigan
Audubon Society ia holding ita
thirty-Afth annual meetiriK there
May IS and IS. The Michigan Divi-
aion of the Isaak Walton League
will hold ita annual convention May
19 and 20.
The Audubona will begin on Fri-
day afternoon, with 10 scheduled
talks on bird subjects by Dr.
George Fern, of Lanaing; Russell
B. Payne, of Niles; Dr. Robert T.
srd Allen, of Alle-
Hatt and Waltar P
Bloomfield Hills
Lanaing; Durwar
fan; P. A. Herbert, of Ann Arbor,
and Louisa R. Gleason, of Grand
Rapida.
The annual banquet will be held
at 6:80 p. m., on Friday at the
Rowe Hotel, with Dr. Miles D. Pir-
nie, director of the W. K. Kellogg
Bird Sanctuary, aa speaker. The
annual sunrise hike ia scheduled for
Saturday at 6:30 a. ra., to be fol-
lowed by an outdoor breakfast. The
business meeting will be held at 10
o’clock. A trip to the warbler areas
of Lake Michigan Sand Dunes will
complete the bird lovers’ meeting.
The annual convention of the
Michigan Division
Walton League of
held in Grand Rapida May 19
20, with the Dwight Lydell
as host Among the speakers will
be Ken Reid, of Chicago, general
manager of the League; Arthur
Stace, editor of the Ann Arbor
News; Hugh Gray, director of the I
West Michigan Tourist and Resort
Association; Arthur G. Horn and
W. I. White, of the Manistee Na-
tional Forest; C. A. Paquin and A.
S. Maiiard, of the State Conserva-
tion Department, undoubtedly some
of the members and officials of the










HOUTMAN TELLS WHAT LIT-
TLE NETHERLANDS ON CEN-
TRAL AVE. AND 13TH ST.
WILL LOOK LIKE
By S. H. Houtman
It is believed by the Tulip Time
Committee that the Little Nether-
lands Exhibit, in its new outdoor
garden setting will prove a far
greater attraction this year than
it was in 1988 when it was the feat-
ure of that year’s festival. Many
new features are being included
by the same staff of workmen who
worked so hard and long in pre-
paring the original units. Mr. Er-
nest Wanroy, sculptor, and Peter
J. Kolean, artist, are putting the
miniature figures into shape for
outdoor exposure. The exhibit will
cover considerable more area than
previously and will include a new
planting of between 300 and 400
shrubs and as many flowering
plants. Entirely new sections ot
Dutch life are being added. One of
these is a reproduction of Als-
meer, an exceedingly quaint town
in the bulb-growing district. Here
there are canals between the street
and the houses. Each house is
reached by a small foot bridge
that is so pivoted that when a cana!
boat chooses to pass it merely nos-
es each one out of its way.
At this exhibit we notice that
water is as conspicuous in Holland
as mountains in Switzerland. The
simile is particularly significant
when we see that from the deck of
the canal boat we look DOWN
upon the red-tiled housetops! No
wonder the Dutchman has become
obstinate when he has had to main-
tain his farm and family against
the ever-threatening water, which,
in some cases, rises as high as for-
ty feet above his land! . To hold
back this water it has been neces-
inundated years before. When the
water was unusually clear they
searched the church spire and could
see the bleached skeletons in the
church yard.
The canal boats shown are in
sary
of d:
to construct hundreds of miles
rkes and canals. Many of these
works date back to the Roman oc-cupation. i
There is some compensation in
the fact that this sea which Hol-
land must continually battle pro-
vides a living for some 20,000 of
its families in the fishing industry.
The fishing boats in the LitUe
Netherlands are clever examples of
craftsmanship. The old sailor who
designed them tells of sailing out
of Stavoren and seeing, many fa
thorns below, the ruins of
teresting in the extreme. Evident-
ly the owner and his family liv-
aboard as there is a little cabii
with smoke pouring out of it
chimney, and children playing oi
deck. Another glance reveals th
mother hanging the family wasl
on a line strung from the halyards
The captain is in the stem drop
ping a few coppers in a woodei
shoe suspended from a string on i
stick. This stick is held by a mai
standing near a drawbridge over
head. The man is the bridge-ten
der and uses this traditional meth
od to collect toll for his services ii
allowing the boat to pass. To sav
a city these pennies many a captain hat
his boat’s mast hinged so it may
drop to the deck.
Spending precious time and mon
ey on his dykes, the Dutchman
means to utilize them fully., He
lays his roads on them and in th(
towns like Utrecht, he cuts stor
age and living space out of thei
sides. Visitors are puzzled by th<
beams projecting from the gable
of most buildings. As cellars ar<
damp and stairways narrow, good
are hoisted up into the attics wit!
block and tackle for storage. In
the down-town area shown, the ar
rangement of canal at the rear, and
street at the front of buildings i
typical. There is one peculiar build
ing, one half of which is brick and
the other plaster! It is explaine<
that two men, each owning a half
interest and not being able to agrp.
on construction material, decided
to let each have his own way and
so live in peace regardless of wha
the rest of the world thought'
At the street marketplace om
must expect to find a variety of
costumes as it is the gatherinr
place of the entirp countryside. But
the variety of merchandise is toe
great to describe! On the brie'
payement and in the stalls may be
fpimd everything from pigs to pot
(Wl HEN WARM FRIEND TAVERN was dedicated fifteen yean
BteH ago, it already was Dutch and Tulip Minded. The Tavern's
Dutch complex includes the dress of the bell boys; and the signs over the






A Small Nook in the Large Commodious Lobby.
jm
Hart & Cooley Mfg. Company
Established 1901
• •
Manufacturers of High Quality Register! and Grilles for Air
Conditioning and Gravity Installations — Chains — Damper
Regulators — Fnmace Regulators.
t • •
Factory and Executive Office Holland, Mich.
• • • V
Sales Offices: Warehouses:
CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA
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tery and butter to bouquet*. Next
we find the locks of which Hoi
land has the world’s largest. Back
of the sand dunes which form a
natural dike, against the North
Sea, we see the bulb-growing sec-
tion which reaches from Haarlem
to Leyden.
In the Zuider Zee are the islands
of Marken and Urk. Costumes and
cottages are equally ouaint; many
of the latter being built on stilts to
clear the high water. Vollendam
homes are much the same as Mar-
ken’s. Vollendam differs in that
here the men let their voluminous
trousers reach almost to the ank-
les; at Marken they buckle them at
the knees! Next we see the peat
fields. The Hollander works magic
with his soil! He grows the world’s
best bulbs in barren sand; on the
other hand he cuts his muck land
into bricks, stacks ft up to dry and
then uses it for fuel!
Here is a typical Netherlands
Farm. That the house and barn are
built in one unit does not mean
that the housewife sacrifices any
of her reputation for cleanliness!
Quito the contrary is true. That
bam is as clean as most of the
world’s homes! Notice that those
little white curtains at each cow-
stall are kept immaculate! Over
the chimney is a stork’s nest. As
the Ibia is in Egypt, so the stork
is here, an omen of good luck.
Along the country roads are found
occasional wayside shrines one of
which is shown here. Not because
of its beauty in this replica of the
Delftshaven church included in the
Little Netheriands. Its significance
is historical. Here it was, back in
July of 1620, that the American
bound pilgrims gathered for a last
service before embarking on the
voyage that brought them finally
to Plymouth Rock and the Promis-
ed Land!
Fire partly destroyed the home
of Robert Nesshaver of Laketown
township Saturday morning when
an oil heater exploded. He carried
insurance on the home. Local fire-
men were notified that there was a
fire in Jenison Park, but on arriv-
ing there, found that it was over
the border, in Laketown township.
The township board of that town-
ship had not signed an agreement
with the Holland fire department,
howeveY, but the department was







A Corner oi the Large Dining Room. There is also a Dutch Grill ̂ djoiuing.
Over the main entrance you will find “Welkom Vreemdelingen”
meaning “Welcome Strangers”. When the guests depart they have
become friends of the place and in leaving this sign meets their eye:
“Vaarwel Vrienden”, meaning “Farewell Friends”. '
Well, Warm Friend Tavern was all prepared to meet friend and
stranger and we know that this colorful Tulip Time will make all who
come, friends of Holland and friends, we hope, of this fine fireproof hotel
with its beautiful surroundings, with its pleasing, comfortable sleeping
accommodations and its cuisine possibilities unexcelled. Judging from the
large influx of guests thus far, our efforts have not fallen short





Headquarters of TvUp Tim Activities.
m
Local Holland Skater and
His Sister Won Many
Prizes in The Netherlands
Some Given by the Queen
Holland hat a man who finds ice
akatinf still a great pastime. He
ia 78 jean old, came here when
be was 27 yean, and during all
those 60 yean he has never failed
to go to Black Lake, or rather
Maeatawa Bay, for a good old skate
on the Dutch skates he took with
him from The Netherlands.
This man’s name is Popke Kole.






ice skating is not
ing in
though 75 ye
this year, where 
yet a loot art Both brother and
sister were bom in the province of
Friesland, and were considered the
best skaters in their city. They had
to their credit 69 prizes in either
doable or single feats won at the
skating carnivals put on ever)’ win-
ter. Many of these prizes were do-
nated by Queen Wilhelmina, who
was especially interested in these
ice sports.
Mr. Kole says that his sister
Engel and himself were the best
skaters when they were 14 and 17
years old, respectively. Beth Miss
Kole and Mr. Kole went from city
to city where ice feats were held,
and entered in all contests during
the meet. Mr. Role’s first prize was
won on salt water on a pond in the
Zaider Zee.
When Mr. Kole came to America
he took with him a set of silver
skates, which he received from
Queen Wilhelmina in prize win-
ning, and these skates he uses from
year to year on the ice on Maca-
tawa Bay. He states that he could
skate when he was three years old
and never failed to enjoy at least
two or three hours skating on the
canals found in every small town
along the seacoast The ice on these
canals is always fine, since there
Is very little wind during freezing
time to ripple up the water.
Miss Engel Kole was married
some years _ago to an instructor in
one of the institutions of learning
in The Netherlands, but he passed
away several years ago, and the
daughters of that union are now
to the employ in the palace at De
Hague. Mr. Kole has never been
back to The Netherlands, but is in
constant touch with his sister by
Mr. Kole recently received a let-
S. H. Houtman, general manager
»..u ,umua mi atbcui)/i ««. mu of the Tulip Festival, has been for
nival in 1930. It was kept 8ome months, and still is, a very
a few years, then it simply , ^U8y m*n- His position as manager
out. At that time Mr. Kole 80 a project as Tulip Time
me prizes, winning a pair of 18 Proving to be each year a re-
ter from his sister stating that at
75 she had won prizes in skating
this year and was very elated over
the fact that she was a good skater
at her advanced age.
Holland made an tempt at an
ice car
up for
passed .. ........ . ...... . ...
won so  
mittens and a five-dollar bill. The
skating fest went under the name,
"The Holland City Ice Carnival,"
and Mr. John De Bly, Mr. John
Van Dyke were sponsors at that
time. A very pretentious course
was made, there were many events,
and it was estimated that at least
4,000 people visited the races.
Prizes were donated by various
merchants and by the banks of the
city. Races were in charge of John
Van Dyke and R. Sybesma and
many willing helpers. The course
was 160 feet long, was well marked
off, and prizes amounting to $20,
$10 and $5, respectively, were hung
up to the contestants. The awards
were made at that time to the win-
ners in 22 entries. In the men’s
race, Jacob Dekker of Grand Rap-
ids won, whose time over the
course was 14 2-3 seconds, with
Gemt Hoving and Don Te Roller,
both of Holland coming in second
and third, respectively. The men
and women racing over the same
course were Don Te Roller and
Miss Irene Overbeek of this city.
They were followed by Heinie Van-
der Hill, Mrs. Don Zwemer, Bert
Costing, and Mrs. Elsie Hettinga.
Coming back to Popke Hole— de-
spite the fact that we have had no
ice carnivals, he goes to Maeatawa
Bay anyway with his silver skates,
and at 78 can skate with any of
them. He is also a figure skater,
which calls for graceful execution
in the art of skating.
Mr. Kole says there Is no reason
at all for not having a skating
course each year on Black Uke.
The writer remembers when a lad
that the boys in the neighborhood
made their own pond between what
is now the West Michigan Furni-
ture Co. and Fifth St., and thou-
sands came to enjoy the sport.
Plenty of box wood and old barrels








Movie Stars to Visit City; Will
Portray History of Tulip
in Broadcast
p _
sponsible one. However, Mr. Hout-
man states that preparations are
almost completed and that with a
few days of warm, sunshiny weath-
er, he expects that the tulips, too,
will be in full bloom at the ap-
pointed time. The dates as has been
published ofttimes before, are May
13 to May 20, inclusive.
Holland is again to be host to
some of Hollywood’s movie and
radio stars, and these are to broad-
cast from a special studio which
is being installed in the north wing
of the Holland Furnace company's
administration building and ar-
rangements are being made for
between 400 and 500 persons to
time for the illumination at night.
There have been occasions when
sailing vessels were anchored at
the head of the bay several hun
dred feet apart, and often the
course was made between two ves-
sels, and the genial captains, who
spent considerable time on their
boats during the winter, invited the
youngsters into the cabin to get
warm. The two captains who were
especially considerate of the boys
were Captain Jan Borgman of the
sailing vessel Wollen and Captain
Baas Van Rij of the R. Ranters.
Mr. Kole insists that there is no
reason at all why we couldn’t have
a fine skating course every winter
near the shore with plenty of water
available to flood the ponds and
some strings of electric lights such
as are found on the streets at
Christmastide extending over the
center of the entire course for
night skating.
Even during this mild winter the
ice was thick enough to hold auto-
mobiles and fish shanties, ami sure-
ly Maeatawa Bay is close enough
bv and large enough for plenty of
skating ponds well safeguarded.




He also announced that the
manufacturer! of Noxema have
accepted the company’! invitation
to broadcast their weekly Si'
day evening show over the Co!
bia system from this same if
Featuring Professor Quis,
broadcast will be from 8:80 to 9
p. m. for eastern stations and a ro-
broadcast for the west coast sta-
tions from midnight until 12:20
a. m. As Professor Quis questions
persons from the audience, this
program will offer Holland rosi-
dents an opportunity to appear on
the radio. ~
A feature of the Holland Furnace
company’s broadcast will be a
dr£mVilin? of the hifltory of the
tulip from its origin up to the pros-
ent festival. The movie and radio
stars win enact the several roles.
Street scrubbing and the Dutch
folk dances will also be described
while in progress by Announcer
Trout. Music will consist of a spe-
cial orchestra brought here for the
occasion with Mr. Trendler con-
ducting.
Mr. Boersma announces that the
visitors from Hollywood will travel
to Chicago in a chartered American
Airlines plane, and from there will
come on to Holland in special tootor
cars furnished through the courtesy
of the Dodge division of the Chrys-
ler Motor company, stopping along
the, route at several cities where
Holland Furnace company branches
are located. Special motorcycle po-
lice escorts are also being arranged
for.
Mi.
— Bt Baumxutel. Holland
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A BETTER PRODUCT
With a True Dutch Tradition
For Better Flowers and Beautiful Gardens!
FOR SALE in all
Kresge, Woolworth and Green Stores and Leading
Department Stores!
LARGEST C0LLECTKW0F H^YjjWBACEOUS PERENNIALS
PLANT PERENN1^^irLXyg“ro^ear with0Ut replantin8
VISIT OUR NURSERIES
While in Holland
teller Nurseries Company, Inc.
Largest Growers of Perennials, Rockplants and Evergreens
Immk RuraI Route No. 1 Holland, Michigan
The celebrated guests will stay
at the Warm Friend Tavern during
their stay in the city.
Mr. Houtman also announces
that an emergency hospital ia to
be provided, arrangements being
under the supervision of Mrs. John
Good and Mrs. Robert L. Schlect
of the civic health committee of the
Woman’s Literary club, and the
Dutch Hospitality club.The hospital
will be located In the club’s clinic
building at the rear of the old hos-
pital building on 12th St. and Cen-
tral Ave. A registered nurse will
be on hand on the two Satardays
and Sundays and also on Wednes
day of Tulip Week.
The many committees have also
been appointed and each member
will be active in his or her narticu-
lar sphere. Thev are: Tulip Time
Committee — Vernon Ten Cate,
president; E. P. Stephan, secretary-
manager; Edward Brouwer, vice-
president; Mayor Henry Geerlings,
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., Ben Steffens,
Joseph Geerds, Ben Brouwer, An-
drew Hyma, E. E. Fell, George
Damson, Eugene Heeter, W. J.
Brouwer, James D. Boter, Mrs. J.Fi Mr8- A. Visscher, Mrs.
Lloyd E. Heasley, Mrs. D. J. Zwe-
mer, Mrs. G. A. Pelgrim and Hollis
Baker.
Chamber of Commerce direc-
tors — Mr. Sliph, president; Dick
Boter, vice-president; Mr. Stephan,
secretary-manager; A. C. Jolder-
sma, Mayor Geerlings. William C.
Vandenberg, Vaudie Vandenberg.l
Louis Steketee. C. C. Wood. Clar-
ence Lokker, Oscar Peterson, Jo-
seph Kramer, John De Wilde, J.
Frank Duffy, C. Van Tongeren and
Merrick Hanchett.
Common council — Albert P.
Kleis, Henry Prins, James -*A.
Drinkwater, Cornelius Kalkman,
Sr., Martin Oudemool, William C.
Vandenberg, Ben Steffens, Henry
Ketel, John Menken, Bruce Ray-
mond, Frank L. Smith and Her^
man Mooi.
Tulip Lanes and Traffic — An-
drew Hyma, Vernon Ten Cate, Jay
Dalman and John Van Bragt.
Dutch Hospitality Club — Exec-
utive committee of Chamber of
Commerce, Mr. Sligh, Mr. Boter,
Mr. Joldersma, Mr. Stephan, Mr.
Lokker and Mr. Wood; and Ray
J* Kronemeyer, chairman.
Tu'ip Tales Committee — Mrs.
E^ Donivan, dramatic director; Mrs.
W. C. Snow, music director; Miss
M. A p e 1 , dance director; E. Don-
Mran, stage construction manager;
V Drake and J. Vanderploeg, as-
sistants; Miss L. C a p p o n , cos*
tume director; Miss E. Veenhuis
and Miss E. Arendshorst, assist-
ants; Earl Goozen, business man-
ager; E. Prins, electrical engineer;
Mrs. Bruce Van Leuwen, public-
ity and make-up director; J.
Moran, Elves; Miss E. Shoup, gob-
l^8’ Haberlan(i. fairies;
Miss R. Shackson, winds and rains;
Miss M. Van V y v e n , *un and
beams; Miss B. Visser, Antwerp
incident; Mrs. B. Greenwood, Ley-
den incident; Mrs. Ernest Penna,
Haarlem incident; Mrs. F. Drake,
Amsterdam incident; Miss J. Van-
derwero French court incident;
Miss M. Shackson, English inci
dent; Miss M. Apel, American in
cident.
Street Scrubbing and Volks Pa
rode — Mrs. Lloyd Heasley, chair-
man ; Mrs. F. E. De Weese,
Woman's Literary club; Mrs. Wil-
ham Winter, Junior Welfare
league; Mrs. Jack Bos, Tinv Tots;
Miss Phyllis Grevengoed, Hart A
Cooley Manufacturing Co.; O. S.
Cross, Rotary club; Tony Dogger,
American Legion; Mrs. Thad Taft,
business women; Miss J. Bender,
Dutch Novelty Co.; Comie Kragt,
Exchange club; John De W i 1 d e ,
Baker Furniture, Inc.; George
Damson, Lions club; Vernon Ten
Cate, parade marshal; Herbert
Marsilje, Raymond L. Smith, Rob-
ert Notier, Rex Chapman, Bernard
De Free and Elmer Wissink, assist-
ants.
Wooden Shoe Dance - Miss
^8S Trixie Moore
and Miae Jean Bosman; Mr. Heeter
and Miss Lavina Cappon.
School Parade — Mrs. Don
Zwf’I!rerV, if.l88es Caroline Hawes
and M. K. Smith, Ray Lamb, John
Timmer, C. Norlin, Fr. John M.
Westdorp, John A. Swets, J. J.
Riemersma, Miss Althuis, Miss H.
Ihrman, Russell Welch, Miss H.
Haupt and Miss D. Strowenjans.
Band Review and Parade — Mr.
Heeter, Peter Boter, Andrew Klom-
parens, Mr. Riemersma, and Lem-
w mFarri£,5MrB- Te,,in* *nd Mrs.
Willi wn Olive, entrants division;
Mr. Riemersma, Harold J. Karaten,
Mr. Hyma, Louis Dalman, Lieut.
Martin Jappinfra, Lieut. Richard
“d R-
Window Display and Stroet Dec-
orations Harold Yonker; Ber-
nara J. Arendshorst, Mrs. Thad
Taft and HiilUps Brooks.
Cerato Bolhuis,
“• “d ̂





Below will be found two “old cronies” peacefully smoking their








They also know the high quality of the Holland Furnace and the fact that it has been the heart of
the home with its welcome warmth for more than 30 years.
A Holland heating system in your home will not only assure you perfect heat in every room, but it
will also cut down fuel bills and furnace tending drudgery.
In every way it will justify our well known slogan: “Holland Furnaces Make Warm Frienda.”
If you do not need a new furnace, there are many other ways we can help improve your home heating.
At lowest prices, we offer expert cleaning and repair service for any type of heating system. We also offer the
revolutionary Holland Automatic Furnace Air Conditioner for oil or gas; the Holland Stoker and Oil
Burners; the Holland Forced Air Circulator for any warm air furnace, and other aids to comfort of highest
efficiency.
We have nearly five hundred branches from coast to coast. The head of each branch is a qualified
heating engineer, especially trained by Holland. Each installation is planned for the individual home
which it is to serve. For detailed information on all Holland products, get in touch with our local branch.
Look up Holland Furnace Company in your phone book.
Holland Furnace Company
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TULIP TOWN WINDOW DI8-
PLAY CONTEST SPONSORED
BY MERCHANTS
Cash prises will be awarded the
winners of the window display con
test among local merchants. Mem
hers of the committee in charge
are Harold Yonker, chairman; Phil-
lips Brooks, Jacob Fris, and Henry
ilson. Merchants are asked to
sign pledge cards, showing that
they will decorate their
during the Tulip Festival.
The first prise will be $26; sec-
ond prise, $15; third and fourth
prises, $10 each; fifth and sixth
prises, 96 each; seventh and eighth
prises, $2JW each. The B. H. Wil-
liams Jewelry store will also award
a silver loving cyp to the winner
of the first prise.
One-half of the individual prise
money will be given to the person
who suggested the idea for the
particular type of display. The
window must be decorated by Sat-
urday, May 13, and remain that
way until the end of the festival.
The judges appointed by the
committee will judge on the at-
tractiveness and originality of the
display, though a Dutch theme
need not neceasarily be carried out.
The purpose of this contest is
to pet more merchants to decorate
tbetr display windows during the
festival.
w*vtttvttVttvyTYvTvTtVTv
Ruth Ella Newnham of Sauga-
tuck will be valedictorian of the
1939 graduating class of Sauga-
tuck high school, having had 3.68
out of a possible 4 points. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Newnham, and her grandfather
is Judge Stephen L Newnham. She
has been active in extra-curricular
affairs, and also in church and Sun-
day School work. She expects to
attend college in the fall. Miss
Olive Reeks, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Reeks, is salutatorian,
and Betty Davis, Jane Bird, and
Joyce Force are other honor stu-
dents. Commencement exercises
will be June 1.
HOLLAND HEADQUARTERS
FRIS BOOK STORE
30 West Eighth St. Holland, Michigan
for Wood and Steel
Office Equipment
and Office Supplies









Many provinces cling to
OLD CUSTOMS AND COS-
TUMES
The Old Country as Level as a
Piste; Much Land Below
Sea Level
By Dr. A. J. Brower
NETHERLANDS
The Netherlands, also called the
“Land of Water” is to a tourist
foil of surprises from end to end.
No point is more than 120 miles
distant from the sea, and many
spots are from 16 to 20 feet below
sea level, but that is not bad consid-
ering Jericho and the rich Jor-
don valley of Palestine which is
1,300 feet below the level of the
sja, where vast mountains and
highlands protect it from devastat-
ing floods, whereas in The Nether-
lands they depend on man-made
dykes as there are no natural bar-
riers such as hills, mountains or
high plateaus. The whole terri-
tory of The Netherlands is too low
for natural drainage. The cities
of The Hague, Amsterdam, Haar-
lem, Leyden, Rotterdam, and Middle-
burg, all are far below sea level,
aB originally built much like our
n«w electric power plants built in
our cities today. Even the ancient
Zuider Zee is now fast becoming
IN HER BEST “BIB AND
TUCKER”
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One of Michigan’s Finest Bottling Plants
, Modern and Sanitary AAAI Plus
7-Up Bottling Co. of Western Michigan
man-made, rich, dry land due to
the determination, perseverance,
and ingenuity of the Dutch. All
reclaimed land from the sea pos-
sesses a high degree of fertility.
After the peat has been cut away
and the moss and heather remov-
ed from bog or moor. The land it-
self has been dredged from the
bottom of the sea. Almost half of
the country lies below sea level.
Surely the Hollander is watchful,
courageous and enduring of pur-
poee. All the country-side is at
once proof of that: To make the
country and to keep it the Dutch-
man had a long fight with the wa-
ters and also an 80-year struggle
with Spain, then the mightiest
power on earth. These old-country
folk would just laugh at us, and
ridicule us if they could see that
we are not taking advantage of
building a “Little Netherlands”
in Holland, Michigan, where we
have the name, the location,
the people, t h e swamp, and
the water, and make that a real
all year around resort or show
place for tourists like Isle of Mar-
ken or Volendam. If we had all
that for our Tulip Festivals, we
perhaps could produce new artists,
like Rembrandt, Nicholas Maas,
Vermeer or Jan Steen. Who knows
but what we have plenty of Dutch
talent right here in Holland.
The Rembrandts and the Steens
did not make the quaint costumes
of Marken, Middleburg, Volen-
dam, or Staphorst, but these plac-
es made the artists. The world-re-
nowned Rembrandt, second to none.
The Netherlands offers the great-
est contrasts In sights and scenes,
cytaBw and costumes, and modes
of Hying like I have seen nowhere
else in any other country in all the
world. There are eleven provinces
and all different from the other in
dialects, costumes, customs and
modes of living. We have right
•round us in HolUnd, Michigan,
Plspes called Zutphen, Drenthe,
Vnesland, Zeeland, Groningen ami
Ovens el and each have their own
dialect originally brought from The
Netherlands by our pioneers and
pilgrim forefathers. Oh, we can
m»ke a real replica of Old Holland
if we choose to- do so.
It Is so Invigorating and re-
cuperating both mentally and phy-
sittlly. coupled with exhilerating
curiosity that so pleases the weary
tourist and draws so many visitors
to this scenic country. One can take
• pejp tnt<> the next century, for
the Dutch are wide awake and
strictly up to date and Ahead of
many a country with new ideas
*nd advancements. Also see the
present century, and equally look
bade at the last century. Yes, even
,Mmal centuries very
‘Klompen’ Dancing in the Heart of Holland
4
Also in the hearts of every “Tulip Time" visitor In town.
LARGE BALI) EAGLE
CAUGHT IN FISH NET
Game Warden Frank Oper, of
Essex County, Ont., was wonder-
ing Friday what to do with a live
bMd eagle with a wingspread of
seven feet, four inches, taken to
him by Harold Julian, a Kingsville
fisherman.
Julian and two companions,
examining their nets in Lake Erie,
found the eagle caught in the nets
about two miles offshore. For half
an hour the fishermen battled with
the bird, eventually throwing
another net over it. It was believed
to have become entangled while
diving for ducks or fish.- o -
A hospital for fish is to be estab-
lished at Seattle, Wash., by the De-
rtment of Commerce where "ail-part:
ing”n  fish will be studied with the
idea of obtaining cures for various
diseases.
Mrs. Arthur Schowalter of Ely-
ria, O., is the guest for a few days
Chicks as Playthings
The owner of a pet shop in New
York was fined $2 this week for
selling two live chicks for play-
things.
And he was also required to take
back the chicks and return the
money he had received for them.
The American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
filed a charge of cruelty against
him. The judge did the rest.
A Michigan statute also provides
penalties for cruelty to animsls and
appears to be broad enough to
cover the sale or purchase of live
chicks, as playthings for children,
who innocently and unintentionally
torture them to death.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Boter on the Park road.
Mrs. Gerrit Riphagen of West
17th St. visited friends in Zeeland
recently.
Staphoretere Going to Church. WeSay “Gangway.”
the conditions in the Bible lands of
Palestine, Asia Minor and Egypt.
This country though small is a good
rest-cure for an overtaxed mind.
It is a very busy country, where
we see weedless fields, flat, green
fields, where black and white cows
praze, in long meadows as though
it were one vast field, but fenceless
and each farm or pasture separat-
ed from the other by straight ditch-
es at almost regular intervals or
by canals and dykes.
The low, white farm houses of
brick or tile with stiff clumps of
trees round about, and spotless
door steps are indeed picturesque
sights as are the canals and canal
boats, and the great, brown sailing
barges, bringing produce to mar-
ket and the wife hanging out her
wash on deck and children at play.
The immense windmills, as thickly
placed as derricks in an oil field,
the grinding wheel, the engine’s
clgng and roar, beat out a chorus.
Wind and water do nine-tenths of
the Dutchman’s haulage. We see
scores and scores of bridges, large
and small, of various deftigns;lakes
dotted with sails, and miles of
rushes along the streams. Then we
see the massive church towers scat-
tered over the country, very artis-
tically built; and tolling of bells and
chimes are heard constantly.
Then the red-roofed villag-
es. every foot of land being under
cultivation or in pasture or in parks
with not an inch of wasteland.
I traveled through this country
from end to end and to all four
corners, visited all of the 11 prov-
inces and that is what one sees
through the rural districts in Hol-
land. At this time I entered the
country at Nieuschans coming from
Germany and toured through the
province of Groningen, certainly
the richest soil of all Holland. The
crons were superabundant. Wheat
could not be bound— It had to be
done with the cradle and likewise
were all other crops. The like I
have never seen in all my life. 1
headed for Leeuwarden, capitol of
Friesland where we stayed over-
night. Next morning, Sunday, in a
taxi, we sped for Staphorst and
Rouveen to attend church services
and see the folk come and go from
>Td place
of worship. It was a real thrill to
services at their 200-year-old 
see girls of 16 dressed like mothers
of 60 or older and they almost all
looked alike. We were Earned not
to have cameras as they would
surely smash them for us, since
they are very strict on Sunday. All
women dressed alike with silver
ornaments over their head. They
were shod in heavy leather and
wood-soled shoes with broad orna-
mental silver buckles. The head or-
naments per person cost no less
than $200, I am sure.
It was not unusual to sec a
Dutch meisje with sleeveless bod-
ice, lace bonnet, silver wire or plate
hair ornaments and volumnous
black skirts, heavy buckled shoes,
riding her bicycle. I visited their
homes, many over 200 years old.
House and bam built as one, stone
floors covered with clean white
sand with the old fire place, and pot
hanging in the center of the hearth
added a charm to the homes. Each
home has its own water filtration
plant as the country is very low
and surface water terribly contam-
inated. The Staphorsters are very
honest, obliging and religious, but
they resent changing styles. They
dress always the same and the style
is centuries old. They seemed very
content with their lot in life. These
people are isolated from the sur-
rounding people and so are other
communities in Holland. Marken
is protesUnt, Volendam is catho-
lic. The protestant wears his hat
with brim up, and the catholic with
brim turned down. These two plac-
es close together do not intermarry,













Wildflowers are among the more
ellghtful subjects of the nature
ihotograpber. And, as they grow
, there la the
11 Uve a very
'ewer in' the woods ere' Is’
tey will
3g1














ing of the flowers and of
mole photography,
we have found a postcard sise,
film pack or slate camera, with
ground-glass focusing to be the
most useful. Other requirements
are double-extension bellows and a
lens of about f8 or f6J working
aperture. The shutter should be or type that may be released by
bulb or cable rel Other cam-
eras may be used in flower pho-
tography, of conrse, but the above
type of equipment has served ns so
well we would rather advise its
use. We consider any Aype of
focusing other than upon ground-
less as being too awkward, and^ r.*"
used over tJe tens in all flower pho^
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of the colors in monochrome,
use film pecks because th<
lighter in weight than glam
One becomes very tired tuggt _ ___
much equipment, and every method
of reducing the burden should be
used. A black focusing cloth should
be part of the equipment, as it is
a great aid in securing sharp focus.
A sturdy tripod, with tilting
head, is the final piece of equip-
ment that is imperative. It la not
absolutely necessary to have the
tilting head, but it will prove most
useful. We prefer a tripod that is





A photo-cell exposure meter is
an excellent accessory but not a
necessity. We should state, though,
that it soon pays for itself in the
film saved from improper exposure.
Having brought together your
equipment you wish to know when
and where to photograph your sub-
jects. An inexpensive wildfiower
ide will be an aid here. The
it times of the day to make your
exposures are early morning and
late afternoon. The better flower
photographs will be found to have
been made in subdued light, not in
bright sunlight. Too intense light
loses the texture and color grada-
tions of your delicate subject
Make it a point to seek the most
nearly perfect plant in the best
possible situation. Others will not
IS
please you in the finis!
Do not uproot plants to
into possibly better sittu
A Staphorst barnyard and farmwagon. The “4-H”
inished prints.
  fetch them
uations. We
have learned it is best to make
our exposures where the flower has
chosen to grow.
More pleasing pictures will re-
sult if only one or two flowers make
up the subject, rather than a group.
When focusing be sure to have the
camera close enough to the subject
that a goodly sixe image is seen on
the ground glass. Focus sharply
upon a central portion of the sub-
ject with the lens at full aperture.
(If any twigs, leaves or grasses I
interfere with the subject ca
remove them. We carry a
scissors to aid in such
Having computed the
taking into consideration the
factor, set the lens aperture (
close down to fl6), and
speed, you are ready to m.. _
tne shutter by bulb or cable. Now,
if only the spring breeze will cease
to set the flowers trembling. But
here you must wait, and some-
times quite a few minutea before
you may safely make an exposure.
When a lull comes you must re-
lease the shutter at once for
oftimes the exposure will necessar* .
ily be one or two seconds and in
the springtime that is a long, long
time for breezes not to blow.
one more point to re-
) not over-develop 1*
— .. — will result in lose
gradation and clogging of the i*
Among the wildflowers of ,r






Work of Desert Doctor
DOCTOR HARRISON SPOKEN OF HERE; HAS TWOP SONS BEING REARED HERE.
Dr. Paul Harrison, Well Known in Holland, Leads
an Interesting Life.
The Reader's Digest of recent date gives an interesting story
' to Dr. Paul W. Harnson, missionary to Arabia, who is well
known in Holland. Dr. Harrison has been in Arabia for 30
years, and when on his furlough every seven years, has madt
Holland headquarters and often lead the student body at Hope
College during the Week of Prayer.
The missionary has two sons, who are being reared here.
Paul and Clinton Harrison. They have been in the family ol
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Riemersma on River Avenue for the last nine
years. Paul is now 18, and is studying at Hope College; --J
Clinton is 16, and is a senior at Holland high school. Paul .._w
born in Arabia, and Clinton in the Unitea States while the family
was here on furlough.
Dr. Harrison is coming back from Arabia during the coming
year, after seven years of absence.
Although the story “The Desert Doctor" is interesting in
itself, it is considerably more so because the doctor is well
known here, as are his children. The story, appearing in the
Reader’s Digest, is condensed from the American Magazine, and
the author is Jerome Beatty, who made a trip around the world
to discover little-known Americans engaged in outstanding work,
and in this instance Dr. Paul W. Harrison was selected, and
the story as given in this magazine follows below:
One of the world’s most successful surgeons is Dr. Paul W.
Harrison. He has practiced 28 years, and the most he ever
asked for a major operation was $15. For a cataract operation
that might bring a bill of $1000 from a New York specialist, Dr.
Harrison usually asks I1.83. If he is lucky, he gets 37 cents.
Dr. Harrison— a graduate of Johns Hopkins, fellow in the
American College of Surgeons, a top authority on hernia and
spinal anesthesia— is a medical missionary in Muscat, Arabia, a
seaport 1000 miles northwest of Bombay, India. Muscat, frying
on sand, hedged in by stone hills which block all breezes, is the
hottest city in the world, and— its main industry being the dry-
ing of fish— probably the most evil-smelling. Most of the 15,000
Arabs and Dr. and Mrs. Harrison move out in midsummer, when
temperatures reach 108 in the day and 115 at night.
Dr. Harrison grew up in Scribner, Nebraska. Graduated
with honors from the University of Nebraska, he decided to be-
come a medical missionary, and he sought the worst place,
medically, in the world, a place where doctors were reluctant to
go, bat where they were needed most.
It took Dr. Harrison two months to get to his first station,
two yean to learn to speak Arabic well. Since then he has
worked in most of the hell holes in the Persian Golf region and
for the last 10 years he has been in Muscat. When he is home
on sabbatical leave, medical friends urge him to give up mis-
tfenary work, start practice in America, make money, and live
comfortably.
But practice in America seems to Dr. Harrison a bit on the
sissy side. He likes the tough jobs in Muscat. A medical mis-
sionary who hid practiced for years in Arabia recently accepted
a profitable job as doctor for s* big oil company. “I was sick
and bred of being poor," be said. Such an attitude was totally
beyond Dr. Harrison’s comprehension. He told me, shaking
bis bead, “Bat be won’t have fun any more."
Though Arabia has worn him and he looks older than his 55
years, there is s twinkle in his eye and his tall, thin, wiry frame
has the ability to withstand the terrific heat.
Dr. Harrison's stone and concrete hospital cost but $14,000.
Nearby are tiny, flat-topped masques and low, white plastered
bouses, and open faced stores the size of a bathroom, in which
you can boy daggers and cofleepots and opium. Around the
hospital compound are huts on narrow, dusty streets filled with
donkeys, camels, cadaverous hounds, and poverty-stricken Mo-
hammedans.:' N
Close to the hospital is a space as public as the street in
front of your post office. This is the neighborhood comfort sta
tion. In front of the hospital are 12 depressions like shallow
graves, each covered with a robe to keep the depression a little
less hot That is where the town’s 12 lepers sleep. It is the best
Dr. Harrison can do for them. He has no funds for tne treat-
ment of lepers, but under these conditions there is no danger of
transmitting (he disease.
On in average, Dr. Harrison treats 125 patients a day and
performs 15 or 20 operations a week— usually in his hospital but
sometimes on a rug under a date palm in the blistering desert.
Moat of the patients are given free treatment. Some may pay
a few rupees.
Dr. Harrison’s work is with the ragged, hungry poor; with
sore-eyed Bedouins who never bathe; with overburdened laborers
who carry heavy bags of dried fish all day long for 10 cents; with
wounded bandits; with men whose hands have been cut off be
cause they were caught stealing; with girls whose throats have
been cut by their brothers because they committed adultery; with
pearl divers with burst eardrums; with children, hundreds of
children, who in Arabia die like flies. Few women come for
operations, as an orthodox Arab woman is considered actually
nofaithfnl to her husband if she exposes any part of her face or
body to another man. For eye operations Dr. Harrison often is
not allowed to raise the veil, but has to cut holes in it to get at
the eyes.
The average American doctor would be about as willing to
practice in a farm tool shed, with the instruments at hand, as he
would with the facilities that are Dr. Harrison’s. One day a
week, with Mrs. Harrison and a native helper, he drives out into
the desert to treat the natives. Hundreds of thousands of them
never have enough to eat. Some have starved so long that a
mere scratch causes death.
Six days a week Dr. Harrison works in the hospital, which
contains 36 bare, concrete rooms for patients who can pay small
sums, and a general ward on a porch. A few rooms have beds,
but Arabs don't like them. Most patients bring rugs, a charcoal
stove, food, and friends to care for them and to do their cooking.
It is a one-doctor and no trained-nurse hospiiai. Dr. Harri-
son is helped by Mrs. Harrison— one ol three white women in
Muicat— who, with no medical training, gritted her teeth and
learned. He also has four native assistants— of mixed Persian,
African and Arab blood. One was a slave who fled in shackles
to the British consulate in Muscat, gaining his freedom from a
sheik 50 miles out on the desert. The other three are brothers,
sons of a pearl diver.
Dr. Harrison runs the hospital on $1800 a year— of which
he pays his four assistants a total of $900— all of it collected a
\ rupees at a time from the “rich" patients. The women of
Dutch Reformed Church in America send him gauze, banda-
i and gloves. His salary is $185 a month, and a house.
There is no X-ray machine and few facilities for diagnosis,
had time and money he believes he might And what causes
ndkitis. He practiced for 25 years in Arabia without see
1 cate of it. Recently four or hve have turned up among the
1 who bare adopted the customs and food of the West
Harrison’s operating room is without glittering display
1 and enamel. The lights over the operating table were
by a local carpenter and coat $6. The sterilizer is
ire cooker such as is found in many a kitchen, and
etly.
1 day I saw a native boy bring a blowtorch to the opera
m. “What’s that for?" I asked the doctor. “We have
cauterizer," be replied. “We use that to heat
|fnNt It works just as well."
r ao operation Dr. Harrison usually takes the patient in
‘ Arabs are under-nourished and small— and car-
1 to his rug on the floor. The native attendants
Dr. Harrison and His Desert 5fa//|What Holland
Clinic Reveals
Relative to T. B.
TfJ
dust filled the air and a million flies walked through the wound
and covered instruments and sponges the moment they were
laid down. Yet the wound healed perfectly.
Forced to work under such conditions, Dr. Harrison has
learned that the danger of infection lies mostly in foreign bodies
— ligatures and sutures. If you keep these clean you're fairly
safe, for the tissues of the body will usually resist the flies and
dust. He might never have discovered that in a modern hospital.
Perhaps no other surgeon in the world has advanced so far
in spinal anesthesia. Dr. Harrison had to— he couldn’t use
ether because he had neither apparatus nor helper to handle it
properly. Most American doctors don’t know yet that all the
bad points of spinal anesthesia have been climated by this sur
geon practicing with inadequate equipment in a dirty town in
Arabia. But Dr. Harrison is working now on a report for sur-
gical journals, supplementing articles which have already won
him recognition as an authority. The report will tell why his
patients suffer no headaches after spinal anesthesia; how the
anesthetic can be used for operations above the waist without
affecting the lungs; how he has solved eveiy problem that has
stumped American surgeons.
Dr. Harrison has performed more than 3000 hernia opera-
tions. American surgeons asc rule are not interested in hernia.
It is considered a simple operation— and usually the patients are
workmen who cannot pay big fees. Yet hernia recurs in 5 to 10
out of every 100 operations.
Dr. Harrison has a new sort of operation which, he is sure,
will stop nearly all recurrences. He puts in a "blowout patch,"
a piece of tough ox tissue about two inches square, reinforcing
the weak spot in the abdomen. In his last 52 hernia operations
he has not had a single recurrence, although in each case the
patient went right back to his heavy work from the hospital.
The Arabs themselves have no doctors. A sick Arab gets
advice from all his friends and tries all their remedies, ranging
from a portion of senna leaves, or a verse from the Koran tied to
the body, to the use of a branding iron. When an fcrab breaks
an arm or leg his friends lay him on the sand and bind the
fractured member to stakes so it cannot move— making no effort
to set the bones Then they erect a tent over him and care for
him there for weeks. This treatment nearly always leaves a
terribly bent arm or leg.
No wonder the Arabs have come to look upon Dr. Harrison
as a miracle man— without knowing how truly right they are.
THE X-RAY METHOD 18 POSI-
T1VE METHOD OF DETEC-
TION AND ARREST
OF DISEASE
The results of the Michigan Tu
berculosis Association’s county
X-ray clinic in Holland have lust
been received by Dr. Ralph Ten
Have, local sponsor of the clinic.
There were 11 childhood, 2 suspect
childhood, 1 non-aotive, 1 active,
and 2 suspect adult cases of tuber-
culosis revealed by the X-rays.
This clinic was made up of about
90 individuals who reacted poai
lively to a tuberculin test There
were 821 who were tuberculin
tested, most of them Juniora and
seniors in the Holland, Zeeland, and
Hudsonville high schools, and alao
included a few individuals who had
recent contacts with a tuberculosis
case.
According to Dr. Ten Have, of
the Ottawa County Health unit the
adult type, if active, generally re-
quires complete bed rest under
medical supervision, preferably in
sanatorium. Any suspect cases,
on advice of their physicians, all
should be given physical check-
uds and X-rays to make sure no
trouble is brewing. If the childhood
tvoe of tuberculosis is present usu-
ally only a little more careful
healthful living as the doctor or-
ders is necessary as a precaution
against becoming sick.
If the test is positive the X-ray
ascertains whether the damage has
been done in the body by the germs.
The result of an X-ray should not
alarm one. Disaster follows on
when the danger signals of the ..
ray films are ignored. Immediate
and careful attention as ordered
by the doctor will offset the harm-
ful effects of the disease.
Proving the real value of earl





Our librarian, Miss Dora Scher-
ner, announces severa! new books
on the shelves in the City Hall
Juvenile Books
Rival's on the Mound, Barbour;
The Umbrella that Got Wet, Ber-
stein: Boys’ Book of the Sea and
A Child’s Grace, Boff; Blocking
Back, Chute; Jeanne-Marie Goes
to Market, Fleur; The Story Book
of Nick and Dick, Gates; Gray
Kitten and Her Friends, Hall;
Cinchfoot, Hinkle; Lupe and the
Senorita, Kahmann; Marcos, Lee;
Barkis, Newberry; Story Book of
Foods From the Field, Petersham;
A Story of Milk, Picture Scripts;
Cluck-Cluck’s Egg, Smith and
Towne; Dick Makes a Garden and
Nancy's Apple Tree. Smith and
Towne; Nip and Tuck, Storm;
Mary and Marie, Valentine.
Adult Fiction
This Proud Heart, Buck; Pre-
lude for War, Charteris; Appoint-
ment With Death, Christie; Love,
I Dare Not, Corliss; Disputed Pas-
sage, Douglas; Clay Acres, Fischer;
Lords of the Coast, Gregory; The
Tree of Liberty, Page; F.O.B. De-
troit, Smitter; Manhattan Murder,
Train; Dr. Norton’s Wife, Walker.
Guiding Human Misfits, Adler;
Youth: Adrift and Alert, Brooks;
Master Kung, the Story of Con-
fucius, Crow; New York City
Panorama, Federal Writers' Pro-
ject; Dr. Ida, India, Jeffery; Bright
Ideas for Entertaining, Linscott;
Twenty Years’ Armistice, 1918,
1938, Orton; Paderewski Memoirs,
Pederewski; Field Book of Fresh
Water Fishes, Schrenkeisen; Edu-




Earl C. Watkins, 18508 Cardoni
ave., Detroit, thinks that the recom-
mendation of the State Conserva-
tion Commission to ban night fish-
ing for bluegills and sunfish is
unecessary. "Some one strained
their brain to think that up," he
says. “While I realize that we must
have laws to control fishing what
we need most is the enforcement of
the laws we now have. If conserva-
tion officers cannot stop the taking
of undersized fish how can we
expect them to enforce the bluegill
One Annual Traveling
From the South Land
to Michigan
Opossums are becoming consid-
erably more numerous in Michigan
than they were formerly but pobody
seems very happy about it Not a
few have been caught around Hol-
land and many are found in Alle-
gan county.
The ’possum is not held in as
high esteem in these parts as it is
in the south where it is regarded
as a table delicacy. In Michigan, it
is considered mostly a nuisance,
due partly to its own stupidity and
partly to the fact it probably gets
blamed for some things it does
not do.
The opossum is one of those
unfortunates who usually get
caught in the act, and there’s good
reason. It is so lacking in either
fear or sense that it even has the
habit of lying down and taking a
nap on the very spot where it has
just committed larceny. If, for
instance, it raids a fanner’s chicken
coop it does not, like the crafty
weasel or mink, make a quick and
strategic retreat. It may lie down
and go to sleep amid the shells of
the e^gs it has just eaten and if
not disturbed by the irate farmer
take up its abode in the coop.
Nevertheless, from observations
made by game investigators and
from complaints received by the
department of conservation, the
opossum, once unknown in Michi-
gan, is increasing. The number
taken by trappers, in the severe
winter of 1935, decreased to one-
half that taken the previous year,
but have been on the up cycle since
then. It breeds rapidly, being cap-
able of several litters a year, and
it is omniverous, eating virtually
everything from snakes to berries.
Many persons believe 'possums kill
rabbits and skunks in their holes
but game investigations reveal no
serious inroads on these species by
'possums.- 0 -
Ghost Towns Come To
Life
There is one thing the imported
Atlantic smelt did to Northwest
Michigan: it has made winter fish-
ing extremely popular. Smelt are
fast biters and if you can haul fish
in as fast as you bait your hook,
well that’s fishing.
As the smelt increase so does the
X-ray examination provided Mi
igan people by Michigan Tuber-
culosis Association are recent re-
ports covering Christmaa seal tu-
berculosis clinics from September
1938 to March 1939, Theodore J.
Werle. executive secretary of the
Association, declared this week. In
these six months, Mr. Werle said,
more than two hundred cases of
the primary tuberculosis infection
have been revealed on X-ray films
taken with the portable X-ray
equipment of the Michigan Tuber-
culosis Association.
“Reaching forty counties the As-
sociation, with the cooperation of
various county health departments,
has X-rayed 1,726 residents of the
state in the past six months,” Mr.
Werle reported. “Of the 1,526 films
which have already been inter- 1
preted by tuberculosis specialists,
204 revealed the childhood type of
the disease, a primary infection of
tuberculosis germs. This stage can
be kept from further development
with a few health precautions.”- 0 -
Careful at the Air
Leyiln, a Swiss resort famous for
Its cures, is so careful of the purity
of Its Alpine air that it prohibits
smoking.
A WOMAN OF 71 SWIMS A
MILE TO RESCUE FRIENDS
A TO-yaar-old woman was ac-
claimed heroine today of a boating
misadventure on the Gulf of Mex-
ico, in Florida. Her efforts, how-
ever. were needless. <
N Miss Louise Remington, a mem-
ber of a fishing party of four
helplessly adrift on the Gulf over-
night after their craft developed
motor trouble, gamely plunged
overboard and swam a mile to
shore to summon aid.
As she reached land nearly
exhausted, she learned that the
party had been sighted by another
boat and was being rescued.- 0 -
The beaver in primitive times
occupied suitable habitats through-
out almost the entire extent of
North America, excepting the
region north of the tree Umit and
the arid western deserts.
Oxygen Required by Ftek
Fish need leu oxygen in cold wa
ter than warm. They breathe lesi
in cold weather.
LOANS MINUSrEDTAPE
• FRIENDLY . COURTEOUS • SERVICE
Wa know our customers don't wish to submit to sm-
borrassing investigations so we offer a Personalised
Loan Service designed to provide quick cash hw*
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever;
• HOW YOU CAN GET A LOAN
Your car (it need not be paid farMpenooal prop-
erty— your own mgnature art ample security. Any-
one— married or single with a steady income can
use this easy, dignified, private plan to secure
needed extra cash. Check over your money needs 
(hen come in and talk it over.
h<3lland loan assoc













— , ------ -------------- interest in the sport. Hundreds of
and sunfish ban? If this keeps up fishing shanties sprung up on the
the time will come when we won’t ice and soon a fishing village is
be able to use a hook and line
to fish at any time," Watkins
concluded.
trip, Dr. Harrison had to perform a rush
the ground was the operating table, a
it table. Instruments, sponges aud
in a pressure cooker over a
crowded around to look,
LUMBER BARGAINS .
Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4,
2x6, 2x8, 2x10-680.
Cheating, $80.00, Shiplap. $80.00.
Beards, rough, $84.00.
Get our pricea on Barn ehlnglee
and rough Hemlock and white
pine Bam Boards. Anything you
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
We deliver anywhere.
All Types of Insulation.
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.




29 Eut 9th St
created, only to disappear when the
thaws take place. Lake Charlevoix
has its community known as “Smel-
tiana”; the west arm of Grand
Traverse Bay its "Cisco City":
“Pench Village" is found on Lake
Cadillac and "Smelt Village” on
Crystal Lake, Benzie county. As
many as a thousand ice fishermen
are found on these lakes at the
height of the fishing season and a
fish from these cold waters is some
table delicacy.
*Dewn te the Sea In Ships'
.. The quotation "Down to the sea
in ships," Is In the 107th Psalm:
"They that go down to the sea tn
ships, that do business In great wa-
ters; these see the works of the
Lord and HJs wonders in the deep."
 — ------ 0
Peanut of Beta Family
The peanut plant Is a member oi
the bean family.
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
of Holland, Michigan
r.
Every Industrial and Commercial Activity, Every Pub-
lic, Private, Financial transaction in the Community
creates impulses that pass in one form or another
through a BANK. Our service is rendered in a friend-
ly and helpful manner, and you are invited to make
this Your flanking “HOME”.
Deposits Insured np to $5,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp,
Member Federal Reserve System.





LAWS GOVERNING THE OPER-
ATION OP MOTOR DRIVEN
CITED
The opening of navigation, which
is not very far off, will find a great
many new owners of motorboats_ ______ ___ __ ________
unfamiliar with the laws and re-
quirements as to numbering and
equipping such vessels prior to
their being navigated.
'-'It is with the thought in mind
of informing such owners of the
requirements, and thereby reduc-




-I CLAUDE DUNNE WIN spends his days working with wood hi a
Holland furniture factory. His evenings also are spent working
with wood, but It is the hobby of turning out tiny Dutch wind,
mills. Right now, with the Tulip Time festival lust around the
corner, Dunnewin is spending all his spare time in the basement
’ of his home at Central Park.— Courtesy G. R. Press.
Asks Help In Locating Rabbit Nests
Mating Season Is Here For Cottontails
It is during the time of year
that spring fever is affecting us
most, that the breeding season of
the cottontail rabbit is initiated.
From past indications it appears as
if the main breeding season extends
from March to early September,
but more information is needed to
establish the definite season.
The gestation period for the cot-
tontail rabbit is approximately four
weeks. The young are born in a
small bowl-like nest cavity which
the female digs into the ground
and lines with grasses. Before the
female leaves an occupied nest she
regularly covers it with a blanket
which usually consists of grasses
and fur from her own body.
Due to the fact that rabbit nests
are so well concealed, they are
nearly always found by accident.
It may be expected that a few nests
will probably be found any time
after the first of April.
In order to practice good man-
agement of any game animal it is‘ _
luite essential that we have aqu _ ... ---- .
thorough knowledge of its repro
ductive powers and natural ene-
mies. It is commonly believed that
young rabbits while still in the nest
are occasionally taken by predators.
In order to check more closely on
this, it is hoped that a large num-
ber of nests can be closely watched
this spring and summer.
I#-' It will be greatly appreciated if
anyone who finds a rabbisit nest will
drop a post card to the Swan Creek
Wildir - ......ife experiment station, Alle-
gan, and report the discovery so
that Arnold 0. Haugen, who is
studying rabbit management at the
experiment station, can keep the
nest under observation.
Canned Woodchuck
A tin can bouncing eratically
along the highway near the Stur-
geon river attracted the attention
of Emerson Vickery of Vanderbilt,
Mich.
Closer observation revealed that
a large and somewhat hysterical
woodcnuck was attached to the tin
can. Its head was caught by the
rough edges of the open top.
Apparently it had sluck its head
in, lured by the smell of food.
Vickery released the animal
which, he reports, staggered off the
road in a dazed condition, weak-
ened by its exertions. He believes
that it later recovered.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
TEST TRAPPING PHEASANTS
Transferring of wild pheasants
from areas of overabunaance has
been initiated successfully with the
trapping of 93 birds at the A. M.
'odd wilTod dlife sanctuary in Allegan
county.
The birds, after capture, were
distributed elsewhere in the county
in favorable habitats that are open
to hunting. The work was a part
of the winter program of the Swan
Creek wildlife experiment station
of the department of conservation.
Pheasants became so numerous
in the sanctuary this winter as to
constitute a nuisance and Roy M.
Hunt of the state game farm was
transferred to the Swan Creek area
to aid in capture of the birds. The
work was largely experimental but
indicates that it should be possible
to trap large numbers, under proper
weather conditions, at a very small
cost per bird.
TTfm
LISTS WATERS FOR SPEARING
Conservation Officer Forrest La-
voy of Ottawa county called atten-
tion today to the spearing laws so
th&t sportsmen in this section
might know the waters in the coun-
ty open to spearing with artificial
light during the month of April.
Fish which can be t a k e n by
spearing in daytime or at night
during April in non-trout streams
are suckers, carp, mullet, red horse,
dogfish and garpike.
Waters open to spearing by ar-
tificial light are Bass river, Little
Bass river in Allendale township,
Bass creek, Beaver creek, Black
river, Black creek, Braman creek,
Deer creek, Grand river (except in
bayous), Grand creek in Chester
township, Pine creek, Rush creek,
Sand creek and Little Sand creek
down from Stafford lake.
The officer reported dip netting
season is from March 1 to May 16
in all non-trout streams.
Insect Species Increasing
Insect species are so vast in num-
ber that 6.500 new kinds are added




“Tulip Time" is periodical. It is a wonderful
celebration, and Holland is to be congratulated.
Insurance Time
____ is all the time
Don't let your insurance on your home lapse and find unexpectedly that you
have an uninsured home, or no home at all and no money to build another
with— should an unexpected fire take this home away from you.
 for non-compli-
ance, that the following highlighta
of the Motor Boat Numbering Act
and the Equip-
as amended, is
of 1918, as amended, 
ment Act of 1910, ________  „
submitted for publication in your
newspaper:
1. Report of purchase of a
motorboat by filing a notarised bill
of sale must be made to a custom
house within ten days. (Penalty
for failure to so report, $10.)
2. There is no fee charged for
awarding a number and issuing a
a motor-propelledcertificate
boat.
8. A certificate of award of
number must be carried on board.
(Failure to comply incurs a penal
ty of $10, and failure to exhibit
same on demand of a Coast Guard
or Customs Officer incurs a penal-
ty of $100.)
4. Report of loss, abandonment,
or destruction of a numbered boat
must be made to a custom house
within ten days. (Penalty for fail-
ure to so report, $10.)
5. Motor boat equipment must
be carried, vis: Fire extinguisher,
whistle, life preservers, pilot rules,
lights after sunset, etc. (Penalty
for omission of each piece of
equipment, $100.) Printed regula-
tions on this subject will be gladly
furnished any person on request.
6. Sailing vessels without- mo-
tor power underway after sunset
are required to carry colored side
lights— green to starboard and red
to port. While bow and stern lights
are not permitted.
7. When anchor, such vessel
shall carry forward, where it can
best be seen, but at a height not
exceeding 20 feet abov^ the hull-,
a white light visible all around the
horizon at a distance of at least
one mile.
100 Years of Adventure
(Chicago American)
Just 100 years ago a railroad
man undertook to carry small par-
cels in his carpetbag for delivery
at points along the line. Thus be-
gan the first express service.
The need for such service led to
rapid expansion and express serv-
ice spread west to the Mississippi.
Then came the opening of the West
and the famous pony express, which
wrote adventure and drama into
the story of America.
During the CivU War express
service often was the only means
of communication between the
North and the South for long
periods.
The glamorous saga could go on.
When the rails that tied the East
and West together were completed,
the pony riders passed into his-
tory, but it was years before some
of their feats were duplicated.
All express agencies now are
combined in one, owned by seventy
railroads and operated on contract
over the lines of 447 carriers, as
well as air lines, ships and electric
railroads.
A carpetbag only 100 years ago,
express today covers the continent
and, by ship and air, serves South
America, Cuba, some of the islands
of the Pacific and the Orient.
It’s a workaday job to the 70,000
men who deliver the goods, but
while the peril of sudden death at
the hands of Indians is gone, the
routine hides romance. The dry
records of “delivery made” teem
with exciting and unusual stories.
Rare flowers, live animals, birds
and reptiles, life-saving serums,
costly gems and precious metals all
alemove ong as surely as common-
rntplace freig„„
In fact, a modem library of fic-
tion is growing up around the lusty
young centenarian. It is as excit-
ing a narrative, however, as any
“and another redskin bit the dust”
story that ever excited the “young
idea."
CONSTABLES’ IN TOWNSHIPS
HELP, CAN CURB HUNTERS
TRESPASS
“Solution of the farmers’ tres-
pass troubles is so simple that we
may have overlooked it,” says
Glenn Bradt, farm-game man for
the Department of Conservation.
As Glenn sees it, farmers and
sportsmen could make use of the
two to four constables which are
elected in every township. If
these constables were pledged to
assist in enforcing the game laws
and would quickly respond to calls
regarding trespass violations,
much of the hoodlum element
would be taken care of before they
get started.
If it were generally known that
each township had officers ready
to go to the assistance of farmers
Insurance is Not Periodical
Whether for fire, accident, burglary, automobile coverage, the time to insure
is NOW! Tomorrow may be too late. We carry nothing but the best insurance
and cover all standard classifications of risks, compatible with good business
judgment.
Visscher-Brooks Insurance Co.
6 East Eighth Street Phone 4616 HoUand, Mich.
who were having trespass troubles
with hunters, it is more than likely
that many hunters would run the
risk of arrest.
Chritar Bean Stradfvarrs Name
The only guitar known to bear
the signature of Antonio Stradivari,
the famous violin maker, is in the
museum at the Paris Conservatory
at Music.
Oel* Indicates Feed Tataa
One sign of the food value of
•quashes, pumpkins and carrots is
the color. The source of their yel-
low color is a pigment called caro-
tene which. In the human body de-
velops into vitamin A.
Women Work In Utaland
Mon In Zululand tako cart of tho
cattle, but almost all the rest of
the work is done by women. Zulu
women care for the growing crops
of corn, millet and potatoes.
Fane! Repeated Lord’s Prayer
_ Probably the longest series of
•onsecutive words tvtr learned and








The Relationship of SOUND BUSINESS and
SOUND BANKING is a Vital One. Both are
Essential to the Industrial, Agricultural, and
Financial Welfare of the Nation. Their
Interests Must Go Hand In Hand.
This Bank Has
Nothing to Sell bat SERVieE-*^*^
manner.
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ng officer* for the ensu-
iester Riemersma, preai-
Mrs. Darlene Riemersma,
Tica-preaWeirt; Mrs. Nell Ter
second vice-pre*iden
church. The date also marked the Gerald Wolters, aged 22, son of
at; Mrs.
Mi--- - --- treasurer;
Ml*. Gertrade Tors, secretary ;
swMIrs. Jennie Arnold, corres-
. pre-
sent were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Slag, Mr. and Mrs. John Helder,
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv Bouwman,
Henry Kruiskamp, Mr. and Mrs.
George Keen, Mr. and Mrs. Harm
Slenk, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bouw-
man, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vol-
kers, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Hoek,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Kolenbran-
der and Miss Rebecca Nyland.
John Henry Wolters, living on rur-
al route 0, Holland, lost three
gers in an accident Friday at the
Brouwer Brothers novelty works
on US-31 north of Holland, where
he was usinr the shaoer in making
wooden shoes. The second, third,
and little fingers of his left hand
IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY
TAKES PLACE AT LOCAL
HOME
Miss Ruth Nibbelinl
Mrs.. C. W. Nibbelit
hterof
___ __ ______ ____ j
12th St, Holland, and James Brier-
ley of Grand Rapids, son of Mr.
•••u a wc iingvi o ui iua icii, immi *pd Mrs. Brierley of Edinburgh,
were cut off. He was immediately Scotland, exchanged vows last Wed-
rushed to Holland hospital, where
he received treatment.
Mr. and Mo. John Kolenbrander
E. 24th at, were pleasantly
‘ recently when a number
gathered at their home
te the 84th anniversary
marriage. Mr. and Mrs.
____ inder were married on
' 1, 1908 in the East Saugatu.ck
Fire destroyed a brooder house
and about 200 baby chicks on the
William Boeve farm located three
miles north of Holland last Thurs-
day. An overheated brooder stove
was said to have caused the fire.
The Holland fire department saved
a nearby barn which had caught
fire from the burning building.
Automobiles driven by Gerrit J.
Van Dyke, 80 ̂  East Eighth St.,
and Kenneth Modders, aged 16, of
275 East 13th St, figured in an
accident Thursday at Columbia
Ave. and 13th St. Van Dyke stat-
ed that Modders was driving with-
out the headlights burning. Mrs.
Van Dyke received crushed bones
on the right side of her face.
nesday at 4 p. m. before an im-
provised altar beautifully arrange*
in the bay window of the living
room of the Nibbelink home. Palms
and ferns, shasta daisies and smi-
lax formed the background, and
two large vases of calls lilies were
set on either side. All the rooms
were decorated with bowls of spring
The Rev. William Van’t Hof, pas-
tor of Third Reformed church, offi-
ciated, using the single ring cere-
mony. As the bridal party assem-
bled, Miss Ruth Keppel, violinist,
accompanied by Mn. Martha Rob-
bins at the piano, played “Ro-
mance,” by Ambrosia. During the
by8aJn&g£Si Pliyed *The Sw<m”
The bride was unattended. Her
beautiful gown was a floor-length
apricot marquisette, with matching
lace. The small Bible which she
carried was covered with the same
material as that of her dress. She
also carried a bouquet of talisman
roses and forget-me-nots.
After the ceremony, about 70
relatives and intimate friends were
served a wedding supper, the
bride’* table being covered with
lace. At the center was the four-
tiered wedding cake, topped with a
miniature bride and groom.
For her daughter’s wedding,
Mr*. Nibbelink wore a gown of hy-
acinth blue lace. Her corsage was
of Ulisman roses. Mr. an Mrs.
Andrew Hyma served as muter
and mtetress of ceremonies, and
Mr*. Hyma’s gown was printed
chiffon.
Following the repast, the couple
left on a trip to Washington, D.C..
and will also visit otherplaces oi
interest on the trip. The bride
wore a light weight soft blue wool
suit, with accessories of Japonica.
After June 1 they will reside in
their summer home on Lake Mich-
igan.
Mrs. Brierlmr^waa graduated
from Hope college, and
her M.A. degree from the Univer-
sity of Michigan. She took giadu-
ate work at Raddiffe coUege. Mr.
grier ley wu graduated from
George Harriots school at Edin-
burgh, Scotland. He is now em-
ployed by the Joseph Monahan Co.
of Grand Rapids.
Guests from out of town were
uL hLSTJZSZ jznxt
len, Miss Anna Miller. Mr. and
Mrs. Dudley Layman, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Lucu, of Grand Rapids:
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smith, and
pick, of Kenosha, Wisconsin; Miss
Edy the , Klerk of Kalamazoo; Mr.
and Mrs. Vern Rutherford of
South Bend. Indiana; Mr. and Mrs.
V. D. Wunburn of Chicago; Mr.
and Mrs. William Vender Veere,
Jr., and William Vender Veere,
Sr-, of Battle Creek; Miss Kathryn
Vanctor Veere of Lawton; Miu Lois
De Vries of Fowlerville.
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Holland’s Board of Public Works
The City of Holland
The Place Where Folks Really Live"
building a new $1,500,000 light and power plant
Airplane view of the "island” before building activities began.
and powei plant to be completed within 18 months. It has been Holland's
mtmiapal project with a half century of continued success in operation and returns.
.V W ft, •' 'i'
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City Hall— Hollmd’i Business House end the City’s Governing Body
WHAT HOLLAND IS AND HAS
It is the Tulip City of the Na-
tion.
H It is the Center of unsurpassed
Resort District
U It is Within Ten Minute’s Ride
of Beautiful Lake Michigan with
•il its Recreational Facilities and
miles of bathing beach.
H It boasts of a Holland Fish and
Game Club with its fish ponds re-
plenishing our local bodies of wa-
ter with millions of fish.
fl It borders the Michigan fruit belt
*nd is surrounded with extra-or-
dinary farm land.
U It is a city with excellent hotel
facilities.
fl Holland is nearly 100% paved,
and connects up with three main
trunk lines.
If Its water system ia. second to
none; and the quality of its water is
the talk of the tourists.
J It is the center of the pickle in-
dustry and for sugar beets, giving
gainful employment at home, and
a market for the tillers of the soil
ff Holland's school system is of a
standard as high as anr in the ns-
learninition. These avenues of rning are
augmented by Hope college, an in-
stitution of higher learning, and the
Western Theological Seminary. A
Business College is also popular in
this dty as well as are the denom-
inational schools.
II Holland has 28 churches, repre-
senting the leading denominations.
All congregations are well-housed,
with ample church facilities, includ-
ing pipe organs.
JI This dty can show eight miles of
Tulip Lanes along ita streets and
parks, and boasts of a boulevard
lighting system second to none.
If Holland’s police department is in-
deed effidSnt. There is no crime
wave existing here, and the Board
of Police and Fire Commissioners,
together with the men, have kept
it on a high standard-strengthen-
ing law obedience.
H The park board and staff are
thoroughly efficient, and our parks
sad cemeteries and a new cemetery
project in the making, are evi-
dences of this efficiency.
f Holland has an athletic field for
baseball end football that is the
pride of the community.
f Its system of parks is diffiotlt
to excel. The main park-Ceatoa-
aiat the hub of the dty, is the

































If Two golf courses and an air-
port are available here.
public service companiesJ! Its
stand high in the cetimation of
the people, which includes
phone and gas service.
II It is the home of fine furniture,
and boasts of the largest warm air
heating and air conditioning indus-
try in the world; and further it
has a second plant of that nature,
Iso a fine going concern, estab-
lished more than two decades ago.
fl It is in the heart of Michigan’s
poultry and •’chick’’ industry.
t! Holland is a city of diversified
industries, some 60 in number,
with no empty factory buildings.
J Insurance rates are low in Hoi-
land. This is largely due to its
efficient fire department with mod-
ern motorised equipment, manned
with a double platoon system of
drivers, and supplemented with a
part-time volunteer department To
ita excellent equipment a 115,000
fully -equipped ladder track has
just been purchased.
fl Holland has a municipal light
and water plant that sets an ex-
ample as a profit-maker to other
cities in the nation, and a new
Plant cosUng $1,500,000 Is now
under construction at the head of
beautiful Lake Macatawa. Manyaimimvm m nmuj
lug the stressful period fivo years
**«. pur municipal plant kept the
wolf from the door for many needy
families, ind tided the city over
rough financial spots.
f Holland has a Board of Public
,.r*“ working without pay, and no
politica is allowed in this very suc-
cessful enterprise.
valuation is
$1 1,757, 15S.00. Ita censna in 1989
was 14,349. Greater Holland eight
yean later is nearer 18,000.
II Holland Is almost out of debt,
ptring only S1MAOO.OO. The total
bonded Indebtedness in 1911 was
nnl nn04 00, <"»°«nt, H19,-
004.00 was paid during the past
ix years.
ta^imns m° n
etty— « dty practicaliv out nt
J Holland is a dty of shsdft-ln
fact, a veritable park dotted by
parks.
^•^abfe^wMgl^Un'he
Part and present Holland Is a dty
ftj" P"** awl “a town where
folks realjy live.”
We invite our friends from abroad and our neighbors from the
countryside, to visit Holland during the Tulip Festival, or at any time
of the year. You will find Dutch hospitality here always!
WHAT HOLLAND 18 AND HAS
H Us milk supply assures fathers
and mothers of growing children a
healthful place in which to live.
Over 2Vi million quarts of milk are
consumed each year.
§
J Holland is well supplied with
theatres, where nothing but the
latest and the best is shown in the
movie field.
J Holland's postal service is high-
ly spoken of by home folk and
tourists alike.
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